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Abstract

The generation, manipulation and detection of single photons as quantum bits (qubits) are at the very heart of optical quantum information processing. Single-photon sources, passive optical elements and single-photon detectors form the basis of all-optical quantum gates and of linear-optics quantum computing. However, present implementations are limited to few qubits, due to the large number of optical components required. The monolithic integration of quantum photonic circuits, as needed for scaling to tens of qubits, has so far been limited to passive implementations, due to the difficulty of integrating sources, waveguides and detectors on the same substrate. Therefore, the integration of single photon detectors within a single chip with single-photon sources and passive circuit elements is a key research objective, in view of the realisation of quantum photonic integrated circuits (QPICs).

Among the different approaches to detect single photons, nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) outperform other single-photon detection technologies in near-infrared (NIR) due to their high efficiency, high timing accuracy and short dead time. Their outstanding properties and compatibility with the integration of single-photon sources and passive photonic networks make SSPDs very strong candidates for on-chip implementations. SSPDs are formed of ultrathin (4-5 nm) and narrow (∼100 nm) superconducting (mostly niobium nitride (NbN)) nanowires patterned in a meander structure. The absorption of a single photon in the nanowire produces a transition from the superconductive to the resistive state, giving rise to a voltage pulse in the external circuit.

In this thesis, the design, realisation and characterisation of single-photon and photon-number-resolving detectors based on superconducting nanowires integrated with GaAs waveguides are presented. First, the optimisation of the challenging technology of ultrathin NbN film growth on a GaAs substrate by a dc magnetron sputtering technique is discussed. Then, the first demonstration of waveguide single-
photon detectors (WSPDs) based on NbN superconducting ultrathin films on top of GaAs ridge waveguides is introduced. A WSPD with 20% device quantum efficiency, $>100$ MHz estimated counting rate and 60 ps timing resolution is reported. Moreover, in order to increase the functionality of the QPIC, a beam splitter is realised on-chip by utilizing a 2x2 multi-mode interference coupler (MMI) on GaAs and it is integrated with two detectors as an equivalent of free-space Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) interferometer. Furthermore, it has been shown that an integrated autocorrelator can be realised in a more compact geometry by putting two, electrically separated detectors on the same waveguide. Such a compact device is studied for any possible spurious interaction (namely crosstalk) between the two detection elements which would limit the functionality of the autocorrelators. No crosstalk, however, has been evidenced. Finally, waveguide photon-number-resolving detectors (WPNRDs) have been demonstrated which are able to count the number of photons in a pulse. These WPNRDs are based on the series connection of the nanowires by utilizing spatial multiplexing technique and are shown to resolve up to four photons. The devices studied within this thesis constitute crucial building blocks of a QPIC with various functionalities and an important step towards the realisation of the fully-integrated optical quantum networks on a single chip.
Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter aims at giving an overview on quantum information processing (QIP), single-photon detectors (SPDs) and photon-number-resolving detectors (PNRDs). First, a brief look at QIP, in particular QIP with photons is taken. Then, the concept of quantum photonic integration is introduced as an approach to scalability in order to replace the room-sized optical tables with a scalable photonic circuit and enable QIP beyond few tens of photons. Afterwards, two building blocks of such a circuit, SPDs and PNRDs and the current state-of-the-art of these elements are discussed. Finally, the chapter is concluded with the scope of this thesis.

1.1 Quantum information processing with photons

Whilst the term photon is introduced the first time in 1926 by G. N. Lewis, the concept of quantised electromagnetic radiation dates back to 1900 when Planck explained the blackbody radiation spectrum, which brought him a Nobel prize in physics in 1918. The concept was also used by Einstein to explain the photoelectric effect in 1905 with which he also got a Nobel prize in physics (1921). From then on, it became an attractive research subject for several different branches of optics. In this section, quantum information processing with photons is briefly discussed.

Quantum photonics provides enhancement in precision and speed in quantum simulation and quantum computation. Quantum computation for instance is expected to solve more complex problems than those within the capabilities of conventional computers. In addition, quantum photonics enables the most secure form of cryptography, based on quantum key distribution (QKD).

QIP uses quantum bits (qubits) as a unit of basic information. While the qubits can be based on atomic and solid state systems, photons have emerged as a promising approach for QIP among others in particular for quantum communication and computation owing to their high-speed transmission, low decoherence and the possibility of sending them to different parts of a circuit on quantum network. The low decoherence property of photons...
assures long-distance and secure quantum communication, and potentially faster and more precise simulations of quantum systems, such as many-body interactions.

1.1.1 Quantum communication

Confidentiality is a common concern as it affects people in their daily lives, for instance in internet banking or digital signatures. Quantum cryptography, also known as QKD, provides the most secure communication between two parties by exploiting the superposition principle and non-classical correlations in quantum mechanics. That is classically impossible via an insecure communication channel because the transmission in a classical channel is subject to inspection by an eavesdropper.

QKD relies on single-photons which are transmitted at the speed of light and they are impossible to clone owing to their quantum mechanical nature. The inherent low-noise nature fosters the reliability of photons for such an application. As currently there is no efficient ideal single-photon source available, highly-attenuated laser pulses (typically down to an average photon number $\mu = 0.1^3$) are used. After a single photon is generated, it is transmitted through a quantum channel, which could be either fibers or free space links before being detected by single-photon detectors.

Quantum cryptography was demonstrated experimentally the first time in 1989 (but only published in 1992) but there are still several limitations for practical implementation. There are stringent requirements such as low-loss transmission, efficient single-photon detectors compatible with telecommunication wavelengths as well as difficulties in realising quantum repeaters. QKD protocols relying on attenuated laser pulses offer unconditional security for practical use only for short distances ($\sim 40$ km) or if coupled to decoy-state QKD protocol. The imperfections as the channel losses and the detector performance metrics (jitter, dark count, speed and quantum efficiency) put certain limitations to the maximum distance and the bit rate in QKD. QKD can be achieved in free-space only for a limited distance due to beam broadening. The longest distance QKD over 300 km has recently been obtained based on a fiber system using an attenuated laser source and a superconducting single-photon detector (SSPD) with 0.1 cps dark count rate and 5.6 % system detection efficiency at 1550 nm wavelength. Increasing the distance much further requires the implementation of quantum repeaters, which rely on linear-processing and photon-detection, and on quantum memories. For practical applications, it will be very advantageous to integrate such quantum repeaters on a chip.

1.1.2 Quantum simulators

The idea of simulating quantum systems dates back to 1981 when Feynman gave a talk titled, *Simulating Physics with Computers* (published one year after). Quantum simulators offer an environment that exploits another quantum system obeying the same rules of quantum mechanics as the system to be simulated, but easier to measure. The concept can be clarified by a comparison to a classical counterpart such as classical orreries.

\[\text{Classical orreries}^3 \text{ are three dimensional models that illustrate the relative positions and motions of celestial bodies in the solar system. The bodies are mechanically driven by using the gearwheels in order to mimic the orbital motions.}\]
Classical orreries simulate the motion of the planets and moons in the solar system while quantum computers simulate the many-body interactions of quantum systems. Quantum simulators are especially essential to tackle the problems that are infeasible to solve on conventional computers. For instance, calculating the ground state energies of many-body systems becomes exponentially harder by using the classical supercomputers as the number of particles increases whilst it gets only polynomially difficult for a simulating quantum system. It is expected that quantum simulators with approximately 150 qubits may outperform supercomputers.\textsuperscript{14}

The photonic implementations of quantum simulators are being investigated in Ref. \textsuperscript{14}.

### 1.1.3 Quantum computers

In quantum computers, the conventional bits (0 and 1) are replaced with qubits. Thus, the value of a bit is no longer only 0 or 1 but any superposition of those. For some important problems that are computationally difficult on classical computers (like the factorization of large numbers), quantum computers offer exponentially speed-up due to their inherent parallelism (entanglement). This means that the number of operations needed scales polynomially with the scale of the problem rather than exponentially as in classical computers. This does not mean that quantum computers are universally faster, they might be even slower in some cases compared to the computers available today (with $> 3$ GHz clock speed). Therefore, they are only promising and useful for particular applications or algorithms where their inherent computational parallelism is an advantage.

There is a great research interest to establish this promising technology with various systems. Spin systems, trapped atoms, superconducting qubits and photons are a few to mention. Photons are a promising approach\textsuperscript{2,4} owing to their low-decoherence and the ease of exchanging photons between different parts of the processor. There are, however, formidable challenges to be solved in order to implement a quantum computer on a photonic or any other technology. Therefore, quantum computers are likely the last to appear as a commercial application of quantum physics among the others mentioned in this section.

### 1.2 Quantum photonic integration circuit

It is very challenging to implement any of the above mentioned quantum processing functionalities on a large scale with bulk optics due to the extreme stability requirement as well as the complexity in size and coupling losses that scale proportionally with the number of circuit elements. Integrated quantum photonics\textsuperscript{15} offers a solution to those formidable challenges by replacing the bulk optics with a more compact and efficient integrated configuration. Currently, many quantum optics experiments are already conducted with integrated passive circuit elements (optical waveguides). They provide a link to the external network by interfacing with fibers, and the coupling of the photons generated to the rest of the circuit\textsuperscript{16–18}. So far, the most common material for the passive circuitry is silica. That is because it is possible to fabricate 3D waveguides on silica and it is low-loss
at telecom wavelengths\textsuperscript{19}. Silicon photonics offer a denser integration level than silica and is therefore being considered for quantum integration photonics\textsuperscript{20}.

In order to realise a fully-functional quantum photonic integrated circuit (QPIC), all the optical components, such as single photon sources, passive circuit elements and single photon detectors are required to be integrated on a single chip\textsuperscript{15}. For the realisation of a fully integrated QPIC\textsuperscript{21}, the III-V material system is very promising and seems to be a straight-forward approach because it includes direct bandgap materials and allow the integration of single-photon sources\textsuperscript{22}. GaAs and InP are the strongest candidates amongst III-V semiconductor compounds since heterostructures emitting in telecom band (1300 - 1550 nm) can be grown epitaxially which is compatible with the well-developed low-loss fiber technology. Additionally, as compared to silicon and silica, GaAs and InP provide the advantage of a second-order optical nonlinearity (useful for realising phase modulators).

As a single photon source, quantum dots (QDs) have attracted considerable attention due to their potential to be integrated with photonic crystals (PhCs)\textsuperscript{23–26}. As compared to integrated single-photon sources based on parametric processes in LiNbO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{27} or Si waveguides\textsuperscript{28}, QDs offer the advantage of much easier filtering of the probe beam.

As detectors, both SPDs and PNRDs are needed for a QPIC in order to increase the functionality of the circuit. There are different type of detectors, such as semiconductor- and superconductor-based and will be discussed in the next section. At the beginning of this thesis, no waveguide single-photon detectors had been demonstrated. In 2011, our group (see chapter 4 of this thesis)\textsuperscript{29}, a University Oxford/NIST collaboration\textsuperscript{30} and a group in Yale\textsuperscript{31} almost simultaneously demonstrated waveguide detectors based on GaAs, silica and silicon, respectively. In the last two years, waveguide detectors have been demonstrated also on Si;N\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{32} and again GaAs\textsuperscript{33}.

Figure 1.1 shows a sketch of our proposal to QPIC. The circuit contains single photon sources based on two level systems (such as QDs in a photonic crystal) and interfaced to the rest of the chip with passive waveguides\textsuperscript{25,34}. The linear processing based on waveguides also is obtained on the same chip (see chapter 5) and finally the photons are detected either by waveguide single-photon detectors (WSPDs, see chapter 4) or
1.3 Single-photon detectors (SPDs)

The interest in SPDs is growing for the applications, including but not limited to single-molecule spectroscopy and light detection and ranging (LIDAR). In this thesis, SPDs for integrated quantum photonics will be discussed. An SPD typically produces an electrical signal after absorption of a photon. They can be classified into two main groups, based on the material’s ability to conduct electricity as semiconducting SPDs and superconducting SPDs. In the first group, photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) and single-photon avalanche detectors (SPADs) (InGaAs-based for the telecom wavelength range and Si-based for the visible range) are mentioned. These technologies are very mature and the detectors do not require cryogenic temperatures to operate. Nevertheless, they are plagued either by the high dark count rates (DCRs) or the long dead time or by both, particularly at telecom wavelengths. That makes these detectors not suitable for specific applications in QIP where these figures are the primary demands. In the second group, transition-edge sensors (TESs) and SSPDs have developed rapidly in recent years and deserve particular attention. Superconducting detectors require cryogenic temperature. TES detectors intrinsically resolve the photon number in a given pulse while they require extremely low working temperature and are also very slow for high speed QIP. SSPDs, the subject of this thesis, are very promising owing to their high speed, low jitter and low achievable dark counts. For a detailed information on SPDs including the other types that are not mentioned here, the reviews on SPDs can be referred.

1.3.1 Photo-multiplier tubes (PMT)

PMTs can be built for different spectral ranges by changing the photocathode (see Figure 1.2 (left), which is made of a material with a low workfunction. Photomultiplier tubes operate in a vacuum condition. When a photon hits the photocathode, an electron is ejected. This electron is accelerated by the positive voltage applied on the first dynode so that it can eject other electrons from the successive dynodes. That process continues typically till obtaining about $10^6$ electrons by increasing the voltage drops on each subsequent dynode. That becomes a large enough signal to be detected by ordinary electronics. PMTs offer a reasonable efficiency in particular in the visible range (40 % at $\lambda = 500$ nm while 2 % at $\lambda = 1550$ nm)\(^{41}\). Nevertheless, both the DCRs and the dead time restrict its availability in applications like QKD. Moreover because of their physical dimensions, they obviously cannot be integrated.

1.3.2 Single-photon avalanche detectors (SPAD)

SPADs are typically operated in so called ‘Geiger mode’, where the diode is biased in reverse bias with a voltage greater than breakdown voltage. When a photon arrives to the
active region (below the AR (anti-reflective) window in Figure 1.2(right)), an electron-hole pair is generated. As in PMTs, when the voltage is applied, the charge is accelerated and charge multiplication occurs. The multiplication continues till the saturation current is reached which is usually limited by the external circuit. Once the detection event is registered, the voltage is lowered below the breakdown voltage to make the detector ready for the next detection event.

Geiger-mode Si-SPAD works in the visible spectrum including a part of ultra-violet and near-infrared regimes (350 - 1000 nm). Si-SPAD can have a count rate above 100 MHz \(^{42}\). While Si-SPADs can have detection efficiencies as high as 80 % at 800 nm in free running mode \(^{42}\), the detector efficiency decreases dramatically in the NIR. Therefore, InGaAs/InP-SPADs replace Si-SPADs in the telecom band (1310 and 1550 nm). However, their detection efficiencies drop to ~ 20 % at \( \lambda = 1550 \) nm \(^{43}\). Besides that, the SPADs in the NIR mostly need to be gated as the multiplication layer of the SPADs has trap sites (defects), which are populated during the avalanche. In order to avoid a second avalanche initiated by the trap-site resulting in afterpulsing, those sites need to be depopulated.

Afterpulsing requires gating of the InGaAs/InP-SPADs with a long (tens to hundreds of ns) off-time. The detectors are also plagued by the relatively high DCRs, which are in the order of a few kHz \(^{43,44}\).

Additionally, SPADs are very non-linear (they give the same output pulse for any number of incident photons) and have a high jitter (see section 1.5). If SPADs are biased in the linear mode rather than in Geiger mode, the output signal would be proportional to incident number of photons, enabling the measurement of the number of photons. However, due to the low gain achievable in the linear mode, the signal-to-noise ratio is poor. Operating SPADs at the edge of the Geiger mode has been resulted in photon-number-resolving capability, but with a low signal-to-noise \(^{45}\). Therefore, resolving the high photon numbers becomes unfeasible.

1.3.3 Transition-edge sensors (TES)

Superconducting TES (also called superconducting phase-transition thermometer -SPT) is a thermal detector that measures the energy of an optical pulse. These type of detectors require a narrow, sharp phase transition from the superconducting to the resistive state at which the increase in resistance with temperature is maximum, since their operation is based on sensing the small resistance change upon photon absorption. A TES works with
1.3. SINGLE-PHOTON DETECTORS (SPDS)

Figure 1.3 – A scanning electron microscope image of a meandered 5x5 µm SSPD. This design is suitable for free space coupling. The scale bar corresponds to 1 µm. Fabrication is done by Dr. A. Gaggero in CNR, Rome.

a constant voltage bias for a stable operation. The incident photon energy is absorbed and converted to heat in the absorber material that is thermally in contact with the detector. That raises the temperature of the superconducting material and therefore the resistance. TESs are extremely sensitive to incident photons and have very high detection efficiencies, such as > 90 %\(^{46}\). The change in the resistance is measured using a superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID) array at cryogenic temperatures which complicate the device fabrication. TESs exhibit very low DCRs owing to the extremely low operating temperatures (< 100 mK)\(^{46,47}\).

While TES are very sensitive to temperature changes, they are relatively slow detectors\(^2\) (maximum count rate of 1 MHz). Thus, TESs are unsuited for high-speed QIP. These detectors inherently show photon-number-resolving (PNR) capability\(^{46}\) and this will be discussed later in this chapter, in section 1.6.

1.3.4 Nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs)

The concept of using superconducting NbN stripes as a single-photon detector dates back to 2001 when first proposed and demonstrated by Golt’sman et. al.\(^{48}\). The first proposed structure of an SSPD (also referred as SNSPD) was based on 5 nm-thick and 200 nm-wide NbN nanowire. The detector structure was later modified towards slightly thinner (4-5 nm) and narrower (100 nm) wires folded into a meander (see Figure 1.3) to increase the active interaction area with the incoming photon. Upon absorption of a single-photon, a highly resistive hotspot region is formed by a sequence of relaxation processes. The detection mechanism was first explained on the basis of the hotspot detection model\(^{48,49}\), which was later refined in 2005\(^{50}\).

The hotspot mechanism is schematized in Figure 1.4 and explained in the following.

\(^2\)The speed of TES detectors is imposed by the maximum bandwidth of SQUID electronics.
1.4 Detection mechanism of an SSPD

NbN is a well-known traditional type-II superconductor, with high critical temperature $(T_c)$ of 17 K (for thick films), a coherence length of $> 100$ nm and a magnetic penetration depth of about 4 - 5 nm. For a sufficiently narrow wire (< 100 nm) at the bias current close to the wire’s critical current $(I_c)$, the hotspot mechanism is used to explain the detection mechanism of SSPDs. An SSPD, operating well below its critical temperature $(T < T_c = 10 - 12$ K for 4-5 nm-thick NbN), is biased with a current slightly below its critical current, $I_b \sim I_c$ (Figure 1.4(a)). When an incident photon with an energy of $h\nu$ is absorbed, it breaks at first instance a Cooper pair (named after Leon N. Cooper) in the wire—this creates a highly energetic quasi-particle. During the relaxation process, this quasi-particle breaks new pairs successively by inelastic electron-electron scattering ($e^- - e^-$ interaction), causing an avalanche of quasi-electrons from other broken Cooper pairs. The formation of hot-electrons can cause the creation of a resistive region called ‘hotspot’ in the wire. When the energy of the quasi-electrons becomes close to the superconducting bandgap energy, the quasi-electrons start to recombine and the interaction of the quasi-electrons with the phonons dominates ($e^- - ph$ interaction) over $e^- - e^-$ interaction. This means that the energy of the quasi-particle is dissipated as heat in the material. Therefore, the hotspot is not enough by itself to make the whole section of the wire resistive. Due to the formation of the hotspot, however, the current avoids the resistive region and is expelled to the side-walks (Figure 1.4(b)). At the side-walks the current density exceeds the critical current density, which also breaks the superconductivity at that region and the whole section becomes resistive (Figure 1.4(c)). This transition from superconducting to normal state is detected as a photoresponse pulse.

Even though the hotspot model is very intuitive and can explain the detection of high-energy photons (in the UV and visible range, Figure 1.5), it suggests a sharp spectral cut-off in the detection efficiency. As the bias decreases, the normal spot size decreases and becomes smaller than the coherence length, $\xi$. For a hotspot size smaller than $\xi$, a resistive state formation is not suggested, meaning that no photon detection should occur. However, in experiments the efficiency decreases continuously with the increasing photon wavelength as shown in Figure 1.5. Therefore, this model was refined later in 2005.

Unlike the hotspot model which assumes that all quasi-particles are concentrated in a small cylinder around the hotspot (where the photon is absorbed), the refined hotspot model considers the diffusion of non-equilibrium quasiparticles from the photon absorption spot, in the still superconducting neighbourhood across the wire. The formation of a resistive state due to the redistribution of the supercurrent can also occur without the formation of a normal region. This model has been compared with the experimental results by Semenov et. al. in Ref. and it has shown a better agreement as compared to the original hotspot model. Even though this model predicts better agreement with the experimental results at a longer cut-off wavelength, still does not explain the origin of the photocounts beyond the cut-off wavelength and of the dark counts (see Figure 1.6 right-axis) and their exponential behaviour as a function of the bias current. These effects have been explained by mechanisms related to the vortices. Here, only the current-assisted
1.4. DETECTION MECHANISM OF AN SSPD

Figure 1.4 – Schematic of the formation of photo-generated resistive hotspot in an ultrathin superconducting wire. a) The wire is biased with a DC bias current close to its critical current, $I_b \sim I_c$. b) The incident photon breaks one Cooper pair and the highly-energetic quasi-particle breaks hundreds of Cooper pairs forming a hotspot (red section of the wire). c) The current density around the resistive region overcomes the critical current density and a resistive belt across the wire is formed.

unbinding of vortex-antivortex pair and the vortex crossing are briefly discussed as the possible mechanisms.

The nanowire can be treated as a 2D superconductor as its thickness is comparable to the $\xi$. For such a superconducting thin film, below $T_c$, the resistance does not vanish. Instead it decreases continuously until a second transition is reached at $T = T_{BKT}$. This transition is defined by the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) superconducting transition model. Therefore, it is also named BKT transition temperature ($T_{BKT}$). The current-assisted unbinding of vortex-antivortex pairs (VAPs) has been argued by several groups as a possible mechanism to explain the origin of the dark counts and also the low-energy photon detection. For this model, the VAPs are free at the temperature between $T_{BKT}$ and $T_c$ and bound below $T_{BKT}$. These magnetic vortices feel a net Lorentz force exerted on the pairs in the opposite directions when a current passes through the wire. Therefore, the vortices and antivortices align perpendicular to the current direction, where the binding energy reaches to a partial minimum. As the separation between the pairs ($r$) is current-dependent ($r \propto I_b/I_c$), a high bias current ($I_b \sim I_c$) decreases the binding energy further. Even when the temperature is set well below the BKT transition temperature, at high bias the VAP can be de-paired. Once the VAPs are unbound, they cross the wire perpendicular to the current (to annihilate) and form a finite resistance across the wire, producing a dark count. When a photon is absorbed, the normal state formation becomes more probable. The theoretical argument has been demonstrated to agree well with the experimental data in Refs. to explain the mechanism of the dark counts as well as low-energy photon detection. Furthermore, a single-vortex crossing
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Figure 1.5 – Spectral dependence of the SSPDs. While the detection of the high-energy photons is explained by hotspot mechanism (as a consequence of the formation of a photon-induced non-equilibrium spot), detection at long wavelengths is explained by vortex-antivortex pair (VAP) model. The quantum efficiency is measured for different bias currents and the solid lines are the obtained from VAP-model fit. The nanowires are 80-nm wide, covering a 4x4 mm$^2$ area with a filling factor of $\sim 0.6$ on a R-plane sapphire substrate. The figure is taken from Ref. 53.

From one to the other edge of the wire has been argued as another possible mechanism of the dark and photon counts as a vortex-assisted detection mechanism. Thermally-activated single-vortex crossing has been proposed to explain the dark counts in SSPDs for applied current $I \geq 0.6 I_c$ and shown to agree well with the experimental data. Upon a photon absorption, again the mechanism is enhanced and the count rate increases.

After a section of the wire has become resistive, due to Joule heating this resistive region grows and the resistance becomes in the order of a k\(\Omega\). Then, the current is expelled to the external load resistance ($R_{\text{out}}=50 \ \Omega$ in Figure 1.7) and generates a voltage pulse. By using room temperature amplifiers, the signal is amplified and measured for example by a frequency counter. When the coupling between the material and the thermal heat sink (substrate) overcomes the decreasing Joule heating, the hotspot relaxes, the superconductivity is recovered and therefore the detector becomes ready to detect the next photon (Figure 1.4(a)).

Whilst the time constant of the hotspot formation strongly depends on the material system, it is a very fast process in the order of few tens of picoseconds. On the other hand, the recovery time is determined by the kinetic inductance of the wire (see subsection 1.5.3) and in the order of few nanoseconds. This recovery is modelled by an electro-thermal equation by considering the effect of the Joule heating and the current at the load resistance simulated from the equivalent circuit as shown Figure 1.7 (left). An SSPD is modelled as a variable resistance ($R_{\text{hs}}$) with a parallel switch (open when the photon is absorbed and closed otherwise) and a kinetic inductance ($L_{\text{kin}}$). The SSPD is connected to a parallel load resistance ($R_{\text{out}}$). The calculated temporal dependence of the
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The performance of an SSPD is appraised in a variety of terms. Some of the terms which are mentioned in the following are the quantum efficiency (the system and the device quantum efficiency), the dark count rates, the dead time and last but not least the jitter. The emphasis is given to the requirements for the applications discussed at the beginning of this chapter.

1.5.1 Quantum efficiency (QE)

QE is the probability that an incident photon generates a measurable signal. Throughout this thesis, the quantum efficiency is referred as percentage, with a maximum QE corresponding to 100 %.

There are two sub-definitions of the QE such as the device quantum efficiency (DQE) and the system quantum efficiency (SQE). The DQE is an intrinsic property of the detector which is directly related with the material and the geometry. It is defined as the probability that the detector clicks when a photon is incident on its active area. It is equal to the product of the absorptance (A) and the internal quantum efficiency ($\eta_i$) (the probability of forming a voltage output upon absorption of a photon), DQE = A$\eta_i$. As anticipated from the definition, this value does not include any possible losses that occur before the photon
arrives to the detector active region. Therefore, for fiber-based or free-space experiments, another efficiency definition that is more relevant, SQE, is also used. SQE is the probability that the detector clicks if a photon is incident at the input of the detection system (e.g. input fiber, microscope objective, etc.). It is equal to the product of the DQE and the coupling efficiency ($\eta_c$) of the light to the device, $\text{SQE} = \text{DQE} \times \eta_c$. The term $\eta_c$ comprises any loss between the input and the detector.

It is worth mentioning here that this work focuses on the superconducting nanowires integrated with the GaAs ridge waveguides as shown in Figure 1.8 (left), therefore the coupling efficiency $\eta_c$ considers in this system the reflection at the waveguide facet due to high refractive index contrast of air and GaAs, the mode overlap from the fiber to the waveguide and the loss in the waveguide before the photon arrives the detector active region. $\eta_c$ is determined by measuring a simple waveguide with no absorbing wire on top. The DQE and SQE are measured for waveguide detectors in the rest of this thesis as follows (see Figure 1.8 (right)).

---

**Figure 1.7** – (Left) Equivalent electrical circuit diagram of an SSPD and (right) Inductance-limited recovery of the current for 100 nm-wide and 500 $\mu$m-long NbN nanowire, taken from Ref. 62.

**Figure 1.8** – (Left) Sketch of a waveguide SSPD. (Right) The measurements of the system quantum efficiency and the device quantum efficiency in the waveguide probe station. $\eta_c$ is the coupling efficiency. In the biasing circuit, C is the capacitor, L is the inductor and amp. is the amplifier.
The SQE is calculated from:

$$\text{SQE} = \frac{N_c}{N_\phi}$$

(1.1)

where $N_c$ is the number of counts per second and $N_\phi$ is the number of photons per second coupled to the system at the fiber connector as shown in Figure 1.8 and calculated from $N_\phi = \frac{P}{h \nu}$ where $P$ is the power and $\nu$ is the photon energy. In this measurement the number of photons absorbed within the detector recovery time is kept $< 1$ in order to avoid multiphoton absorption and saturation of the number of counts.

On the other hand, the DQE is the efficiency of the device and is not setup dependent (as long as the operating temperature is kept the same) and calculated from:

$$\text{DQE} = \frac{N_c}{N_\phi'}$$

(1.2)

where $N_\phi'$ is the number of photons incident on the detector coupled in the waveguide and calculated from $N_\phi' = \left(\frac{P \times \eta}{h \nu}\right)$, where $\eta$ is determined by measuring Fabry-Perot fringes in a waveguide with no NbN wires on top of it. The measurement is explained in subsection 2.2.2.

Being a most practical value for fiber-coupled detectors, in the last years there has been a great effort to maximise the SQE. Up to date, it has been shown that, with a proper choice of optics and a careful alignment, an $\eta > 0.90$ can be obtained for single-mode fibers. While SQE is a more practical value to be reported for fiber coupling, the DQE is more relevant for the waveguide detectors since in a QPIC photons will be generated and processed in a waveguide.

As depicted in Figure 1.6, the QE has a strong dependence on the bias current ($I_b$). It increases exponentially with increasing $I_b$ due to the increasing internal quantum efficiency, $\eta_i$. For a higher bias it becomes more probable that the detector clicks when a photon is absorbed as compared to a low bias. In order to operate the detector with a high efficiency, it is very common to bias a detector as close as possible to the maximum current just before it switches to the resistive state. On the other hand, the DCR also increases with $I_b$ as seen in the figure and also discussed in subsection 1.5.2. As the efficiency increases with the bias, it is very common to lower the temperature below 2K both to increase the efficiency and to decrease the dark count.

The detector efficiency depends also strongly on the wavelength of the incident photon (Figure 1.9) as well as it depends on the width of the nanowires. A higher energy photon breaks more Cooper pairs in a nanowire SSPD, which increases the intrinsic efficiency ($\eta_i$) and therefore the detector efficiency. With the similar reasoning, the probability of creating a resistive section is higher with the narrow wires and it is explained further in the following. As discussed previously, according to the hotspot model, a cut-off wavelength is anticipated while the experimental demonstrations disagree with that argument and show a detection ability at wavelengths beyond the anticipated cut-off. In this work, the photon-induced vortex dynamics is invoked as the possible origin.
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Figure 1.9 – Schematic of a hotspot size for a high-energy (green) and low-energy (red) photon, taken from Ref. 63.

Limitations to QE and solutions

As anticipated in the previous section, the parameters $\eta_i$ and the $A$ are two important parameters for the device efficiency and each of them needs be maximised in order to achieve a high efficiency.

The first limitation in the QE is due to the $\eta_i$. It means that if one photon is absorbed by the wire, no signal is generated. The low $\eta_i$ can be related to two possible reasons, the film quality and/or the energy of the photon.

The film quality: As the superconducting films used for the detectors are ultrathin ($\sim$4-5 nm), it is quite likely that there are inhomogeneities that limit the bias current and the maximum efficiency, correspondingly. Indeed, if the critical current is locally suppressed due to a variation in the wire width, the crystal structure or the thickness of the film, the bias current is limited by that section and the rest of the wire is biased at a current lower than its critical current. Therefore, only the section of the wire with smaller $I_c$ will be efficient upon photon absorption. This has been investigated in Ref. 64 leaving the question of the exact origin of the inhomogeneities (often referred to as constrictions) still unknown.

The energy of the photon: In order to address the latter reason for a limited $\eta_i$, narrower wires and low bandgap materials are exploited and explained in the following.

- Narrower wires: The energy of NIR photons is smaller compared to the visible photons. The number of broken Cooper pairs is proportional to the photon energy. A NIR photon creates a smaller hotspot as shown in Figure 1.9 and therefore the quantum efficiency of the detector decreases with the wavelength. In order to boost the efficiency by increasing the probability of pulse generation upon a NIR photon absorption (increase $\eta_i$), one approach could be to reduce the width of the nanowires which is traditionally about 100 nm. A quantum efficiency of $> 90$ % has been demonstrated with narrow (70 nm wide) NbN wires located on the waveguide at 1550 nm$^{31}$ which exploits also the waveguide structure to satisfy a high absorption condition. Wires as small as 30 nm have been demonstrated to provide a high $\eta_i$ for wavelengths up to 5 $\mu$m$^{65}$. The photoresponse amplitude of
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An SSPD is proportional to the bias current and the amplitude of output pulse decreases because of the low bias current. However, this issue has been addressed by connecting the SSPDs in parallel to improve the signal level and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio.

- Low-bandgap superconducting materials: This is another approach to increase $\eta$.
  The number of quasi-particles created by the absorbed photon is proportional to the ratio of the photon energy to the superconducting gap. Therefore, by decreasing the superconducting bandgap, more Cooper pairs are broken for a given photon energy. Materials such as niobium silicide (NbSi)\(^{67}\), tantalum nitride (TaN)\(^{68}\) and tungsten silicide (W, Si\(_x\))\(^{69}\) with low superconducting bandgap have been investigated in that perspective. W, Si\(_x\), SSPDs have been demonstrated with an internal quantum efficiency approaching unity and a SQE of 93 % has been reported for an SSPD integrated with a cavity structure\(^{69}\). As the crystal structure of WSi is amorphous, it is easier to deposit and therefore more promising among the other low bandgap materials. On the other hand, the maximum $T_c$ for low bandgap wires are generally below 4.2 K and they require cooling to lower temperatures for the operation.

  The second limitation in the QE is due to the absorption of the light by ultrathin NbN film. SSPDs are typically fabricated in a meander\(^{48}\) of 5x5 $\mu$m\(^2\) (see Figure 1.3) or 10x10 $\mu$m\(^2\) in order to couple the light efficiently. The filling factor can be ranging from 18 % to 80 %\(^{70}\). However, due to the fact that the thickness of the NbN films for the detectors is very thin (4-5 nm), the absorption is limited and the theoretical limit is calculated to be 30 % on sapphire\(^{71}\) and 10 % on GaAs\(^{72}\). In order to address this limitation, the optical cavities or waveguides are used to enhance the absorptance and these approaches have also been deployed in the following.

- SSPDs integrated with optical cavities: This refers to the challenge in the absorption (A) by ultrathin and narrow superconducting wires. Both the front\(^{48}\) and the back\(^{71}\) illuminations put a limit on the maximum absorptance of the incident photon by the nanowires\(^{73}\). Meander SSPDs have been demonstrated inside an optical cavity\(^{72,74}\) in order to create an optical resonance and increase the absorptance. A 57 % DQE has been reported based on NbN nanowires on sapphire at 1550 nm\(^{74}\). Moreover, an SQE as high as 80 % has been reported on silica based cavity structure with NbN nanowires at 1550 nm\(^{75}\). As already mentioned, WSi has been demonstrated with 93 % system quantum efficiency at 1550 nm, where WSi is embedded in an optical stack to enhance the absorption of the nanowires\(^{69}\). Integration of SSPDs with optical microcavities based on GaAs/AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) has shown 18 % DQE at 1300 nm\(^{72}\).

- SSPDs integrated with waveguides: The absorption efficiency can be also enhanced by exploiting the waveguide geometry where the travelling wave is evanescently coupled to the detector. The waveguide SSPD approach (WSPD as referred in this thesis) benefits from the high modal absorption of the guided mode that allows unity absorptance with waveguide lengths of a few tens of micrometers. Several groups including ours (see chapter 4) have recently presented SSPDs integrated on
Table 1.1 – Comparison of the SSPDs in terms of their efficiencies (QE), measurement wavelengths (\(\lambda\)) and fabrication approach. In the table, Mat. and \(\Delta_0\) stand for material and the superconducting bandgap, respectively. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>QE (%)</th>
<th>(\lambda) (nm)</th>
<th>Cavity</th>
<th>Waveguide</th>
<th>Low (\Delta_0)</th>
<th>Width (nm)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NbSi</td>
<td>&lt; 1 %</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSi</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbN(^a)</td>
<td>~80 %</td>
<td>1550 (^*)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbN(^b)</td>
<td>91 %</td>
<td>1550 (^*)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>70 - 100</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbN(^b)</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>1310 (^*)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbN(^b)</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>940 (^*)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbTiN(^c)</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>1542 (^*)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A waveguide\(^{39-33}\). The maximum efficiency has been reported on WSPDs based on NbN nanowires on Si and the DQE reaches to 91 % at the maximum bias current\(^{31}\). A DQE of 70 % and 20 % have been reported for NbTiN wires on Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) and NbN wires on GaAs ridge waveguides, respectively. The results of our waveguide single photon detectors are presented in chapter 4.

As a summary for the state-of-the-art of SSPDs, a comparison is given in Table 1.1. Without any optical structure integrated, the theoretical maximum efficiency cannot exceed 30 % on sapphire (\(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\)) when the light is illuminated through the substrate\(^{71}\). Therefore, enhancement structures such as optical cavities and waveguides are needed to overcome the limited absorptance of the NbN nanowires.

1.5.2 Dark count rate (DCR)

A dark count is defined as a false detection event occurring in the dark condition of the experimental set-up, i.e. without intentional optical input. It can be originated from two different sources, that can be classified as the intrinsic and extrinsic DCR. The intrinsic DCR can be decreased but stays finite while the extrinsic DCR can be totally eliminated as explained in the following.

The intrinsic DCR is due to thermal fluctuations which produce a switching to the resistive state without photon absorption. While the DCR increases with the \(I_0\) (see Figure 1.6), it can be decreased by lowering the operating temperature of the detector. Even though the DCR is lower at low temperatures, the intrinsic DCR does not vanish and stays finite with the sub-critical bias, at \(I_0 \sim I_c\). It is directly related to the material properties and lower for the high superconducting gap materials as compared to the low band gap ones. The vortex-crossing\(^{54}\) and non-equilibrium quasiparticle\(^{50}\) mechanisms are reported as the possible sources of DCR, as also explained previously in subsection 1.5.1.

The IR photon detection could also be the possible source of the dark counts, which is called the extrinsic DCR. Since the SSPDs are still efficient in the mid-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum\(^{75}\), the cryostat requires a proper shielding against blackbody radiation. This is a critical issue particularly for the set-ups with optical windows (see
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subsection 2.2.2, Figure 2.12).

1.5.3 Dead time and jitter

As for all single photon detectors, SSPDs are blind for the next photon for a certain time after the first photon is detected. The second photon cannot be registered if it arrives before the detector is reset. The time needed to recover the bias current of an SSPD (I_{SSPD}, see Figure 1.7(right)) is called ‘dead time’ ($\tau_d$). The dead time is also referred as recovery time or reset time in the literature. The dead time is in the order of a few nanosecond as illustrated in Figure 1.10 (left) as an example. In this figure, the rising part of the pulse is due to the detection of the photon while the decay part corresponds to the recovery of the current. This time is determined by a negative feedback loop which has been discussed in Refs. 76,77. The time constant which is given by $\tau_{1/e} = L_k/R_{out} (1/e$ time, shown in Figure 1.10) is imposed by the kinetic inductance ($L_k$) and it is inherent to any thin superconducting film. The current in the wire recovers to about 95% of its bias value in SSPD in about $3 \times \tau_{1/e}$. As this current allows recovering a QE close to the steady-state value, the dead time is conventionally defined as $\tau_d = 3 \tau_{1/e}$.

The dead time limits the maximum count rate (CR) of the detector as $CR_{max} \sim 1/\tau_d$. Therefore, to speed up the device, $\tau_d$ needs to be decreased. There are two ways to reduce the time constant, 1- decreasing the $L_k$ by reducing the total length of the wire or 2- by increasing the impedance seen by the detector 78. The reduction of the wire length may limit the area of the meander and that decreases the coupling efficiency or for the waveguide detectors the absorptance decreases and leads to a lower detection efficiency. Both decreasing the length and increasing the resistance, on the other hand, might lead to ‘latching’ 61. The latching occurs when the recovery of the current in the nanowire is faster than the full re-establishment of the superconducting state. Thus, the current recovers and flows back through the detector before its resistance has dropped to zero. Due to the corresponding Joule heating, it cannot recover back to the superconducting phase. This phenomenon is called latching. In order to avoid that, these two parameters need to be determined carefully 61,77,78. Taking latching into consideration, the shortest possible time in a single wire for a large area SSPDs is well below GHz regime 78. Multi-pixel SSPD geometries have been proposed to overcome the speed limitation 66,77,79. SSPDs are nevertheless faster than other single-photon detectors. Semiconductor SPDs such as PMTs 41, SPADs 43,80 has a maximum CR $\sim$10 MHz. TES detectors on the other hand are even slower, and have a maximum count rate up to 1 MHz 61.

Jitter (timing jitter, timing resolution) is the timing accuracy of registering a photon, namely the uncertainty in the delay between the photon absorption and the output pulse. While semiconductor SPDs have a non-Gaussian distribution for jitter, SSPDs show a Gaussian-like jitter 62 as shown in Figure 1.10 (right). NbN SSPDs have been reported with jitter as low as 18 ps 83,84. Low jitter is demanded in fast lifetime measurements using time correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) since the temporal resolution is determined by that value 85.

Owing to the fast response (a few ns) and low jitter (<50 ps), which are very appealing for high-speed quantum photonic information processing, SSPDs outperform the other SPD technologies in the near-infrared. The other advantage of these detectors is that
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1.6 Photon-number-resolving detectors (PNRDs)

An SPD is a binary detector and responds in the same way to one or more photons arriving onto the detector at the same time or within the dead time. On the other hand, a PNRD can resolve the number of photons in a single optical pulse. Detectors providing photon-number resolution are important in quantum cryptography, for example to detect the photon-number splitting attacks to the transmission line, and generally in photonic quantum information processing. Recently, there has been a considerable effort to realise photon-number-resolving detectors either by multiplexing single-photon detectors or by using intrinsically photon-number resolving detectors. So far, using the multiplexing technique, SSPDs and avalanche photo-diode detectors have been demonstrated. Moreover, charge integration photon detectors and transition edge sensors (TESs) have been shown to resolve the photon number intrinsically. In addition to those, recently in 2008 an avalanche photodetector has been shown to discriminate the photon numbers if the signal is measured at the very early stage of the avalanche.

The fidelity of a PNRD is an important figure of merit that gives the probability of measuring n photons when n photons are incident on the detector (P(n|n)). The fidelity can be limited due to several factors, such as the low QE, the limited number of elements, the low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and the crosstalk for any type of PNRD. Besides those factors, PNRDs based on time-multiplexing are affected from the transmission losses in the delay line and can be considered as a multi-element detector with different efficiencies. The fidelity limitations for PNRDs based on spatial multiplexing over an array of SPDs (as shown in the inset of Figure 1.11) are discussed in the following.

As widely discussed in the Ref., when n photons arrive on an N-element detector array (for n ≤ N), the fidelity is mainly limited by the low QE (η) rather than the number
1.7 Scope of this thesis

In this thesis, the design and the experimental demonstration of WSPDs, WPNRDs and more complex detector structures are reported as well as the fabrication and analysis of...
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simple NbN nanowires on GaAs. Chapter 2 covers the experimental methods, including
the film deposition, the measurement set-ups, the fabrication processes and the design
of the devices. The following four chapters introduce the experimental results achieved
in this research. The optimisation and characterisation of NbN ultrathin films on GaAs is
discussed in chapter 3. In chapter 4, waveguide single-photon detectors (WSPDs) on GaAs
ridge waveguides are introduced. Later in chapter 5, more functional structures with two
SSPDs such as integrated multi-mode interference (MMIs) couplers and waveguide auto-
correlators are reported. Waveguide autocorrelators are studied to investigate any possible
crosstalk (spurious switching effect of a wire after photon absorption in an adjacent one)
between closely spaced detector elements. In chapter 6, waveguide photon-number resolv-
ing detectors (WPNRDs) are presented based on four nanowires patterned on the same
waveguide. Finally, in chapter 7, the results are summarised and the work that has been
done towards a fully integrated QPIC is presented.
Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

In this chapter, the methods for

- the deposition and characterisation of ultrathin superconducting NbN films
- the processing techniques (mainly of the processing of the simple wires in TU/e),
- the electro-optical measurement setups, and
- the design of the devices and optimisation of the geometry

are presented in this order. They are all related to the experimental results presented in the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Fabrication, characterisation and processing of NbN films

The superconducting NbN films are not grown only for waveguide single-photon and photon-number-resolving detectors presented in this thesis but also for other free-space activities ongoing within the group. The NbN films are deposited by a sputtering technique on a variety of surfaces, ranging from polished GaAs substrates to distributed-Bragg reflectors (DBRs). Due to the fact that the top layer of the waveguide and DBRs are all GaAs and grown in the same crystallographic direction, optimisation of the films is done on pieces cleaved from single-side polished GaAs (100) wafers. The GaAs substrates are ordered from Wafer Technology Ltd., the DBR structures are grown by both molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (Mr. R. Hamhuis) and metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) (Mr. P. J. van Veldhoven) in TU/e and GaAs/AlGaAs waveguide heterostructures are grown by MBE (Mr. M. Lermer) in University of Würzburg. In order to keep the thickness uniformity of the NbN films during the sputtering, the specimens are cleaved into 1x1 cm² or up to 1.5x1.5 cm² pieces from the 2-inch wafer.

The films presented in the following chapters are grown by the reactive DC-magnetron sputtering in the NanoLab@TU/e cleanroom facility (except the waveguide single photon...
detectors presented in chapter 4, grown by Dr. A. Gaggero in École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). Moreover, a lithography process is developed for the first time in TU/e to fabricate simple nanowire structures in order to gain an understanding of the detectors based on NbN superconducting films on GaAs.

2.1.1 DC reactive magnetron sputtering

Sputtering is a non-thermal, physical vapour deposition (PVD) process and is suitable for atomic deposition. It can be used to deposit various materials from dielectrics to superconductors with thicknesses from a few nanometers (i.e. NbN films) up to micrometer scale or even to form multi-layer structures. The process is based on the energy and momentum transfer from the ionized sputtering gas to the solid target. For the most efficient momentum transfer, the atomic weight of the ionised gas and the target are chosen to be similar. That brings an advantage of sputtering over evaporation systems as the materials with very high melting temperatures are easily sputtered. Under a low-pressure inert gas (Ar) atmosphere, a high voltage across the anode and the cathode is applied and the plasma is created. Then, the cathode material, i.e. the target (Nb) is bombarded with the inert gas (Ar) ions and the surface atoms of the target are ejected by the highly energetic ions. The specimen on the anode (GaAs) is coated by the bombarded cathode material. Sputtering target can be either an element or a compound. Commonly, nitride and oxide compounds are deposited by introducing a reactive gas such as N$_2$ and O$_2$ into the plasma during the deposition, as in the case to form niobium nitride (NbN). Therefore, this type of technique is called a reactive-sputtering technique.

Sputtering process is done in a high or ultra-high vacuum environment. There are two reasons for that. First of all, it provides a longer mean-free path for the ejected atom. Secondly, it increases the quality of the film in terms of purity by controlling the amount of contamination. Typically a sputter system is operated below $10^{-6}$ Torr$^2$. In our processing, the fabrication of superconducting material is very demanding and requires the highest possible purity level. Thus, the base pressure is kept at the level of $\sim 10^{-9}$ Torr which is considered as a ultra-high vacuum.

During this study, a sputtering system from AJA Intern., INC., ATC 1500-F has been used to grow NbN films on different material systems. It is a magnetron (planar, circular configuration) sputtering installed with both DC and RF supplies and the reactive gasses, N$_2$ and O$_2$. In this configuration of the sputtering system, the sputtering mainly occurs between the center and the edges of the target, leading to an erosion of the target in a circular shape. It is equipped with four targets as source materials and each is 2-inch in diameter. In Figure 2.1, the sputter system employed to grow NbN films (top) and the inside of the vacuum chamber with four-chimneys (below) are shown. The parts that are mentioned in the following are highlighted with the numbers. The inlet (1) is where the N$_2$ is introduced into the growth chamber. N$_2$ flow is controlled with a qualified N$_2$ flow meter. The view port (2) is mainly to look through while engaging the sample holder and retracting the "transfer-arm" to the linear, rotary stage and also to observe the plasma during the process. The colour of the plasma can be used to identify if there is any contamination in the chamber. Plasma colour with pure Ar at low-pressures is identified

$^2$1 Torr = 1.333 mbar
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with its characteristic purple emission. It turns to pink-purple with \( \text{N}_2 \) and the oxygen contamination on the other hand changes the colour to the dark-purple. There is also a shutter inside to protect the window from being deposited. Number (3) shows the load-lock chamber which holds a great importance to preserve the high vacuum condition in the main vacuum chamber while transferring the samples. It allows us to introduce a new batch of samples without breaking the high vacuum. Therefore, it takes very short time to condition the vacuum chamber for the next deposition. In a day, typically 2-3 deposition-runs can be made. There are two vacuum gauges (4) available in the system for low (convectron gauge) and high (capacitance manometer) range of vacuum measurement. Number (5) is the bias unit, with which it is possible to adjust the current (voltage) biasing. The unit labelled with (6) is the temperature control unit and it is used for reading and setting a temperature value. In order to be able to stabilize the temperature without damaging the infrared lamp, it is first set to around 100 °C and then ramped up above 400 °C (growth temperature) by changing the proportional, integral and derivative (P-I-D) settings determines present, past and future errors, respectively. Moreover, a picture taken from the inside of the chamber (Figure 2.1(bottom)) shows the chimneys where the targets are mounted. According to the current configuration, the location of the NbN target is shown at (7), and Au, Ti and Cr are located at (8), (9) and (10), respectively. As it is discussed later in this section, Au and Ti are also used in this study but for the pre-conditioning of the chamber.

The samples are prepared by cleaving the wafers into smaller sizes (between 10x10 mm\(^2\) and 15x15 mm\(^2\)) with a diamond-tip scriber along the (110) and (1\(\bar{1}0\)) crystal orientations. In order to remove the dust deposited on the samples due to the cleaving, every time when a new batch of samples is cleaved the samples are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, using acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 2" each and then dried by blowing \( \text{N}_2 \).

Sputtering is a powerful tool due to the large number of variables that can be tuned within a process. With the AJA sputtering system, there are several parameters that can be varied and in this work, the following parameters are controlled in order to obtain high-quality, ultrathin NbN films.

- **The total sputtering pressure**: This parameter sets the amount of total particles (inert gas + reactive gas) in the chamber to form a plasma during the deposition. Sputtering process occurs mostly at low-pressure (< 5 mTorr) and in our experiments this value is varied between 2.0 - 3.0 mTorr during the optimisation. This is enabled by the use of a magnetron sputtering system. Indeed, the plasma is localised around the target since the electrons are trapped by the magnetic field present under the target and the ionisation yield increases. It allows us to do the deposition at low-pressures and that is an advantage to obtain high mean-free path (\( \lambda \)), which is inversely proportional to pressure (\( P \)) \( \lambda \propto 1/P \). Therefore, the pressure is kept low enough to enhance the \( \lambda \) and high enough to ignite and sustain the plasma. The pressure is adjusted automatically by setting a value as a position of the "VAT gate valve" corresponding to the set pressure. The VAT gate valve is located in front of the turbo pump and it is adjusted by VAT adaptive pressure controller.

- **The partial pressure of the reactive gas \( \text{N}_2 \)**: That determines the stoichiometry
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![Image of sputtering set-up](image1)

Figure 2.1 – (Top) The picture of the sputtering set-up that is located in the cleanroom of TU/e. On the picture N\textsubscript{2} inlet (1), sample view port (2), load-lock chamber (3), vacuum gauge read-out (4), bias unit (5) and the temperature control unit (6) are highlighted with the associated numbers. (Bottom) Inside the vacuum chamber, there are four chimneys used for Nb (7), Au (8), Ti (9) and Cr (10).

of Nb,N\textsubscript{2}: In the sputtering system at the TU/e, the flow is set in unit of sccm (standard cubic centimetres per minute) and can be varied from zero to 20 sccm for N\textsubscript{2}. During the optimisation, this parameter is scanned between 1.4 - 5.9 sccm, corresponding to 10 - 33 % N\textsubscript{2} concentration.

- **Current (voltage) supply**: This is directly related to the energy provided to the positively charged ions which are accelerated and then eject an atom from the target material. The NbN film growth is done under the constant current mode and during the optimisation process the value is swept between 250-300 mA.

- **The distance between the target and the substrate**: The distance between the target and the substrate is mostly shorter for a sputter system than for the other vacuum
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Figure 2.2 – The cold-sketch of sputtering system, showing only the two targets (Nb (7) and Au (8)).

systems. The most important reason is to eliminate the number of intermediate scatterings/collisions the ejected atom might experience during the time of flight. This is set to about 6 cm during the deposition.

• The angle of the target accompanied by the rotation of the sample holder: These parameters are adjusted in order to obtain a uniform film thickness on the samples grown within the same batch. The angle also plays a role to convey the momentum of ions to the atom which is the highest at a right angle. As there are four targets in the system, there is a certain angle introduced to the NbN target. Thus, the sample views the target at a non-zero angle (see the sketch in Figure 2.2). The rotation can be increased up to 24 rotations per minute (rot/min) and it is set to 14 rot/min in the experiments.

• The substrate temperature: The temperature determines the particle dynamics at the substrate surface. At low temperatures, the mobility of the adatoms is small which may create a thickness variation along the surface. While at higher temperature the mobility is increased, the problem of arsenic evaporation from the substrate starts (see Figure 3.7). The nominal temperature can be tuned from room temperature up to 800 °C. The value is read using a thermocouple located between the two infrared-lamps, located at the back side of the substrate holder. Therefore, it is expected that the temperature is lower on the sample holder and surface than the reported values. This parameter is varied between 300-600 °C but the optimised nominal temperature is in the range of 410 - 475 °C with a deviation related to the differences among the installed lamps. After the installation of the new infrared lamps, the deposition temperature is tuned by a set of AFM measurements.
• The deposition time: The deposition time is determined by spectroscopic ellipsometer as explained later in this chapter and a growth rate of about 0.6 Å/s is estimated under the optimised conditions.

All these variables can be modified to optimise the desired film stoichiometry and the quality of the film. While having so many parameters brings a flexibility, it might complicate the optimisation. For example when the reactive gas concentration is changed, the growth rate changes, too and the thickness needs to be optimised in order to study the real change due to the modified parameter and not to the thickness. That requires to optimise the time of the deposition for the new concentration. In addition, it is crucial to keep track of the erosion of the target deposited\textsuperscript{95}. It is known that when the target is eroded, the effective applied power applied on the target changes and therefore the energy and the dynamics of the ejected Nb atoms do. That degrades the quality of the film. In order to avoid that, the target is operated within a voltage range of 345-360 V. The targets are ordered either from AJA Intern., INC. or from Kurt Lesker, with a dimension of 2 x 0.250-inch\textsuperscript{2} and purity of 99.95 %.

Conditioning the chamber

Chamber conditioning is done in two steps: 1- gold (Au) deposition and 2- titanium (Ti) deposition. While the former is done only after the deposition chamber is exposed to the atmospheric pressure, the latter takes place before every deposition run in order to improve the vacuum condition and therefore the material quality.

In general, high vacuum systems are built with certain equipments that prevent the adhesion of the water H\textsubscript{2}O molecules in the vacuum (deposition) chamber. For example: when the pressure is broken, hot water flows through the vacuum walls, which decreases the adsorption of the H\textsubscript{2}O molecules on the walls of the deposition chamber. This is essential because every monolayer on the wall takes longer to pump since the bonding energy between H\textsubscript{2}O molecule and the metal (deposition chamber) is large\textsuperscript{96}. In addition, once the chamber is closed and pumped down, hot-dry air or N\textsubscript{2} are the most common gases used to improve the base pressure. These techniques are not easily realisable in our setup. Therefore, other techniques are implemented to clean the deposition chamber. Therefore, a deposition run of Au is made into the chamber. The idea is to deposit the metal such as Au to stick the H\textsubscript{2}O molecules to the wall and to cover the chamber with Au. As a complementary cleaning technique, a titanium (Ti) deposition cycle is used prior to each real deposition run to decrease the base pressure temporarily below 1x10\textsuperscript{-8}. Titanium is well known for interacting with the gasses and form a stable product, therefore used in titanium sublimation pump (TSP) for ultra-high vacuum systems\textsuperscript{97}. By depositing Ti prior to the real deposition run, the same effect as in TSP is realised. It is believed that temporarily the system is conditioned by decreasing the concentration of the H\textsubscript{2}O molecules present in the chamber. It is temporary because Ti is consumed and becomes not functional any more due to the following deposition run and a constant out-gassing within the chamber. It has been observed that if Ti is deposited in the chamber and the vacuum is decreased one order of magnitude, the critical temperature (T\textsubscript{c}) of unprocessed film is increased by more than 1 K. For the same film thickness, if the Ti deposition run is performed on the sample holder (Inconel type) as well, the film T\textsubscript{c} increases by another
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Figure 2.3 – The graphs show the resistance (normalised) of the films as a function of temperature. (Left) The plot demonstrates how the different chamber conditionings affect the film quality. (1, blue triangle) is the deposition right after 12 min. of Ti cycle, (2, green circle) is w/o Ti pre-deposition and (3, magenta square) w/ 12 min. Ti deposition in order to check the reproducibility. (Right) The graph shows (1, blue triangle) the deposition run after Ti is deposited into the deposition chamber prior to the NbN run and (2, black circle) after Ti deposition is done also on the sample holder.

1 K. This indicates the importance of the base pressure and even of the contaminant concentration for a high-quality NbN film growth. This argument is given in Figure 2.3 (also in subsection 3.2.2) and it is clearly seen that Ti deposition improves the film quality as reflected by the increase in $T_c$ by $> 2$ K. This will be discussed further in detail in subsection 2.1.2.

It has to be noted that, the surface of the deposition holder needs to be cleaned time to time due to the indium remnants\(^2\). As the surface cleaning is done mechanically outside the cleanroom, the holder is at first cleaned with standard 2 minutes/each acetone and isopropanol treatment in ultrasonic bath and then dried with N\(_2\). Then, it is always baked over the growth temperature ($> 450$ °C) in order to assure the cleanness of the holder and evaporate the water molecules. First the temperature is set to, $T_1 = 100$ °C and kept for half an hour in order to evaporate water molecules. Secondly, it ramps up to $T_2 = 250$ °C and stays for forty-five minutes. The last step is to increase the temperature over the growth temperature, $T_3 = 500$ °C for another forty-five minutes. During all the procedure, there is a Ar flow introduced into the chamber ($P_{Ar} = 15$ sccm). Then the holder is cooled down to room temperature before taking it out.

2.1.2 Characterisation of superconducting ultrathin films

In order to evaluate the superconducting, ultrathin NbN films, they are characterised by several techniques. To this aim, the very first and continuous characterisations start

\(^2\)Indium is used to mount the samples on the deposition holder.
with measuring the temperature dependent resistance behaviours, from which the critical temperature of a superconducting thin film, $T_c$, and the transition width, $\Delta T_c$, as well as the resistivity of the films are extracted. The $R(T)$ measurement\(^3\) is a very practical and easy way to obtain a relatively fast feedback on the films. Atomic force microscope (AFM) is another technique that is heavily used during the study to characterise the surface roughness of the films as the roughness has a substantial influence on ultrathin film quality. The film thickness of every grown batches/films is determined by using spectroscopic ellipsometer (SE) from J. A. Woollam Co. Inc., M2000D working in a spectral range from 200 nm up to 1000 nm. The initial work has been established with the help of Mr. J.-W. Weber from the PMP group at the TU/e. In order to determine the crystallography and independently confirm the thickness value measured by SE, few films are analysed with high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HR-XTEM). The samples are prepared by Dr. B. B. Campo at the TU/e and measured by Dr. M. A. Verheijen in MiPlaza. Owing to the good agreement between the two measurements, the film thickness of every sample/film could be measured by SE directly after the growth without relying only on the *growth time*. This is an important tool because during the optimisation several parameters are varied and most of them change the growth rate, and the thickness of the films. However, SE provides an immediate feedback and the time is varied to obtain the right thickness for a proper comparison.

**Electrical characterisation**

The superconducting properties of the films are measured to compare the different batches grown with different growth parameters. A cryogenic dipstick is used to measure the resistances of the films as a function of temperature ($R(T)$ measurement). From that measurement, three parameters that are the critical temperature ($T_c$) and the corresponding transition temperature ($\Delta T_c$) of the superconducting film can be extracted as well as the residual resistivity ratio (RRR). All these parameters are extrapolated from a single $R(T)$ measurement and each measurement takes maximum about 3 hours. The setup is given schematically in Figure 2.4. There are a bias source from Yokogawa 7651, a multimeter from Keithley 2010 and a temperature controller from LakeShore 330 to take the measurements. The measurements are computer-controlled with a home-written LabVIEW program. It measures the resistance by driving the temperature controller between a certain initial and final values with a step size of 25 mK (all defined by the user). The temperature is measured with a LakeShore DT-670 diode and changed by a thin-film resistance with a feedback loop. Both the diode and the resistance are located in the sample holder right under the sample stage.

In one cooling down, it is possible to put two samples in the sample holder, located at the bottom of the dipstick (Figure 2.4). The dimension of each sample is about 0.4x0.8 cm\(^2\) and they share the common ground with the dipstick. More information on the dipstick and the sample mounting can be found in Ref.\(^98\). Furthermore, the parameters $T_c$ and $\Delta T_c$ are determined using the average and the difference of the temperatures corresponding to 80 % and 20 % of the average normal resistance derived following the

\(^3\)The resistance versus temperature measurement will be referred to as $R(T)$ measurement in the rest of the thesis.
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Figure 2.4 – Scheme of the set-up for the R(T) measurements. The temperature controller is the Lake Shore 320, the bias source is the Yokogawa 7651 and the multimeter is the Keithley 2010. The measurements are performed with a Labview 8.5 code.

procedure in\textsuperscript{99}. Even though this is not a common technique to report the $T_c$, it is a convenient way to compare the results within the different batches. Lastly, RRR is the ratio of room temperature resistance to the resistance at 20 K, $\text{RRR} = \frac{R_{300}}{R_{20}}$. For the optimised parameters, the values obtained are $T_c = 10 \text{ - } 11.5 \text{ K}$, $\Delta T_c = 0.45 \text{ - } 0.65 \text{ K}$ and RRR$= 0.74 \text{ - } 0.88$ for 4.5 - 6 nm thick films.

Surface analyses

AFM measurements are performed in this work to study the roughness of the surface both before and after the growth of NbN films. As the films are ultrathin (only a few nm thick), the roughness plays an important role in the quality of the superconducting NbN film. It has been observed both in this study and in Ref.\textsuperscript{72} that when the growth temperature is increased, the roughness of the film increases. That is assigned to the arsenic (As) evaporation above 350 °C\textsuperscript{99}. Even though the $T_c$ still increases above the critical growth temperature (~ 350°C), at a point the roughness deteriorates the crystal quality and reverses that effect. Figure 2.5 discusses the effect of the growth temperature when it rises from 350 °C (b) to 400 °C (b), the roughness increases and that decreases the $T_c$ and increases $\Delta T_c$ (c).

To the aim of obtaining a good roughness along with high $T_c$ and low $\Delta T_c$, the nominal growth temperature is reduced to a value where the roughness is comparable to the value measured on GaAs before the deposition while the $T_c$ is still high. The roughness is defined in root-mean-square (RMS) and the best RMS values obtained in this study is reported in the range of 0.25-0.4 nm.
Figure 2.5 – The figure depicts the relation between the surface roughness and the film quality. The films grown with a substrate temperature of (a) 400 °C have an rms roughness of > 10 nm while that decreases dramatically < 0.2 nm at (b) 350 °C. (c) There is a significant change for $T_c$ and $\Delta T_c$ for the rough and smooth surface from Ref. 72.

Thickness measurements

Thickness measurements are performed ex-situ with spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) from J. A. Woollam Co. Inc. right after the deposition. SE is a non-destructive technique and operates in a spectral range of 200-1000 nm. The software, CompleteEASE, is interfaced for data acquisition and analysis. The SE is a very accurate technique as it measures the changes in the polarisation of light state after the reflection from a film or a multilayer. The thickness accuracies below the wavelength of the probing light, down to few atomic layers are easily obtained. In SE, the sample is purely defined by the complex reflectance ratio ($\rho$) which is the ratio between the field reflection coefficient for light polarised parallel ($E_p$) and perpendicular ($E_s$) to the plane of incidence as shown in eqn.2.1 for a single material interface. Figure 2.6 depicts the working principle of SE. The light source is polarised (polariser) and reflected at a certain angle which is close to the Brewster angle and then arrives to the detector (after passing through an analyser), carrying the fingerprints of the reflected surface by phase shift and change in the polarisation. Then, $\rho$ can be rewritten in terms of $\Psi$ and $\Delta$, where $\Psi$ is defined as the angle introduced between two polarisation directions of the light (eqn.2.2) and $\Delta$ is as the phase shift between them (eqn.2.3), as shown in Figure 2.6.

\[
\rho = \frac{E_p^{out}/E_p^{in}}{E_s^{out}/E_s^{in}} = \frac{R_p}{R_s} = \frac{|R_p|}{|R_s|} e^{i(\Delta_p - \Delta_s)}
\]  

(eq. 2.1)
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where,

\[
\tan(\Psi) = \frac{|R_p|}{|R_s|} \tag{2.2}
\]

\[
\Delta = \delta_p - \delta_s \tag{2.3}
\]

\(R_p\) and \(R_s\) are the field reflection coefficients, and \(\delta_p\) and \(\delta_s\) are the phase changes introduced at the reflection for parallel and perpendicular polarisations of light, respectively.

The measurements are taken around the Brewster angle for the highest accuracy since the difference between the p- and the s-polarised light is the highest. These two parameters, \(\Psi\) and \(\Delta\), are measured by ellipsometry and used to determine not only the thickness and the refractive indices of the samples but also some other properties such as surface roughness, composition, crystallinity, uniformity, etc.

The light-sample interaction at the interfaces gives an infinite series for the reflection (due to multiple reflection) and for a two-layer system that is a function of the thickness given by the relation for the total reflection \(R_{tot} \propto e^{-\beta}\) where \(\beta\) is a function of thickness and defined as,

\[
\beta = 4\pi\left(\frac{d_{NbN}}{\lambda}\right)n_{NbN}\cos\theta \tag{2.4}
\]

where \(d_{NbN}\) is the thickness of the film layer (NbN), \(n_{NbN}\) is the refractive index of NbN, \(\lambda\) is the measurement wavelength and \(\theta\) is the incident angle (see Figure 2.6).

In order to maximise the accuracy of the measurements, the single-side polished GaAs substrate is measured with SE before the characterisation of the NbN layer and data is fit based on the GaAs substrate described in the library. Then, a purely mathematical technique, which is called Basis-spline (B-spline), is used in order to model the thin metal layer (NbN) on top of the semiconductor substrate (GaAs). B-spline is a powerful fitting technique of the layer without requiring any prior knowledge of the layer in interest. It can also be utilised for absorbing and semi-absorbing layers as well as the dielectric layers.\(^{100}\)

Even though, the fitting technique is purely mathematical, it provides the physical parameters such as the thickness, refractive indices and if needed also the surface roughness, composition, optical resistivity etc. of the layer material.

Another technique to measure the thickness and to test SE results is cross-section high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-XTEM). This is a supplementary technique rather than being a regular basis one like SE. The reason is that the sample preparation for HR-XTEM is very demanding and takes much longer compared to the SE analysis. The sample being investigated is thinned from half mm down below 100 nm by focus-ion-beam (FIB) technique and that takes hours before the sample is ready. Therefore, this technique is only used to confirm the results from the previous technique and also to learn about the interface and the crystallinity of the films.

2.1.3 Processing of single NbN wires

After optimising the films, some simple NbN nanowire structures (the results will be presented in chapter 3) are fabricated in TU/e in order to gain an understanding of the electro-optical response correlated with different growth parameters. Thus, the films are
nanostructured into nanowires using lithography techniques. An optical lithography (Karl Süss Microtech, MA6) and an e-beam metal evaporator (Temescal FC-200) are used to define the contact pads and a Raith150\textsuperscript{TM}. Direct Write electron-beam lithography is employed to define the nanowires. The aim is to investigate a range of deposition parameters in order to increase the understanding on the constrictions, efficiency and the yield.

The wires as shown in Figure 2.8 are patterned by the successive processing steps of optical and electron-beam lithography. The processes are briefly explained in the following but more detail can be found on the lithography systems in Ref.\textsuperscript{101}. Here, the processing is explained over the single nanowires as they are processed at the TU/e. The processing of the waveguide detectors are done in CNR, Rome by Dr. A. Gaggero with the similar processing techniques, therefore they are discussed in the related chapters separately.

Optical Lithography:

Optical lithography in this work is utilised for the fabrication of the contact pads of the wires, as they are relatively large (smallest structure is 2x10 \(\mu\text{m}^2\)) and are not changed from one design to the other. Optical lithography is not as a flexible technique since it is based on the transfer of the design from a pre-defined mask. The mask is designed with graphics database system (GDS) compatible software and written on quartz with chromium (Cr) in TU Delft. Two different layout are designed on a single mask. While
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The resist thickness is 2 µm. (Right) Processing flow in optical lithography for a negative tone photoresist, followed by metallization and lift-off. Layers are shown at the side with a colour-coded layer structure.

one allows both wiring and probe contacting, the other one is only suitable for contacting with the probe. The latter one is used to maximize the device density by decreasing the contact pad size when the wiring is not necessary. Ultra-violet (UV) light is used to transfer the pattern. The resolution of this mask aligner can only go down to 0.6 µm with a proper selection of photo-sensitive polymer.

The samples are coated with a negative photoresist, ma-N 440 from Micro Resist Tech. on GaAs substrate with a spinning rate of 5000 rotation per minute (rpm) and an acceleration of 5000 m/s² for 30 s using the Karl Süss RC 8 spinner. Then, samples are soft baked on a hot plate at 95 °C for 5 minutes and the resist is exposed with the mask aligner. While the exposure time may vary depending on the lamp power, during this work with the lamp power of 9 mWatt/cm², the exposure time is kept as 100 min. After the illumination, the samples are post-baked (a hard baking step) at 115 °C for 2 min and 30 s. Then, the photoresist is developed using an organic solvent, called ma-D 332s. The most critical dimension in the design belongs to the alignment marks (required for the next lithography step for realigning) and it is 2 µm.

In Figure 2.7 (left), a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross section profile after the developing of photoresist is given. The negative slope with a thickness of 2 µm provides a good profile for the alignment marks and the contact pads.

Metal Evaporator:

After the resist is developed, contact metal layers of Ti/Au (14 nm/ 140 nm) are deposited by electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation. An e-beam evaporator operates at high vacuum levels, typically around 10⁻⁷ mbar. The electrons that are ejected from the filament are directed on the ingot (Ti or Au in this work) in a well-defined trajectory with a 10 kV acceleration voltage and the deposition starts when the metal starts to evaporate. The
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A metal layer is deposited on the sample by precipitation of the sublimated material. The metals, Ti and Au, are deposited on GaAs on a lithographically-patterned structure. Besides creating the contact pads of the devices, alignment marks are also fabricated in this step. 10 nm of Ti is deposited before a 150 nm-thick Au layer in order to have a better stiction between GaAs and Au.

This step is followed by a lift-off. The sample is preferably kept for at least 1 hour in the acetone vapour, which diffuses in the optical resist and creates some cracks. Then, it is neatly located in a holder which keeps the sample upside down in the acetone. This is a simple but an important step in the processing flow that eliminates the back sticking of the Au particles that come off. The process flow starting with optical lithography till metallization is depicted in Figure 2.7 (right).

Electron-beam Lithography (EBL):

The wires with a dimension beyond the resolution of the optical lithography are written by an EBL with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. As compared to optical lithography, EBL is slower as each structure is defined into the squares of 100x100 $\mu$m$^2$ (called write field and determines the deflection area of the beam) sequentially but for the same reason, it is a very flexible technique. The design can be modified easily.

In order to pattern the wires (detectors) with a high resolution, a negative-tone aqueous resist, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) XR-1541-006 resin in a carrier solvent of methylisobutylketone (MIBK) from DOW CORNING has been used for the wires with 90 - 400 nm width. The HSQ is spun on the sample using Convac ST 146 with 2000 rpm for 60 s and the spinning is followed by a baking step at 150 °C and 220 °C for 2 min/each. That gives a thickness of HSQ about 130 nm. Right before exposing the sample with EBL, a very thin layer of Au ($\sim$ 5-8 nm) is deposited with thin film evaporator Edwards Auto 306, FL400 at the bottom edge of the sample. Since HSQ is a non-conducting material, that is expected to decrease the charging effect and therefore help to shorten the time required for focusing the beam as well as helping to improve the beam shape. The wires are designed and written in the centre of each write field by automatically realigning with the alignment marks defined by optical lithography (see dotted circles in Figure 2.8(right)). Finally, the sample is developed in a KOH-based inorganic developer (AZ 400K), diluted in water H$_2$:AZ-400K (4:1) for 1 min and 15 seconds at 60 °C. It is important to stir the solution while warming up and during the developing to have a uniform solution and etching rate.

All uncovered material is finally removed by fluorine based (CHF$_3$+SF$_6$+Ar) reactive-ion etching (RIE) in Rome by Dr. A. Gaggero. In Figure 2.8 the sketch (left) and an SEM (right) of the fabricated nanowires are shown.

2.2 Electro-optical characterisation of the devices

The results obtained and presented in the rest of the chapters are measured mainly in two different cryogenic probe setups. They are referred as micro-manipulated probe station ($\mu$-PS) and waveguide probe station (w-PS). They are both micro-manipulated and con-
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Figure 2.8 – (Left) The sketch of the final look of a patterned wire on GaAs substrate. The wire is 17 µm-long and the width varies between 80 - 400 nm. The contact pad is deposited by a successive optical lithography and e-beam metal evaporation (10 nm Ti and 150 nm Au) steps. The black dash line shows the region where the SEM image (right) is taken and the alignment marks used for electron-beam lithography are shown with dashed blue circles. (Right) A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 80 nm-wide nanowire fabricated on GaAs substrate. The scale bar is 1 µm and the contact pads are coloured for clarification.

The µ-PS is utilised mainly for free-space coupling experiments such as the measurements of simple nanowire structures. Besides, the setup is used for fast characterisation and pre-check of the waveguide detectors since it allows mounting a larger-size sample (with tens or hundreds of devices). On the other hand, the w-PS is designed specifically for waveguide coupled systems with all the manipulations mounted in the cryostat.

2.2.1 Micro-manipulated probe station

The experiments reported in chapter 3 are conducted in micro-manipulated probe station (µ-PS) from Janis Research Co. Inc. (ST-500) with some modifications done by Dr. David Bitauld. Figure 2.9 shows a schematic of the setup. The cryostat has an inlet that hosts two smaller tubes inside. One of them is the vacuum line that provides a system vacuum through a turbo-molecular pump. The other one is for the transfer line required to cool the sample by a continuous flow of liquid helium (L-He). The transfer line has an adjustable flow-control needle in order to regulate the L-He flow. This setup reaches a base temperature of ∼4-5 K, measured at the sample mount.

The µ-PS allows mounting the samples up to 1x1 cm² on a removable sample holder. Therefore, this setup is very convenient to test a whole chip (in a suitable size) in one cooling down. It is quite critical to keep the whole sample at a temperature as close to as possible to the base temperature read on the sensor. Therefore a high thermally conducting varnish from LakeShore (VGE-7031) and copper clamps are exploited for the sample mounting. The application of the varnish is very critical since the thermalisation to the sample holder is mostly provided through the varnish. Thus, the varnish is evenly distributed on the mounting holder and the sample is gently rotated in small degrees and pressed on the sample holder in order to avoid any air gap that can play a role as
an insulating layer. Based on the size of the sample, two copper clamps can aid for a good thermal contact with a careful mounting. It is important not to press too strong on the sample holder, to avoid either breaking the sample or lifting the other side of the piece (most critical for the mountings with one copper clamp). It is also important that the holder is flat on either side. If there are some scratches, the surface can be improved using polishing papers with very fine grading. With a careful mounting and a good cooling down, it is possible that the base temperature reaches down to $\sim 4.2$ K.

The devices are contacted with a 50 $\Omega$, 40 GHz microwave probe ($\mu$m-probe) from GGD Industries, Inc., which is configured with a ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration, each with a spacing of 100 $\mu$m (not shown in the figure). The probes are translated with micro-manipulated independent X, Y, Z translation stages and they have a travelling range of a few centimeters. While micro-manipulation with a larger range of translation is advantageous, the room-temperature control of the $\mu$-probe introduces some heat-transfer to the setup. Thus, even though it is possible to mount two probes for this system, for the temperature concern only one is assembled.

The cryostat has an optical window (at 300K) and a cold filter (at 25K) for a free-space coupling. The optical window is needed both for observing the sample (purple line in Figure 2.9) and coupling the light on the devices (yellow lines in Figure 2.9) and cold filter allows only the visible and near infrared range of the spectrum and eliminates the far-infrared portion of the blackbody radiation. The optics is mounted on the computer-controlled Thorlabs X, Y, Z translational stages, each controlled with TDC-001 motion controllers. The stage carries a lens at the fiber coupling arm to collimate the beam from the fiber, a beamsplitter to reflect the infrared light and transmit the visible light (90:10

---

4That has been verified by checking the samples in liquid helium using a dipstick.
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ratio) and a reflective objective with a high numerical aperture of NA= 0.4 (with a 24 mm working distance) to focus the light on the device. The reflective objective can focus the light into a spot size of ∼1 µm (FWHM) at 1300 nm. The reflected light from the sample is collected on a charge-coupled devices (CCD) camera for displaying. The camera is also used for a coarse focusing of the probe beam on the device active area. That is performed with a fiber coupled, coherent light source (680 nm) before coupling the near infrared laser source. The laser (1300-1550 nm) is coupled to the optics through a fiber connector.

2.2.2 Waveguide probe station (w-PS)

The experiments reported in chapter 4 - chapter 5 and chapter 6 are all conducted in the w-PS. The w-PS was designed by Dr. J. P. Sprengers at the TU/e using a commercial cryostat from Janis Research Co. Inc. There are several similarities between the w-PS and the µ-PS (subsection 2.2.1) whilst some characteristic properties of this setup makes it unique. The sample mounting procedure and the free-space coupling optics are the same as for the µ-PS and they will not be repeated here. It is worth to concentrate on the differences in this section.

The main differences are in the contact-making and light coupling into the waveguide, which are detailed in the following. The approach taken in this particular cryogenic setup is that both electrical connections and optical coupling to the waveguide photon detectors are manipulated in-situ. Since there are less interfaces to room temperature (less thermal load), it is possible to reach to a base temperature of ∼2 K, and with this base temperature the temperature on the sample is estimated and also confirmed by control measurements to be <4 K.

Figure 2.10 gives a schematic look into the fiber-coupled w-PS. The top image shows the free-space optics (not different from the µ-PS) and a cross-sectional view of the cryostat. Different from the µ-PS is that the probes and the fiber coupling are manipulated by piezos. There are four independent nano-manipulated X, Y, Z piezo stages (ANP(x & z)101/ LT type) from Attocube systems with a maximum travelling range of 5 mm. They are mounted on the cold plate and anchored to its temperature. Their manipulation is done by two base positioning controllers (ANC300, attocube systems). The configuration is flexible to change according to the design of the chip but at maximum four different movable parts can be hosted in the cryostat. In Figure 2.10 (bottom-left image), as an example a configuration with two µ-probes that are facing to each other (used for the measurements of MMI with detectors and waveguide autocorrelators, chapter 5) and a fiber and a dark-count blocker (DC blocker) on the other two sides is shown. The DC blocker is made of aluminium (Al) and anchored as well to the cold plate temperature to cover the detectors during the measurement. That is employed in order to decrease the dark count rate (DCR) in the system about as discussed at the end of this section. This configuration is changed with a probe and fiber facing each other for waveguide single-photon and photon-number-resolving detector measurements and with two fiber facing each other for transmission measurements through the waveguides.

\(^5\)The objective is reflective microspce objective with high numerical aperture and wide spectral band from Newport Corporation.
Figure 2.10 – (Top) Schematic of the waveguide probe station setup. (Bottom) On the left, the drawing of the inside of the cryostat. There are four X, Y, Z piezo-stages, two host $\mu$-probes, one holds the lensed fiber and the one opposite to that is used interchangeably but in this figure there is a dark count blocker. On the right side, a blow-up, side-view sketch of the optical coupling from lensed fiber to the waveguide. Light is coupled with a lensed fiber into the waveguides. In this setup, the temperature seen by the devices is $<4$K. (Subst: substrate and Wg: waveguide)
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The bottom, right sketch in Figure 2.10 depicts the light coupling in the w-PS. The sample is mounted on the cold finger (located on top of the cold plate) with a movable sample holder. The sample holder has a size of $4 \times 7$ mm$^2$. The reason of this small size is mainly related to the limited travelling range of the piezos. In the present configuration of the setup, two fibers can be mounted. They are lensed fibers from Oz Optics with a spot size of $2.5 \pm 0.5 \mu$m. The fiber is aligned to the waveguide by the nano-manipulated piezo stages. The alignment can be relatively easy. For the detectors, first, coarse alignment is done by coupling a laser with high power (980 nm diode laser, which is visible to the CCD camera) and measuring the $I$ of the detectors, which is sensitive to its temperature. The maximum decrease in $I$ is observed at the best coupling. However, since the interesting regime is the spectral range around 1300 nm, the fine tuning is done later by coupling a laser diode working at 1310 nm (SR9D-D89 type from ThorLabs driven by TDC 201 ULN 100mA controller). Furthermore, for the transmission measurements again first coarse alignment is done by maximizing the output of a 980 nm diode laser and then fine tuning is done with the interesting wavelength by increasing the output power read in the power meter (NOVAII OPHIR), calibrated for near infrared wavelengths.

As has been discussed previously in subsection 1.5.1, the evaluation of the device quantum efficiency is based on the transmission measurements on a waveguide structure with no detectors on top. These measurements are performed in the w-PS. For this aim, the waveguide is cleaved at the two facets (two mirrors), creating a Fabry-Perot (FP) resonator, and leading to interference fringes as the wavelength of the laser is changed. The light is coupled and collected at room temperature using two nominally identical lensed fibers faces to each other. In Figure 2.11 an example of FP fringes is given for a transmittance measurement of a 2 mm-long waveguide with a tunable laser working around 1300 nm (from Hewlett Packard 8167A).

The electrical connections of the piezos inside the cryostat are provided by Attocube and the probes are wired by the user by using low resistance and low thermal conducting LakeShore miniature coaxial cables (type-C). Finally, all the room temperature and interface cabling is provided by Janis. The room temperature cables are anchored first to the radiation shield and then to the cold plate with bobbins in order to decrease the thermal load to the setup.

The cooling as in the $\mu$-PS is controlled with the adjustable cryogenic flow control needle valve integrated on the transfer line. The valve is rotated for three-quarters as an initial flow setting. After the temperature on the radiation shield reaches below 20 K (there is a temperature sensor integrated), the flow is regulated by decreasing the rotation to two-quarters in few steps. The temperatures both at cold finger and the radiation shield are measured by Si-diodes through a temperature controller, LakeShore 331.

The last thing that needs to be mentioned about this cryostat is the DCR. Even though the base temperature read on the temperature controller is $\sim$2 K and the DCR is known to decrease with the temperature (see Figure 1.6 in chapter 1), it is unexpectedly high in the w-PS setup compared to the ones taken with a dipstick. In order to resolve the origin of the problem, an intensive study has been done on the DCR (see Figure 2.12). It is well known that the DCR of superconducting single-photon detectors is very sensitive to any change in temperature or the background radiation in the infrared range of spectrum. The optical window currently available in the setup and the cold filter on the radiation shield
are transmitting more than 80% of the incident light in the range of 250 - 3200 nm. Therefore, there is a large part of the room-temperature blackbody radiation transmitted and most likely trapped in the cryostat and that increases the DCR. We are confident to assign that to the blackbody radiation rather than the temperature seen by the detector because according to our study at different temperatures for $I_c$ (see inset in Figure 2.12), we observed that the temperature in the w-PS is about 2 K while the DCR is higher as compared to the case where the temperature is at 4.2 K. Figure 2.12 shows that while in the current configuration of the w-PS a DCR of few hundreds of kHz is observed at $I_b \approx 0.95I_c$ due to the infrared photons, it can be reduced to few hundreds of Hz at the same bias by a proper shielding as well as lowering the temperature to $\sim 1$ K. The 1 K measurements are conducted in another cryostat called VeriCold (with no optical window). For more details on that setup, one may refer to the Ref.\textsuperscript{104}. In order to eliminate the DCR by blocking the infrared radiation through the optical window, a "dark count (DC) blocker" (made of aluminium in the TU/e workshop) is mounted on one of the piezo stages (see Figure 2.10) and anchored to the base plate. After the fiber is aligned to the sample, the sample is fully covered by the DC blocker and the DCR is measured. Figure 2.13 shows that there is not a significant improvement. It is believed that after the blackbody radiation enters the setup, most likely it is trapped and reflected by the metal blocker and still enhances the DCR. Thus, the cold filter is planned to be improved as a future perspective.
2.3 Design of waveguide detectors

The devices presented in the chapters 4-6 based on GaAs/AlGaAs ridge waveguides (also called rib waveguides) are designed with an RF module in perpendicular hybrid mode using Comsol Multiphysics (a finite element method). The electromagnetic wave equations are solved using Maxwell equations for the case of no source \( J = 0 \) and no free charges \( \rho = 0 \) with the refractive indices for the layer materials as given in Table 2.1 for 1300 nm and 1550 nm. A perfect electric conductor is assumed for the boundary conditions.

While a propagating ray theory in a slab waveguide provides an intuitive feeling, the quantitative modelling of waveguide modes can be numerically calculated with the Maxwell equations. In our design, since the waveguide is homogeneous along the propagation axis, the Maxwell equations are solved in 2D. For such a waveguide, there are certain modes allowed to propagate in the waveguide slab and they are called waveguide modes. The FEM (finite element method) analysis is used for waveguide detectors to optimise the design and also to gain an understanding on the mode profile. The modal absorption coefficient is calculated using the imaginary part of the effective index by solving for the eigenvalues. In Table 2.1, the refractive indices that are used in the simulations are given for two wavelengths at 1300 nm and 1550 nm.

The detector is simulated for NbN superconducting nanowires on top of a GaAs/
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Figure 2.13 – The dark count rate measured on a waveguide single photon detector with (blue diamonds) and without (red circles) DC blocker.

Table 2.1 – Refractive indices used in the simulation given for 1300 nm and 1550 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>NbN</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>Al$<em>{0.75}$Ga$</em>{0.25}$As</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1.547</td>
<td>5.23 - 5.82i</td>
<td>3.386</td>
<td>3.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>5.23 - 5.82i*</td>
<td>3.431</td>
<td>3.282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As ($0.70 \leq x \leq 0.75$) ridge waveguide. The nanowires on the waveguide sense a different portion of the same mode depending on the location along the horizontal direction. Since a high confined mode profile is employed, it is very likely (and will be discussed later in chapter 6) the absorption decreases towards the edges. A 1.85 - 3.85 $\mu$m-wide and 300 - 350 nm-thick ridge GaAs waveguide etched by between 250 - 300 nm and located on top of a AlGaAs cladding layer is simulated. The thickness of wires varies between 4 nm to 6 nm and they are 100 nm-wide with a spacing of 150 nm. In the simulation, a 100 nm-thick SiO$_2$ layer is considered on top of the NbN nanowires, which is left as a residue of the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist after the patterning (see subsection 2.1.3). For this type of dimensions, the modal absorption coefficients are calculated to be at least as high as 300 cm$^{-1}$. More details are given in each chapter when the design of the device is mentioned.

An example is given in Figure 2.14 simulated at $\lambda = 1550$ nm for four wires on top of a GaAs waveguide. The ridge has a core thickness ($t = d + h$) of 0.35 $\mu$m with an etching depth of 0.30 $\mu$m. Moreover, the width is 1.85 $\mu$m and the AlGaAs lower cladding layer is 1.5 $\mu$m. In the figure the mode profiles of the fundamental modes (00) for TE (top) and TM (bottom) are shown.
2.3. DESIGN OF WAVEGUIDE DETECTORS

The dimensions of the waveguide are optimised by considering three factors, 1- keeping the width in the order of the spot size to have an efficient coupling of the light from the lensed fiber into the waveguide, 2- leaving some space for the alignment tolerance in patterning the wires on the waveguide and while satisfying the first two requirements 3- having still a high absorption by the nanowires. The optimised dimensions are 0.30x1.85 \( \mu m^2 \) for waveguide single-photon detectors and 0.35x1.85 \( \mu m^2 \) for the waveguide autocorrelators. In Figure 2.15 the calculated absorptance of a waveguide detector with different dimensions are given. As shown, with the optimised dimensions, it is possible to obtain more than 90 % of absorptance for 100 \( \mu m \)-long waveguide while that decreases down to 60 % for a waveguide with a 0.5 \( \mu m \) core thickness.

Figure 2.14 – Contour plots of the electric field for the fundamental TE and TM modes of a ridge waveguide for given dimensions (shown on the sketch at the right, not to scale) at \( \lambda = 1550 \) nm. White lines on the plots show the boundary of GaAs and red lines are for NbN in order to guide the eyes. The scale bars are given separately for TE and TM polarisations. HSQ is not shown on top of NbN in the sketch.
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Figure 2.15 – Calculated absorptance of a waveguide detector with four wires at $\lambda = 1550$ nm and TE polarisation (for the fundamental mode) for different dimensions ($t$ is the core thickness, $d$ is the etching depth and $w$ is the width of the waveguide, refer to Figure 2.14 for the sketch).
Chapter 3

Study of NbN Superconducting Films on GaAs

3.1 Introduction

A very promising way to increase the detection efficiency of the NbN nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs or SNSPDs) is to integrate them with optical structures, such as cavities and optical waveguides in order to increase the absorption. Moreover, integrating them with waveguides allows realisation of a fully-functional quantum photonic integrated circuit as discussed in section 1.2. Traditionally, SSPDs are fabricated on sapphire (Al$_2$O$_3$)\textsuperscript{106} or magnesium oxide (MgO)\textsuperscript{107}, and recently also on silicon (Si)\textsuperscript{108}. The fabrication of microcavities and waveguides is not straightforward in these materials (with the exception of Si) and additionally they are not suited to the realisation of single-photon sources based on spontaneous emission. Sources of correlated photon pairs and heralded single-photon sources have been demonstrated using nonlinear processes in Si waveguides, but filtering of the pump represents a huge challenge for the integration of the sources with the detectors. Thus, a technology transfer is required from the conventional substrates to an optically active material system, such as III-V material system. As already discussed in section 1.2, GaAs is a highly suitable semiconductor for integration as the single photon sources can be obtained within photonic-crystals (PhCs) and low-loss passive circuit elements can be fabricated. Therefore, GaAs is promising for a fully integrated circuit platform.

The technology transfer of SSPD from sapphire and MgO to GaAs is not very straightforward, though\textsuperscript{109}. The deposition of NbN films on the usual materials is mostly performed at high growth temperatures (\textgtr 400 °C)\textsuperscript{110}. On the other hand, GaAs is well known to start evaporating above 350 °C\textsuperscript{99}. That restricts the working range of the growth in terms of temperature on GaAs.

In the beginning of this thesis work, SSPDs integrated with advanced GaAs/ AlGaAs based optical structures such as distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs)\textsuperscript{72} and optical waveg-
uides\textsuperscript{29} have been reported by our group. Those films have been grown in EPFL till October 2009 with the research facility of Dr. R. Sanjines, first by Dr. F. Marsili\textsuperscript{109} and later developed further by Dr. A. Gaggero\textsuperscript{72}. The initial work with spectroscopic ellipsometer (SE) has been established with the help of Mr. J.-W. Weber from the PMP group and the high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HR-XTEM) samples are prepared by Dr. B. B. Campo at the TU/e (FNA group) and then measured by Dr. M. A. Verheijen at MiPlaza. In the first half of this work, a lot of effort has been dedicated to transfer the superconducting NbN film technology to the TU/e cleanroom, and to optimise their superconducting properties, as described in this chapter.

In the first part of this chapter the optimisation of the NbN films on GaAs are extensively discussed. In the second part, the fabrication of detector structures on the device-grade films and their opto-electrical characterisation are reported. Lastly, some optical analysis performed by ellipsometry on NbN films on GaAs are presented.

3.2 Optimisation of the deposition parameters of ultrathin NbN films on GaAs

There are several reported techniques for the characterisation of NbN films including but not limited to XRD (X-ray diffraction) and RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction) techniques. However, most of these techniques are not suitable for a few nanometer thick NbN layer simply due to sensitivity reasons\textsuperscript{1}.

As explained in subsection 2.1.2, through this study, as a main technique temperature dependent resistance ($R(T)$) measurements are performed from which critical temperature ($T_c$), transition width ($\Delta T_c$) and residual-resistivity-ratio (RRR) can be extracted. Moreover, atomic-force microscopy (AFM), spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HR-XTEM) are also exploited as complementary techniques to support the data. The $T_c$ is very sensitive to the growth parameters, such as the N\textsubscript{2} concentration, temperature and the base pressure. However, by carefully setting the growth parameters, it is feasible to obtain state-of-the-art films. To this aim, several parameters are varied and the results are explained in this section.

Before the optimisation started, one issue that has to be resolved is measuring the thickness as precisely as possible. Therefore, SE is heavily used for the thickness measurements. As it is a non-destructive technique, every sample can be measured to have an information on the thickness of that sample without relying on the growth time. The next issue is conditioning of the deposition chamber. The cleaner the deposition chamber is, the higher the $T_c$ gets. Then, the amount of the reactive gas (N\textsubscript{2}) is adjusted by studying the effect on $T_c$. Deposition temperature is another critical variable among the parameters due to arsenic (As) evaporation from the surface. This is studied measuring both $T_c$ by $R(T)$ measurement and the surface roughness by AFM. As the $T_c$ is known to decrease with decreasing thickness\textsuperscript{111}, this has also been studied in our material system. Lastly, it needs to be mentioned again that due to the change of infrared lamps in the sputtering

\textsuperscript{1}Some XRD measurements have been performed on our films at the TU/e by Mr. W. Keuning and Mr. P.J. van Veldhoven but no information could be extracted.
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Figure 3.1 – HR-XTEM image of a 4.6 nm-thick NbN film deposited on GaAs. The deposition is done under 30 % N\textsubscript{2} flow (before the final optimisation).

system during this work (two times), the optimised nominal deposition temperature has been observed to vary in the 410 - 475 °C range\textsuperscript{2}. Thus, each time when the lamps are exchanged, the temperature range is scanned to attain the same result as obtained with the previous lamps and the optimised nominal temperature $T_{\text{opt}}^{\text{nom}}$ is determined. This value is reported as reference value in the systematic study below, in order to allow a comparison between the results obtained with the different sets of lamps.

3.2.1 Thickness calibration

As a non-destructive technique, spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) has been exploited to have a direct information on the thickness (and optical properties) of NbN films right after the deposition. The thicknesses reported throughout this work have been measured by SE working in the spectral range of 200 - 1000 nm if not stated otherwise. In order to validate and confirm the SE measurements, the HR-XTEM technique has been used. Therefore, two films with $t = 4.6 \pm 0.1$ nm and $t = 7.8 \pm 0.1$ nm thicknesses measured by SE are cross-checked with HR-XTEM and a very good correspondence is found especially for the thinner film. The thickness of the thin film is measured as $4.6 \pm 0.2$ nm by HR-XTEM whilst the thickness of the thick films is measured as $7.3 \pm 0.2$ nm. This shows the power of SE for thickness measurements of highly absorbing thin films. Therefore, SE has provided an independent measurement of film thickness of each deposition batch.

Using the ellipsometer, a range of thicknesses is studied in terms of $T_c$. While the bulk NbN has been reported to have a $T_c$ as high as 17 K\textsuperscript{52}, it drops down to 10 - 12 K for 4-6 nm films\textsuperscript{111}. The suppression of superconductivity could be due to the proximity effect which occurs when a superconducting film is in contact with a non-superconducting

\textsuperscript{2}The temperature sensor is located between the lamps.
film. It was suggested first by Cooper in 1961\textsuperscript{112} and has been widely used to explain the decrease in $T_c$\textsuperscript{113,114}. Thus, the thickness plays an important role in degradation of $T_c$ as well as the other deposition parameters, i.e. temperature and reactive gas flow and it is essential to know the film thickness upon growing a new batch in order to be able to precisely compare the deposition parameter that has been varied.

The simplified McMillan model suggests a proximity effect in a planar thin-film geometry due to the formation of a interlayer between the superconducting and the normal layers\textsuperscript{115} due to the inter-diffusion of the atoms (Ga and/or As in our material system). As a result of that, the density of states is reduced\textsuperscript{115} and the decrease in the electron density with the film thickness results in the decrease in $T_c$\textsuperscript{116}. Then, the $T_c$ is given by,

$$T_c = T_{c0} \left( \frac{3.5T_D}{T_{c0} \pi} \right)^{\frac{\alpha}{\sigma}}$$

where $T_{c0}$ is the critical temperature for the bulk film ($T_{c0} = 15$ K), $T_D = 174$ K is the Debye temperature\textsuperscript{117}, $\sigma$ is the film thickness and $\alpha = \frac{d_N N_N(0)}{N_N(0)}$ where $d_N$ is the thickness of the interlayer and $N_N(0)$, $N_S(0)$ are the density of states in the normal (N) and the superconducting (S) layers at Fermi level, respectively\textsuperscript{115}.

Figure 3.2 shows the variation of $T_c$ as a function of the inverse of the thickness for the optimised conditions, fitted by using the relation in eqn. 3.1. The fits of the equation for $\alpha = 0.55$ (red line) and $\alpha = 0.70$ (blue line) are plotted on the figure, too. Using $\alpha = 0.63 \pm 0.08$ nm and considering $N_N(0)/N_S(0)=1$, $d_N = \alpha = 0.63 \pm 0.08$ nm is calculated. This value is similar to the values reported for Nb\textsuperscript{118}.

In the sputtering chamber for the optimised deposition conditions, a growth rate of $\sim 0.6$ Å/s is extracted. Even though this number is used to estimate the thickness, it is always double checked with SE for the real thickness. It is worth mentioning here that due to the low growth rate, the impurity level is more important in this work as discussed in the following section.

3.2.2 Conditioning of the deposition chamber

The conditioning of a deposition system is essential for the homogeneity and the reproducibility of the deposited material. The extreme sensitivity of superconducting materials to impurities requires extreme care in all steps from sample cleaving to the unmounting, including the chamber conditioning as much as deposition parameters. As shown in Figure 3.3 (see also Figure 2.1.1), the conditioning of the chamber by a Ti pre-deposition influences the superconducting film properties with a $T_c$ change as high as 2 K. The effect of the background impurities is so dramatic that an increase in $T_c$ about 1 K is observed even when a Ti pre-deposition cycle carried out on the sample holder prior to the mounting of the sample. This pre-deposition suppresses the degassing from the sample holder. Therefore, every batch starts with a Ti pre-deposition on the sample holder (which also covers the vacuum chamber). That has been one of the important findings in the initial phase of the project, which made it possible to obtain high $T_c$ films at the TU/e by using the existing sputtering system.
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![Figure 3.2 – Semi-log plot of the critical temperature $T_c$ measured as a function of $1/d$ for several NbN thicknesses, from 2.8 to 11 nm (dots). Data is compared with the McMillan model for two values of the parameter $\alpha$ (lines, see the text). Deposition parameters are: $P_{\text{total}} = 2$ mTorr and $N_2$ is 10.2 %, with a DC bias of $I_{\text{bias}} = 250$ mA and a base pressure $P_{\text{base}} < 10^{-9}$ Torr.](image)

3.2.3 Reactive gas

For the reproducibility of the films, the initial state of the target plays an important role in the stoichiometry of NbN for sputtering because the nitridisation of the target highly depends on the initial surface conditions (see Ref. 98 and the references therein). For instance, if the growth starts with a highly nitridised target, the resistance of it increases and therefore the voltage drop on the target increases at a given bias current. That changes both the stoichiometry as well as the thickness (as the growth rate changes) of the film. Thus, it is important to have a control on the initial condition of the target to be able to reproduce the same material quality. In the setup, the dependence of the target (Nb) voltage on the nitrogen flow in the chamber is recorded and shown in Figure 3.4. Even though the hysteresis is very small for starting with higher or lower $N_2$ flow (it means that the nitridisation occurs mainly on the surface of the substrate), the strategy taken in this work is to start from a low $N_2$ flow and stabilise it at 1.4 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) to keep the reproducibility. Moreover, at this flow, the bias current ($I_{\text{bias}}$) is varied between 150 mA - 350 mA in order to optimise the energy supplied to the positive ions. It is found to be optimum at 250 mA (see the inset in Figure 3.4).

Nb$_x$N$_{1-x}$ exists in different crystal structures depending on the Nb/N ratio. It shows the best performance in terms of superconductivity when the crystal has a fcc (face-centered cubic) phase, when $x$ is close to 0.5. A lattice parameter of 4.37 Å has been reported for fcc-NbN films as thin as 18 nm. In sputtering, the stoichiometry strongly depends on the $N_2$ pressure introduced into the plasma. In order to attain the optimum...
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Figure 3.3 – The graph shows the normalised R(T) dependence. It discusses the effect of the chamber conditionings on the film quality. (1, magenta square) is the deposition with no pre-conditioning, (2, blue triangle) the deposition run after the Ti deposition into the deposition chamber prior to the NbN deposition and (3, black circle) after the Ti deposition is performed also on the sample holder. The depositions are performed at $T_{\text{growth}} = 475 \degree C$ and $P_{\text{base}} = 2.5 \text{ mTorr}$, and the film thickness is 4.7 nm.

Figure 3.4 – Nitridisation level of a Nb target upon varying nitrogen flow introduced into the deposition chamber. The experiment is conducted at 2.5 mTorr base pressure ($P_{\text{base}}$), Ar pressure of $P_{\text{Ar}} = 12 \text{ sccm}$ and current bias of $I_{\text{bias}} = 250 \text{ mA}$. $N_2$ flow during the deposition is $P_{N_2} = 1.4 \text{ sccm}$ and shown by blue arrow. Inset: For the chosen flow (blue arrow), $T_c$ versus the bias current.
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N$_2$ concentration corresponding to a nearly stoichiometric NbN ($x \sim 0.5$), a range of N$_2$ flow at fixed Ar concentration (12 sccm) is investigated by sweeping the N$_2$ concentration in the gas flow from 33 % down to as low as 0 % for a total base pressure of $P_{\text{total}} = 2.5$ mTorr and the results are given in Figure 3.5. It is seen that, the $T_c$ increases when the N$_2$ concentration decreases and then it starts decreasing when N$_2$ concentration overcomes the optimum ($x_{N_2} = 12$ %), probably corresponding to $x \sim 0.5$ in the Nb$_{1-x}$N$_x$. In order to minimize the interaction between the sputtered material (Nb) and the plasma, the total pressure is decreased further to 2.0 mTorr (below that level the plasma is difficult to stabilise). Then, the optimum N$_2$ concentration is found to shift from 12 % to 10.2 % for the films in the thickness range of 4.0-4.6 nm as shown in Figure 3.6. The shift could be explained by the different range of the thicknesses as the concentration may vary and also the pump rate for the two different gasses may not be the same.

The similar $T_c$ - N$_2$ dependence is observed also at $P_{\text{total}} = 2.0$ mTorr. In Figure 3.6, it is also shown that around the optimum N$_2$ concentration the $T_c$ decreases due to the change in the stoichiometry. $\Delta T_c$ is also observed to decrease with the concentration but it keeps in the range of 0.55 - 0.85 K. The decrease in $\Delta T_c$ could be due to the film thickness that is slightly thicker ($t = 4.6$ nm) at low-concentration deposition. RRR for the optimised concentration is below 1 as has been observed before and assigned to scattering centers at the grain boundaries.

3.2.4 Deposition temperature

It is very essential to preserve the surface quality of the substrate as surface roughness may introduce a shadowing effect during the growth. Moreover, ultrathin films (4-5 nm-thick) mimic the surface of the underlying material. As discussed already in Figure 2.1.2 and section 3.1, As starts to evaporate above 350 °C. Figure 3.7 shows a set of AFM images on bare GaAs (top images) and on NbN/GaAs, and in the figure it is visible that at high temperatures, the surface roughness of GaAs increases (from 0.3 nm to 2.4 nm in rms). From the AFM study, the maximum growth temperature is determined as 450 °C. Figure 3.8 shows the $T_c$ measurement for various nominal deposition temperatures. The $T_c$ clearly increases even above 450 °C. However, the $\Delta T_c$ starts increasing $T > 450$ °C as the film roughness introduced by the film surface (due to As evaporation) affects the film structure. As discussed later in this chapter, when the films are structured (nanowire meanders), surface roughness may create non-uniformity in the wires and the electro-optical response deteriorates. An optimum growth temperature $T_{\text{growth}} = 450$ °C is therefore determined as the growth parameter.

Beside the temperature, the baking time is also studied with AFM varying from 10 minutes till 2 hours at 450 °C. The AFM study has shown that while a 15 min of baking time does not introduce any surface roughness (for both non-treated and baked surface it is measured $h_{\text{rms}} = 0.4$ nm), after 2h of baking time it is measured $h_{\text{rms}} = 0.6$. According

---

3 Only down to 11% has been shown here as $T_c$ already starts decreasing.
4 The detectors in chapter 5 and chapter 6 are fabricated at $P_{\text{total}} = 2.0$ mTorr with 10.2 % N$_2$.
5 When there is no N$_2$ (no reactive sputtering), the $T_c$ should go to the critical temperature of Nb (9 K) but this is not observed for ~ 40 nm-thick films.
6 The time which is required for baking the substrate prior to the deposition of NbN.
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Figure 3.5 – The dependence of $R(T)$ is given for different concentration of $N_2$ (33 % magenta, 25 % blue, 15 % green, 12 % red and 11 % black) introduced during the growth. The parameters of the films are, $t = 7-8$ nm, $T = T_{\text{growth}} = T_{\text{growth}} = 450 \degree C$, $I_{\text{bias}} = 250$ mA and $P_{\text{bias}} = 2.5$ mTorr. Dashed blue line at $R$(a.u.) = 0.5 is given to guide the eye for the $T_c$. There is no Ti pre-conditioning.

Figure 3.6 – From top to bottom $T_c$, $\Delta T_c$ and RRR dependence are plotted as a function of $N_2$ concentration in the plasma. The parameters are: $t = 4.0-4.6$ nm, $P_{\text{total}} = 2.0$ mTorr and $T_{\text{growth}} = T_{\text{growth}} = 450 \degree C$. 
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Figure 3.7 – Systematic AFM microscopy study of the surface roughness on films deposited at different temperatures shown as compared to a GaAs substrate (no annealing). From top to bottom: GaAs surface, and films deposited at 450 °C, 500 °C and 550 °C, respectively. The first column shows the surface topography while the second columns show the phase (delay in the oscillation of the cantilever) imaging. For this set of infrared lamps, $T_{\text{growth}}$ is 450 °C and the films thickness is $t \sim 4.5$ nm.

to this study, the time is fixed at 15 minutes for the minimum surface roughness and all the films are grown with 15 minutes of baking time (also the results presented in both Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8).

According to the Thornton zone model\textsuperscript{121} (as a universally valid model), the film microstructure is predicted depending on the deposition temperature and the reactive gas. Even though in this model the deposition temperature of this work falls in the quenched growth regime (columnar growth accompanied with voids), the low-pressure reactive gas at low growth rate supports the highly energetic particle bombardment. This clearly shows the need for the magnetron-sputtering technique for NbN film growth. Indeed, the atoms are highly energetic when they are ejected from the target (Nb) and with a very little collision (owing to the low pressure), they can reach to the substrate by retaining most of their kinetic energy (see subsection 2.1.1). Therefore, it is possible to obtain relatively high material quality even at these low growth temperatures\textsuperscript{72,122}. 
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3.2.5 Device-grade films on GaAs

After varying and adjusting several parameters, from chamber conditioning to deposition temperature, state-of-the-art films are obtained. As a result of the optimization, 4-6 nm-thick NbN films, grown at $T = T_{opt}^{growth}$, 250 mA constant current, 10.2% $N_2$ partial pressure, and total Ar + $N_2$ flow of 13.4 sccm show very good superconducting properties: $T_c$ in the 10.0 - 11.5 K range and $\Delta T_c < 0.8$ K, see Table 3.1. The superconducting properties of the NbN film depend on the stoichiometry, and therefore the lattice constant and the crystal phase of NbN\textsuperscript{119,120}. It is believed that by this $T_c$ optimisation, the stoichiometric NbN has been obtained. The quality of the films obtained in this study is totally comparable with the films grown on standard sapphire\textsuperscript{123} and MgO\textsuperscript{110} substrates, which have a closer lattice matching with NbN and can be heated up above 500 °C during the deposition.

In order to compare the films on GaAs, in the same deposition run several samples are grown on different substrates (GaAs (001), Si (001 and 111) and Si, $N_x$ (grown on Si by Mr. M. Swinkels at the TU/e) in order to compare the films. There are two silicon substrates with two different crystal orientations (001-undoped and 111-doped), and two Si,$N_x$ films deposited on Si with $t$= 420 nm and $t$= 600 nm, all with a lattice mismatch of higher than 20 %. The $R(T)$ measurements on these films are shown in Figure 3.9.

Table 3.1 – The $T_c$ and $\Delta T_c$ of NbN films on the substrates such as sapphire, MgO and GaAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$T_c$ (K)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_c$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire</td>
<td>10.0 - 12.0</td>
<td>0.30 - 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>10.0 - 12.0</td>
<td>0.30 - 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>10.0 - 11.5</td>
<td>0.45 - 0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and it has been observed that the highest $T_c$ is obtained on GaAs. The subsequent AFM study of those films shows that measured $T_c$ values are not correlated with the surface quality. As Si (111) has smaller lattice mismatch with NbN as compared to Si (001) and the surface roughness measured on it is as low as 0.1 nm, that is most likely the reason for the high $T_c$ obtained. The roughness rises up to 0.6-0.7 nm on Si$_x$N$_y$ (600 nm-thick).

It is known that Si$_x$N$_y$ grown on Si are stressed. The surface deformations due to stress could be the possible reason for the increase on the measured surface roughness. Thus, thin Si$_x$N$_y$ with a lower stress possibly gives a higher quality films (see Figure 3.9). This problem is not digged in further but a higher $T_c$ may be achieved as it has been reported elsewhere for Si$_3$N$_4$ and that may be done by optimising the film surface quality and the depositions conditions (for instance the deposition temperature).

It has been reported that high quality films are obtained on MgO at temperatures down to $\sim 295$ K$^{110,122}$ with state-of-the-arts values of $T_c$. In order to compare the film quality on GaAs with NbN grown on MgO at an elevated temperature, under the optimised conditions two substrates (MgO and GaAs) are mounted in the deposition chamber together. As shown in Figure 3.10, while the film grown on MgO gives a $T_c$ of 11.8 K, on GaAs it decreases to 10.3 K for a film thickness of $t = 4.2$ nm measured on GaAs by SE (the same thickness is assumed on MgO). Moreover, the $\Delta T_c$ is steeper for the film grown on MgO. A clear difference in the film $T_c$, $(T_{c,MgO} - T_{c,GaAs}) = 1.5$ K is observed. The high $T_c$ of MgO is assigned to a low rms surface roughness of 0.2 nm while it is 0.4 nm for GaAs as well as the lower lattice mismatch between MgO and NbN.
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Figure 3.10 – $R(T)$ measurement of NbN ultrathin film on two different substrates, GaAs (blue-open triangle) and MgO (black-open square). The thickness $t = 4.2\,\text{nm}$ is measured on GaAs by SE. Corresponding AFM measurements are shown for a scan range of $1\times1\,\text{µm}^2$ and the surface roughness ($h_{rms}$) of each film is given in the figure.

This study clarifies that the NbN films deposited on GaAs are sufficiently high quality to start the nanofabrication process.

3.3 Investigation on TU/e films: NbN single nanowires

In order to separate the problems coming from the SSPD fabrication and/or from the new films, short, single nanowires are fabricated with different widths to study the response of the films electrically. Therefore, four samples are fabricated on the films deposited at different growth temperatures with different thicknesses. The study is done by measuring several properties of the samples, such as the measurement of the room temperature resistances ($R_n$), characteristic IV curves in short- (Figure 3.11) and long-bias range. From the IV curves, the critical current ($I_c$) and the low temperature resistance ($R_{LT}$) are extracted and used for the statistical analysis performed to compare the quality of the NbN films.

The widths of the nanowires are measured by SEM. Even though it is not as accurate as AFM for the measurement of width, it is a quick tool to get a statistic of the widths (see Table 3.2). Lastly, due to the limited time available for these measurements, a very few optical measurements are performed. Therefore, these preliminary optical measurements are not reported as they are not conclusive.

These devices are fabricated in the NanoLab@TU/e facilities except for the last step, reactive-ion-etching, which is done in CNR Rome by Dr. A. Gaggero. The full electrical characterisation of the nanowires is done together with a Bachelor student, Mr. R. op het
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Figure 3.11 – Typical IV curves of five different nanowires with nominal width of 80 nm-wide.

Table 3.2 – The widths of the nanowires measured by SEM. The measurement is done over several nanowires to determine the average and the standard deviation from the nominal width ($w_{\text{nom}}$). $w_{\text{nom}}$ is the nominal value used in the EBL mask design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>$w_{\text{nom}} = 90\text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$w_{\text{nom}} = 100\text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$w_{\text{nom}} = 120\text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$w_{\text{nom}} = 400\text{ nm}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C152-1t</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C155-1t</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C156-1t</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C157-1t</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Veld in the $\mu$-PS and a more detailed analysis on the films can be found in his report$^{124}$.

3.3.1 Design and processing of the single nanowires

The mask design with a dimension of 1.2x1.3 cm$^2$ is used for the contact pads of the nanowire detectors. That mask hosts about 350 devices, each with a contact pad to allow wire-bonding. However, due to the limitation in the size of the sample holder together with the use of copper clamps for a better thermal contact, for each batch only about 100 devices can be characterised in one cooling down. This makes it possible to study about >25 nominally identical nanowires. Due to some processing problems, this value decreases to about the half for GaAs C155 but the number of working devices still allows a statistical study.

In Figure 3.12, the magnified sketch of the devices and the contact pads (GSG configuration) are shown. The nanowires are 17 $\mu$m-long and the width varies from 90 nm to 400 nm. The contact pads and the alignment marks of the detectors are defined by the optical lithography and that is followed by an EBL in order to pattern the nanowires. Table 3.2 summarizes the SEM measurements with the deviations from aimed values. According to the table, there is ±5 nm variation from the nominal widths. The dimensions overlap...
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3.3.2 Electrical analysis of single nanowires

By varying the thickness and the growth temperature, four samples have been processed. Two of them (GaAs C155 and C156) are fabricated on a NbN film deposited at an optimum temperature ($T_{growth}$ = 450 °C) with different thicknesses (5.6 nm for GaAs-C155-1t and 4.9 nm for GaAs-C156-1t). One device is processed on a film with a similar thickness to GaAs-C155-1t but deposited at low temperature (GaAs C152 grown at T = 410 °C) to see whether this has an influence on the performance and the quality of the nanowires as compared to the high temperature growth. Also for the concern of reproducibility among the different growth batches, two samples grown in different batches with nominally the same growth parameters (GaAs C155 and C157) are processed. The details on thickness, $T_{c}$ and $\Delta T_{c}$ of the each films are summarised in Table 3.3. As expected, the $T_{c}$ increases with the deposition temperature and the thickness.

The average critical current (denoted by $I_{c}$ from here on) and the standard deviation ($\sigma$) for every width of each sample are calculated and reported in Table 3.4. In addition, the distribution is calculated for $\sigma/I_{c}$ in percentage (%). For the wider nanowires, the variation is smaller as compared to the narrower wires while the standard deviations measured on the wide wires are larger. It is likely that for wide structures the variation in the width is less dominant due to averaging effect. Therefore, those variations are assigned to the ‘constrictions’ in the wire due to the fabrication as well as the variations...
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The nanowires fabricated for this set of experiments given with their thickness, critical temperature and growth temperature ($T_{\text{growth}}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>$T_c$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_c$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{growth}}$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C152-1t</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C155-1t</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C156-1t</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs-C157-1t</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variations (constrictions) are known to be a limiting factor for the QE since the maximum $I/R$ is determined by the constricted region(s). Therefore, only a single or a few sections of the wire are biased efficiently while the rest of the wire is still biased far from the $I/R$. That means the photon absorbed anywhere along the wire except near the constriction is not registered as a detection event, which is expected to lead to a low efficiency.

In order to verify this conclusion, further analysis has been done. By following the analysis performed in Ref.64, in order to correct for the small variations in the cross-section area and to compare the all devices of different width, measured $I/R$ of each type is multiplied by its own $R$. By this, a number that is independent of the cross section of wire (the width $w$ and the thickness $t_{NW}$) is determined ($I_xR = l_x(x\rho$, where $\rho$, $l$ and $I_x$ are the resistivity, length and critical current density of the nanowires, respectively).

The results are plotted in Figure 3.13 and they show that the distribution is wide and asymmetric with a tail at low $I/R$ values, there is a tail in the distribution. This is assigned to the inhomogeneity within the films either because of the thickness or the polycrystalline film. As seen in Table 3.2, the standard deviation of the width around the average does not exceed 5 % for any width. Moreover, from Figure 3.13, it is concluded that the devices fabricated on GaAs-C152 and GaAs-C156 have a wider distribution of the $I/R$ (see also $\sigma$ in Table 3.5) as compared to GaAs-C155 and GaAs-C157. GaAs-C152 is grown at a lower temperature and the reason therefore can be attributed to the crystal structure of the NbN film. Indeed, from HR-XTEM it has been observed that the films deposited at higher temperature tends to have more extending nano-crystallites than ones

Table 3.4 – The nominal width ($w_{nom}$), average critical current ($I_c$), standard deviation ($\sigma$) and the ratio of $I_c/\sigma$ are given for every sample with different wire widths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w_{nom}$(nm)</th>
<th>GaAs C152-1f</th>
<th>GaAs C155-1f</th>
<th>GaAs C156-1f</th>
<th>GaAs C157-1f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_c$(µA)</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma/\bar{I_c}$(%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.13 – Histogram for the normalised $I/R_n$ for 17 $\mu$m-long and $w= 90 - 400$ nm-wide nanowires fabricated on four NbN films with different growth parameters. The normalisation is done by dividing the $I/R_n$ values by the maximum measured in that particular batch.

The films were deposited at low temperature. In Figure 3.14 the upper image is taken from the films grown at lower temperature ($T= 410 \degree C$) while the one at the below is from a higher temperature ($T= 475 \degree C$). The micrographs confirm that the temperature supports the larger nanocrystal formation in the quenched-growth regime. This also shows itself in the electrical response of the wires. The $I$ values obtained on GaAs-C152 are lower than the rest (see Table 3.4). The batch GaAs-C156 is grown at a nominally optimised temperature, but it is thinner. Thus, that could be the reason of the wider distribution since the variations in the thickness have a relatively larger impact. Moreover, the films grown in different batches with nominal deposition parameters (GaAs-C155 and GaAs-C157) show very similar electrical characteristics and a similar distribution of $I/R_n$, as shown in Figure 3.13. The variance observed in Table 3.4 is expected to be due to the variation related to the processing between the two batches.

The average RRR is calculated for a few tens of nanowires on each film and averaged in order to compare it with the value obtained on the unprocessed films deposited in the same deposition run. After (before) the processing, they are 0.77 (0.79), 0.84 (0.89), 0.81 (0.85) and 0.74 (0.85) for GaAs-C152, GaAs-C155, GaAs-C156 and GaAs-C157, respectively. It shows that the film quality is not affected much by the processing. These numbers can be improved more with a further optimisation in the processing.

From the $I$ measurements, $J_c$ values are derived from $J_c=I_c/(t_{NW}w)$. The parameters, $t_{NW}$ (thickness of the nanowire) and $w$ are extracted from SE and SEM measurements, respectively. The results are presented in Figure 3.15. While in the literature $J_c$ values from 2 MA/cm$^2$ up to 7 MA/cm$^2$ (on sapphire$^{125}$) have been reported, the values reported
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Figure 3.14 – HR-XTEM images of the films deposited at (up) T = 410 °C (T_{\text{growth}}^{\text{opt}} = 410°C) and (down) T = 475 °C (T_{\text{growth}}^{\text{opt}} = 450°C). The samples are prepared by Dr. B. B. Campo and the measurement is done by Dr. M. A. Verheijen.
here are comparable with the values reported on GaAs\textsuperscript{72}.

For the completeness of the analysis, in Table 3.5 the summary and the comparison of four devices are given. The samples GaAs-C155 and GaAs-C157 have a higher $J_c$. They also have more uniform $J_c$ and $\bar{I}/R$ (column total in the table). This may be explained by the thicker NbN film. This way, the non uniformity in the NbN nanowires does not influence the current as much as in thinner nanowires. Sample GaAs-C156 has a higher current density than GaAs-C152, but is less uniform than samples GaAs-C155 and GaAs-C157, because the nanowires are thinner. The $\bar{I}/R$ method gives a lower standard deviation compared to the $J_c$. The $\bar{I}/R$ method reduces slightly the standard deviation compared to $J_c$. This can be because of the local defects which affect $I$ and $R$ differently. The $J_c$ values are calculated with an average width for all nanowires of the same type on one sample. The real width of several of these wires are measured with SEM. In the $\bar{I}/R$ method however, the $R$ is measured for each nanowire separately. This way, the variations in width are more precisely eliminated while in $J_c$ this is not possible because the parameters are defined as average.

### 3.3.3 Summary of electrical analysis

The understanding of the correlation between the films properties and the device response is an important issue in order to improve the efficiency of the single-photon detectors for highly demanding applications as mentioned in section 1.1. This study holds the important findings to direct the studies on the film properties of NbN on GaAs substrate.

To conclude this section, by varying the nominal growth temperature and the thickness
### Table 3.5

For the each type (width (w)), the average critical current ($I_c$), $I_cR_n$, and $J_c$ are reported with their average and standard deviation ($\sigma$) values as well as the ratio of two, $I_c/\sigma$. The units of $I_c$, $I_cR_n$ and $J_c$ are $\mu$A, V and $10^5$A.cm$^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>$w$ (nm)</th>
<th>90 nm type</th>
<th>100 nm type</th>
<th>120 nm type</th>
<th>400 nm type</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_c$</td>
<td>$I_cR_n$</td>
<td>$J_c$</td>
<td>$I_c$</td>
<td>$I_cR_n$</td>
<td>$J_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C157</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the films, a statistical analysis has been conducted on the nanowires. It has been
concluded that the devices fabricated on the films deposited at high temperature (GaAs-
C155 and GaAs-C157) are more uniform in terms of their electrical responses as compared
to the films deposited at low temperature (GaAs-C152). This can be explained by the
crystal quality increasing with the deposition temperature. The uniformity increases
with thicker films (GaAs-C155) compared to thinner ones (GaAs-C156) as well and the
thick films have high $T_c$. As discussed in subsection 3.2.1, the inter layer formed between
a superconducting and non-superconducting (substrate) degrades the superconductivity
(due to the effect so called proximity) by forming a sub-nanometer layer. This is a
likely reason for the observation of improving electrical response for the devices fabricated
on thicker films. Lastly, as the wire gets narrower, the small variations in the thickness
and/or in the width starts to be more critical. Therefore, the variations decreases with
the wire width (see Table 3.5).

3.4 Optical constants of NbN extracted from SE measurements

For the films deposited under the optimised conditions, an SE measurement is performed
on the same film by ellipsometry in the UV (200 - 1000 nm) and NIR (240 - 1600 nm)
spectral ranges. For the film inspected under both spectral ranges, also an HR-XTEM
analysis is done. Therefore, that particular sample is the most outstanding candidate for
the determination of the optical constants.

In order to compare the optical constants of the NbN films grown on GaAs with the
values reported in the literature for 12 nm-thick films, first a thick film ($t= 10$ nm) is
measured by a UV ellipsometry. A complex dielectric constant of $\bar{n} = 3.8 - i4.4$ is reported
at 1000 nm for that 10 nm-thick film. This result agrees well with the results on 12 nm
film. After being confident with the results of the thick films and seeing that there is a
considerable difference between the optical constant of thick and thin films, this study is
performed on a thin film in the thickness range that is mostly used for the fabrication of the
single-photon detectors. First of all, as for all the measurements performed with UV- SE,
the B-spline fitting is used for the measurement of the thickness, which is $t_{SE} = 4.9 \pm 0.1$
nm. The HR-XTEM measurement validates a thickness $t_{TEM} = 5.4 \pm 0.2$ nm. As the data
is agreeing quite well, NIR- SE measurement is performed on the same sample in order to
extract the optical constants at 1310 nm and 1550 nm. For the NIR- SE measurement, the
thickness is fixed to the value determined by UV-SE and used to get the optical constant
for the near infrared range of the spectrum. The real ($n$) and imaginary ($k$) parts of the
dielectric constants ($\bar{n} = n - ik$) of NbN ultrathin film deposited on GaAs (001) (fitted
by B-spline model) are given as a function of wavelength in Figure 3.16. The dielectric
constants at the telecom wavelength are reported in Table 3.6 are lower as compared to
the values reported in Ref. for a 12 nm-thick film on sapphire, which has been used in
the literature in order to simulate the detector structures.

---

$^8$The dielectric constants of NbN are all reported at room temperature in the literature.
3.4. OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF NBN EXTRACTED FROM SE MEASUREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>1310</th>
<th>1550</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 – Optical constants of 4.9 nm NbN on GaAs, measured by SE at room temperature.

Figure 3.16 – Wavelength dependence of the optical constants for a 4.9 nm-thick NbN film on GaAs (001) substrate in different spectral ranges (see the legend). n is the real part, k is the imaginary part of the refractive index, \( \tilde{n} = n - ik \). After comparing two different thicknesses in UV-SE (inset), it has been used to compare the NIR-SE spectral dependence of the thin film as well.
Chapter 4

Superconducting Waveguide Single Photon Detectors

This chapter introduces a key component for integrated quantum information processing, the superconducting waveguide single-photon detectors (WSPDs). The WSPDs demonstrated in this chapter are fully compatible with the integration of single-photon sources and passive networks on the same material platform (GaAs/AlGaAs).

In the following, the design, fabrication and the results of the WSPDs are discussed. The detectors are initially optimised for a high absorption in TE mode, therefore they are shown to be polarisation dependent which has been addressed and modified for polarisation-independent detection in later detector designs, used for integrated autocorrelators (chapter 5) and waveguide photon-number-resolving detectors (chapter 6).

4.1 Introduction

The monolithic integration of quantum photonic circuits, as needed for scaling to meaningful number of qubits, has been limited to passive implementations, due to the difficulty of integrating sources, waveguides and detectors on the same substrate. Thus, a waveguide single-photon detector is one of the key components of such a quantum integrated photonic circuit. Moreover, the waveguide configuration provides above 90% absorption in superconducting wires after a few tens of micrometers. That also addresses the absorption-limited quantum efficiency (see Figure 1.5.1) due to very thin films for free-space coupling and provides high efficiencies.

The WSPDs discussed in this chapter are the first demonstration of waveguide single-photon detectors on III-V material system. The detectors, based on superconducting nanowires on GaAs ridge waveguides, provide high efficiency (20%) at telecom wavelengths, high timing accuracy (~60 ps), dead time in the ns range, and are fully com-

\[ \text{The results of this chapter have been partly published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 181110 (2011)} \]
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Figure 4.1 – (Left) Schematic view of the waveguide single photon detector structure. (Right) Contour and vector plots of the electrical field for the fundamental quasi-TE mode at \( \lambda = 1.3 \, \mu m \). The white line emphasizes the borders of GaAs, the red line is showing the NbN wires and the white squares are for SiO\(_2\) (see the sketch on the left). The arrows show the direction and amplitude of the electric field.

compatible with the integration of single-photon sources and passive photonic networks. In parallel to this work, this essential approach has been realised by other groups as well as ours due to the importance of the concept. The waveguide detectors based on superconducting nanowires are reported on variety of material systems. First reports have appeared in 2011 on materials including GaAs\(^{29}\), silica\(^{30}\) and Si\(^{31}\). Later on, more work have been reported on similar material systems\(^{32,33,129}\). So far, above 90 % device quantum efficiency has been reported on waveguide structures by using NbN nanowires\(^{31}\).

The work presented in this chapter is a collaboration between CNR, Rome (group of Dr. R. Leoni), University of Würzburg (UW, group of Prof. M. Kamp and Dr. S. Höfling) and Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The heterostructure is grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) at UW by Mr. M. Lermer and the NbN films are grown by DC-magnetron sputtering at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL, group of Dr. R. Sanjines) by the author of this thesis together with Dr. A. Gaggero. The processing has been done in CNR by Dr. A. Gaggero and the waveguides are etched by dry-etching at UW by Mr. J. Beetz. The characterisation is done by the author and Dr. J. P. Sprengers at the TU/e.

4.2 Concept and design

The WSPDs are based on the principle of photon-induced hot-spot creation in ultranarrow superconducting NbN wires, which is also used in nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs)\(^{48}\) and can provide high sensitivity at telecommunication wavelengths, high counting rates, broad spectral response and high temporal resolution due to low jitter values (see section 1.3). The NbN wires are deposited and patterned on top of a GaAs ridge waveguide, in order to sense the evanescent field on the surface as pointed in Figure 4.1.

Four NbN nanowires (4 nm-thick, 100 nm-wide and spaced by 150 nm) are placed...
4.3. DEVICE FABRICATION

on top of a GaAs (300 nm)/Al_{0.7}Ga_{0.3}As waveguide, and a 1.85 µm-wide, 250 nm-deep ridge is etched to provide 2D confinement for the waveguide mode. A 100 nm-thick SiO,
layer is considered on top of the wires as a residue of the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) mask used for patterning the wires. The dimensions of the waveguide have been optimized to obtain maximum absorption by the NbN wires while leaving a 0.5 µm alignment margin between the wires and the side of the ridge. The electric field amplitude and polarisation for the fundamental mode whose polarisation is mainly transverse-electric (TE) is calculated using a finite-element mode solver (COMSOL Multiphysics) and shown in Figure 4.1(right) for λ = 1.3 µm. For this quasi-TE mode and the corresponding quasi-transverse-magnetic (TM) mode, the modal absorption coefficients of $\alpha_{TE} = 451$ cm$^{-1}$ and $\alpha_{TM} = 391$ cm$^{-1}$ are calculated for a refractive index of NbN, $n_{NbN} = 5.23 - 5.82i$.

The high absorption coefficient in TE polarisation corresponds to 90 % (99 %) absorptance after 51 µm (102 µm) propagation length. This very high absorptance in an ultrathin wire is unique to waveguide geometries, which allow an interaction length limited only by extrinsic waveguide losses. Since the NbN wires produce a very small perturbation to the guided mode, the impedance mismatch at the interface between the passive waveguide without wires and the detecting section is negligible (calculated modal reflectivity of $5.84x10^{-5}$ %), allowing very efficient coupling to the detector. It should be noted that this design with a TE-polarized, tightly-confined mode is optimized for on-chip applications with integrated single-photon sources (quantum dots in waveguides), which emit in the TE polarisation. The TM-polarized mode has a complex spatial profile, which makes the fiber coupling inefficient. By increasing the waveguide thickness by 50 nm, the mode profile is improved and well-confined TM modes with high modal absorption coefficients $> 500$ cm$^{-1}$ are demonstrated as discussed later, at the end of this chapter. The absorptance of both TE and TM light then approaches $\sim 90$ % for 50 µm-long waveguide, resulting in a polarisation-independent quantum efficiency.

4.3 Device fabrication

NbN nanowires are placed on top of a GaAs (300 nm)/Al_{0.7}Ga_{0.3}As heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy on an undoped GaAs (001) substrate. A 4.3 nm-thick NbN layer is deposited by dc reactive magnetron sputtering of a Nb target in a N$_2$/Ar plasma at a nominal temperature of 350 °C, with deposition parameters optimized for GaAs substrates$^{72}$, resulting in a critical temperature $T_c = 10.0$ K, and a transition width $\Delta T_c = 0.65$ K. WSPDs are then fabricated using four steps of direct-writing 100 kV electron beam lithography (EBL). In the first step, Ti(10 nm)/Au(60 nm) contact pads (patterned as a 50 Ω coplanar transmission line) and alignment markers are defined by lift-off using a PMMA-mask as shown in Figure 4.3(a). In the second step, the meander pattern is defined on a 180 nm-thick hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ)-mask and then transferred to the NbN film with a CHF$_3$+SF$_6$+Ar reactive ion etching (RIE). Figure 4.3(b) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of an etched wire. The

$^{71}$This film has been grown in a different system (at EPFL) than the one used for the optimisation described in chapter 3 (at TU/e). Therefore, the deposition temperatures should not be compared.
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Figure 4.2 – Calculated absorptance of a waveguide single-photon detector with four-wires on a waveguide (see Figure 4.1) for TM (red solid line) and TE (black solid line) polarizations. The straight line shows a 50 µm-long waveguide with a corresponding absorptance of TE (horizontal, red-dashed line) and TM (horizontal, black dashed line).

Figure 4.3 – (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of Ti/Au electric contacts. (b) Collection of three SEM micrographs taken in different regions of a 30 µm-long WSPD, the nanowires are still covered by the HSQ etching mask. (c) Atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the 1.85 µm-wide and 30 µm-long waveguide with an HSQ mask used for the etching of the waveguide, aligned on top of the NbN nanowires. d) Enlarged AFM view of a WSPD after RIE dry etching, showing a realignment accuracy better than 100 nm. The SEM and AFM pictures are taken by Dr. A. Gaggero.
meandered NbN nanowire (100 nm width, 250 nm pitch, 30-100 µm length), still covered with the HSQ-mask, is very regular with a width uniformity of about 5%. In the third step, an HSQ-mask for the waveguide patterning is defined by carefully realigning this layer with the previous one. This layer also protects the Ti/Au pads against the subsequent reactive etching process. Figure 4.3(c) shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the waveguide etch mask aligned to the wires, showing realignment accuracy better than 100 nm (Figure 4.3(d)). Successively, 250 nm of the underlying GaAs layer is etched by an ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) RIE using a chlorine based recipe (Cl₂+Ar). Finally, in order to allow the electrical wiring to the TiAu pads, holes through the remaining HSQ-mask are opened using a PMMA mask and RIE in a CHF₃ plasma. The waveguides are cleaved leaving a 1 mm-long passive ridge waveguide between the cleaved facet and the WSPD.

4.4 Measurement setup

The WSPDs are characterized in the waveguide probe station (w-PS, see subsection 2.2.2) by end-fire coupling light using a polarization-maintaining lensed fiber with a nominal spot diameter of 2.5 ± 0.5 µm at full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) and a working distance of 14 ± 2 µm. As the setup is already explained in subsection 2.2.2, it is not detailed here. The fiber and a µ-probe are located on the piezo stages at the two opposite sides of the sample holder. The output signal is amplified using a set of low-noise, negative-gain amplifiers from Mini-Circuits (with a bandwidth of 20-6000 MHz).

4.5 Performance of waveguide single-photon detectors

The inset of Figure 4.4 displays the current-voltage characteristic measured for a 50 µm-long WSPD, showing a critical current (I_c) of 16.9 µA. The electro-optical response is measured by end-fire coupling a continuous wave 1310 nm diode laser through the lensed fiber in the TE polarization. The detector count rate has been observed to be extremely sensitive to the fiber-waveguide alignment and to their distance, confirming that the detector responds to guided photons and not to stray light propagating along the surface or in the substrate. The count rate is measured to be proportional to the laser power (Figure 4.4), proving operation in the single-photon regime.

The measured quantum efficiency (QE) (1310 nm, TE polarization) is plotted in Figure 4.5 (left axis) as a function of the normalized bias current (I_b/I_c). The system quantum efficiency (SQE, blue dots), defined as the number of counts divided by the average photon number in the fiber at the input of the cryostat (see Figure 2.10), reaches 3.4 % for a 50 µm-long device. For determining the number of photons coupled into the waveguide, a transmission measurement is performed on a sample containing only 3 mm-long ridge waveguides, without NbN wires and contact pads. The transmission of a tunable laser through the entire system including fibers and waveguide is measured by replacing the µ-probe with another lensed fiber (nominally it is the same as the other lensed fiber) on the second piezo tower. From the measured Fabry-Perot fringes (see Figure 4.8), and par-
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Figure 4.4 – Count rate as a function of laser power ($\lambda = 1310$ nm, TE polarization, $I_{in} = 9.9 \mu A$), showing a linear behaviour and hence operation in the single-photon regime. Inset: Current-voltage characteristic of the WSPD, showing a critical current of 16.9 $\mu A$.

particularly from the maximum and minimum transmission (in TE polarisation), $T_{max}=6.1$ % and $T_{min}=1.8$ %, the propagation loss over a 3 mm waveguide length is deduced using the equation\textsuperscript{130},

$$\alpha_{abs} = \frac{1}{L} \ln \left( \frac{1}{R} \frac{T + 1}{T - 1} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

and

$$T = \sqrt{\frac{T_{max}}{T_{min}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where $\alpha_{abs}$ is the absorption coefficient, $L$ is the propagation length, $R = 0.27$ is the reflectance and $T^2$ is the visibility. The absorption coefficient is calculated to be negligible for our devices.

Then, assuming symmetric input/output coupling and using the standard expression for the Fabry-Perot transmission\textsuperscript{131},

$$\eta_c e^{-\frac{L}{2}} = \frac{2\sqrt{T_{max}T_{min}}}{\sqrt{T_{max}} + \sqrt{T_{min}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $\eta_c$ is the coupling efficiency, a coupling efficiency (from fiber input to waveguide) of 17.4 % is derived for the TE polarisation. The corresponding device quantum efficiency (DQE), defined with respect to the number of photons coupled to the waveguide, is plotted (red dots) in Figure 4.5, and reaches 19.7 % at the maximum bias current.

This value is still lower than the calculated absorptance (90 % in the 50 $\mu$m-long WSPD) as depicted in Figure 4.2 which is mainly attributed to a limited internal quantum
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Figure 4.5 – System QE (blue dots) and device QE (red dots) of a 50 µm-long WSPD under illumination at 1310 nm in the TE polarization (left axis) and dark count rate (black dots, right axis) as a function of the normalized bias current. Inset: Photoresponse of a WSPD after 48 dB amplification.

efficiency (detection probability upon absorption of a photon), and further improvements of film quality and wire etching process may result in notably improved values. Another potential cause for limited efficiency may be extrinsic loss (e.g. scattering) due to the nanowires, which is however believed to be small as compared to nanowire absorption. The dark count rate (DCR) is measured in another cryostat (VeriCold, see104) without optical windows at 1.2 K and is presented on the right axis of Figure 4.5, showing the usual exponential dependence as a function of the bias current. The DCR measured in the w-PS on this device has already been reported in Figure 2.12 and are much higher due to the blackbody radiation.

The inset in Figure 4.5 shows a photoresponse pulse of a WSPD, showing a pulse duration (full-width-half-maximum) of 3.2 ns and a 1/e decay time of 3.6 ns, which corresponds very well to the expected time constant $\tau_{1/e} = L_{kin}/R = 3.6$ ns, where $L_{kin} = 180$ nH is the wire kinetic inductance (as calculated from the kinetic inductance per square for similar NbN wires, $L_\square = 90 \, \text{pH/} \square^{132}$), where $R = 50$ Ω is the load resistance. Considering that it takes a time $\approx 3\tau$ to recover 95 % of the bias current after detection, a maximum counting rate close to 100 MHz is estimated. By illuminating the device with a pulsed diode laser, a total jitter of 73 ps is measured on the WSPD output pulse, corresponding to a 61 ps intrinsic detector jitter after correcting for the 40 ps jitter from the laser pulse.
4.5.1 Comparison of the WSPD performances on TU/e grown films

As the optimisation of the film process on GaAs started at TU/e with this work, the results discussed in this chapter are obtained with the films grown in EPFL. After the optimisation process, described in chapter 3, in order to compare the quality of films grown at the TU/e to those grown at EPFL, WSPD has been fabricated using the TU/e films with a similar process (see section 4.3). The measurements are only performed in the $\mu$-PS (described in chapter 2) with coupling from the top. As shown in Figure 4.6, the top coupling device quantum efficiency of TU/e grown samples are comparable with the films grown in EPFL except that the critical current is lower for the TU/e grown sample. While the $I_c$ of the WSPD fabricated on EPFL grown film is 16.9 $\mu$A, the $I_c$ of the WSPD fabricated on TU/e grown film is only 7.8 $\mu$A in this experiment. The difference in efficiency among the two films (about a factor of less than 3) is in the range of typical variations observed among nominally identical films and devices, and it is therefore not considered significant. Indeed, films grown at the TU/e have been used for the detectors presented in chapter 6 resulting in DQE above 20 % for some devices.

The light is not coupled into the waveguide but it is focused on the detectors from the top. Therefore, the efficiencies reported in this particular case are lower than the results presented previously.

---

Figure 4.6 – Comparison of the device quantum efficiency (QE) of the two films for the top coupling. The films are deposited on the waveguide heterostructures at TU/e (red filled circle, new generation films) and at EPFL (black open circles, old generation films). The measurement is taken with a continuous-wave diode laser at $\lambda = 1310$ nm.
4.6 Polarisation dependence of WSPDs

As it has been already mentioned, the WSPDs presented in this chapter are optimised only for the TE polarisation and they are polarisation dependent. Figure 4.7 presents the SQE measured for TE (3.4 %) and TM (0.9 %) polarisations and the efficiency in TM polarisation is lower compared to TM polarisation. It is known that the difference is not due to the absorption (see Figure 4.2) as the modal absorption coefficients in TE polarisation $\alpha_{TE} = 451 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ and TM polarisation $\alpha_{TM} = 391 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ are high and does not support about 4 times high SQE in TE mode.

Figure 4.8 shows the transmission measurement for a waveguide with no NbN nanowire on top, which is performed with a tunable laser working around 1300 nm (from Hewlett Packard, 8167A). It is clear that the transmission of the TM polarised light is less than the TE polarised light. That is caused partly by the poor matching of the beam produced by the lensed fiber with the complex field pattern of the quasi-TM mode and must be due to coupling. Moreover, the visibility of the fringes is not constant and that is apparently caused by the beating of the two modes (TE and TM). The beating (with a period of 4.4 nm) is related to periodic power exchange between the two modes. While it is not fully understood the origin of this mode conversion, it is related to the complex polarisation pattern of the TM mode (which has also E-field components in the plane).

In order to get a polarisation-independent coupling efficiency and QE, the WSPD design is slightly modified by increasing the thickness of the GaAs ridge waveguide by 50 nm. This changes the profile of the quasi-TM mode, reducing the in-plane component, as presented in Figure 4.9 (bottom). A nearly equal transmission for the TE and TM polarisations is obtained for a GaAs (350 nm)/Al$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$As (1.5 µm) waveguide with a 1.85 µm-wide,
300 nm-deep ridge. The modal absorption coefficients of $\alpha_{TE} = 424$ cm$^{-1}$ for the TE mode and $\alpha_{TM} = 574$ cm$^{-1}$ for the TM mode are calculated for a 5 nm-thick NbN wires with the similar dimensions are reported in section 4.2. Additionally, the TE/TM beating is not observed any more (see Figure 4.9 (top)).

Figure 4.10 shows the SQE of an autocorrelator detector (see section 5.6) fabricated on the new design. The waveguide is 50 µm-long and the new design with the given dimensions provides a very high absorptance with a modal absorptance coefficient of $\alpha > 500$ cm$^{-1}$ for both polarisations for a film thickness, $t= 5.9$ nm. The nearly equal efficiency is assigned to the equal coupling.

4.7 Conclusions

Integrated single-photon detectors based on superconducting nanowires are demonstrated on GaAs/AlGaAs material system. These detectors provide a system (device) quantum efficiency of 3.4 % ($\approx 20$ %) at 1310 nm, a timing resolution $\sim 60$ ps and a dead time of few ns. Further optimization of the film deposition and the device fabrication is
Figure 4.9 – (Top) Transmission spectra of the new design measured as a function of wavelength in TE and TM polarisations. The design is optimised for the polarisation-independent waveguides. (Bottom) The corresponding mode profiles of each polarisation are given.

expected to result in efficiencies approaching 100 % due to the high absorptance allowed by the waveguide geometry. The polarization-independence is obtained by a waveguide design providing a more extended and symmetric mode profile. The WPSDs presented here are fully compatible with the fabrication of the passive quantum circuits on GaAs waveguides, and with single-photon sources based on InAs quantum dots in waveguides. Their realisation on III-V material system makes the scaling of quantum photonics to meaningful number of qubits possible, which has been limited to passive implementations so far. Therefore, WSPDs opens the way to fully integrated quantum photonic circuits.
Figure 4.10 – System QE of a 50 µm-long autocorrelator under illumination at 1300 nm in the TE (red dots) and TM (blue dots) polarization as a function of the normalized bias current.
Chapter 5

Integrated Autocorrelators

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in detail in chapter 1, advancing the quantum photonics within a QPIC is required to increase the functionality of the photonic circuit. The measurement of the second-order correlation function $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ is a key functionality, allowing for example the characterization of single- and entangled- photon states. The second-order autocorrelation function is usually measured in free space or fiber-optics with a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometer. Figure 5.1 shows the configuration of a free-space HBT interferometer for the characterisation of a single-photon source that is based on using a 50:50 beamsplitter and two distinct detectors on the two output arms. $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ is measured by combining the electrical output of the two detectors in a correlation card (counter). Indeed, using two single-photon detectors (SPDs) allows overcoming the dead-time limitation of SPDs. An alternative but equivalent approach is to illuminate two or more detectors with the optical beam under test, as demonstrated in free-space optics using superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors.

Figure 5.1 – Schematic of the free space Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometer with two single-photon detectors (D1 and D2), and a counter (correlation card) for the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ measurements.
This chapter\textsuperscript{1} discusses novel devices using similar concepts in an integrated platform which enable the measurement of the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ with compact integrated devices. These devices are called integrated autocorrelators. They are based on two, electrically separated superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs), patterned on top of GaAs/Al\textsubscript{0.75}Ga\textsubscript{0.25} ridge waveguides. Thus, each detector can be referred as a waveguide single-photon detectors (WSPDs) (see chapter 4).

Two different approaches have been pursued in this direction. In the first design, two distinct WSPDs are patterned on each output arm of a multi-mode interference coupler (MMI), where the MMI is optimised for 50:50 splitting ratio, in order to operate as a 50:50 beamsplitter. This type of device is referred as ‘waveguide HBT’ or WHBT in short in the rest of the text. The MMI is a key building block for integrated photonic circuits as it can split, combine and reroute the photons on a chip. This approach is a straightforward implementation of the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ measurements on a chip using an MMI instead of a beam splitter and two WSPDs as an integrated counterpart of an HBT interferometer (see Figure 5.1). In the second approach, by simplifying and miniaturising the design, two WSPDs are put on a single waveguide on which both WSPDs sense the same waveguide mode. This device is referred as ‘waveguide autocorrelator’. These two approaches, in particular waveguide autocorrelators, enable the measurement of the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ in a very compact, integrated device. Besides, the polarization-independent response of the integrated nanowires are reported, which is different than the WSPDs reported in chapter 4. In view of the use of multi-wire structures for waveguide PNRDs (described in chapter 6), a detailed study of the mutual coupling of the nanowires is performed.

This chapter discusses the design, fabrication and experimental demonstrations of integrated autocorrelators. This work is a collaboration between CNR, Rome (group of Dr. R. Leoni), University of Würzburg (UW, group of Prof. M. Kamp and Dr. S. Höfling), University of Bristol (UB, group of Dr. M. Thompson) and Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). For both devices, the heterostructures are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) at UW by Mr. M. Lermer and the NbN films are grown by DC-magnetron sputtering at the TU/e. The processing has been done in CNR by Dr. A. Gaggero and the waveguides are etched by dry-etching at UW by Mr. J. Beetz. All the low-temperature characterisations have been done at the TU/e. The design of the MMI has been studied and optimised by using FIMMWAVE and first fabrication and characterisation tests are done at UB by Dr. P. Jiang, Dr. G. Frucci for her help in polarisation dependent efficiency measurements of integrated autocorrelators and Dr. T. B. Hoang for his help with the operation of the PicoHarp300 correlation card which is employed for the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ measurements are acknowledged.

5.2 Concept and design

The schematics of the integrated autocorrelators of the both type are shown in Figure 5.2 on a GaAs (0.35 μm)/Al\textsubscript{0.75}Ga\textsubscript{0.25}As (1.5 μm) waveguide heterostructure. For the waveguide autocorrelator, there are two pairs of equidistant, electrically-separated NbN

\textsuperscript{1}The content of this chapter partly appears in Opt. Express 21(9), 11162–11170 (2013) & in Proc. SPIE OPTO 8635, 86351B (2013).
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Figure 5.2 – Schematic diagrams of the integrated autocorrelators with two, electrically-separated single-photon detectors (left) one on each arm of a multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler and (right) both on top of the same GaAs ridge waveguide. D1: detector 1 and D2: detector 2. The sketches are not to scale.

nanowires on top of the waveguide, each with a width of 100 nm, a length of 50 µm and a spacing of 150 nm. On the other hand, the two wires are on the separate waveguides for the WHBT. Each wire is separately connected to a bias and amplification circuit (see the SEM picture in Figure 5.5(right) for a representative image). Thus, the two pairs constitute two independent WSPDs. The detectors exploit the hotspot mechanism for photon detection. A single absorbed infrared photon disturbs the superconductivity and creates a non-equilibrium population of quasi-particles (see the detection mechanism in section 1.4). The resulting perturbation can produce a resistive cross-section in the wire, which diverts the bias current to a parallel load resistor, producing a voltage pulse.

A NxM MMI is a passive circuit element, consisting of single-mode waveguides at the inputs (N) and the outputs (M), and a multi-mode waveguide. The field introduced into the MMI at z=0 is defined as,

\[ E(x, y, z = 0) = \sum_{\nu=0}^{m-1} C_\nu \phi_\nu(x, y) \]  

(5.1)

where \( C_\nu \) are the excitation coefficient of the corresponding modes, defined by the integral overlap of the input field and the mode profile, and \( \phi_\nu(x, y) \) are the orthogonal modes of the waveguide.

As each mode travels with a different phase velocity, at \( z \neq 0 \) the field is the superposition of all the modal fields with different phases,

\[ E(x, y, z) = \sum_{\nu=0}^{m-1} C_\nu \phi_\nu(x, y) e^{i \beta_\nu z} \]  

(5.2)

It can also be actively tuned by adding the contact pads in order to tune the phase of the field \( E(x, y, z) \).
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\[
E(x, y, z) = \sum_{\nu=0}^{m-1} C_{\nu} \phi_{\nu}(x, y) e^{-i\beta_{\nu} z}
\]  

(5.2)

where \(\beta_{\nu}\) is the propagation constant. The propagation constant depends on the mode number and determines the interference pattern. Depending on the dimensions of the MMI, the relative output from its different ports is determined. In Figure 5.3 (a) the interference pattern is shown for a 2x2 MMI with a dimension of 6\(\mu\)m-wide and 150 \(\mu\)m-long. More information on MMIs can be found in Ref.135.

The WHBT design is optimised for the 50:50 splitting ratio at \(\lambda=1550\) nm for the MMI in UB using Fimmwave (Fimmprop module) and optimised for the WSPDs at the TU/e using Comsol Multiphysics. For the design, the MMIs of 6 \(\mu\)m-wide and 7 \(\mu\)m-wide are studied. In order to achieve a 50:50 (r:t) split for the MMIs with 6 (7) \(\mu\)m-wide, a length of 159 (213) \(\mu\)m is required. Moreover, in the simulation the values are tuned around the optimum to estimate the processing tolerance. It is calculated that the tolerance is less for the variations in the width than for the thickness of the waveguide (etching depth). If the etching depth varies \(\pm\) 50 nm, the MMI length varies by about \(\pm\) 4 \(\mu\)m if the width changes \(\pm\) 15 nm, the MMI length varies by about \(\pm\) 9 \(\mu\)m to obtain a 50:50 splitting ratio in the MMI. The MMI is coupled into two waveguides which are optimised for a high absorptance by the detector. The first test results performed on MMI structures in UB have confirmed the numerical studies.

The detectors are simulated for polarisation-independent mode profiles (see Figure 5.3(b) and (c)) and the thickness of the waveguide and its etching depth are modified slightly as compared to design of the first generation WSPDs (section 4.2). The waveguide dimensions are exactly the same in the waveguide autocorrelators and the WHBT. The only difference is the length of the wires located on the waveguides. For an WHBT, each wire is folded into four and it is 200 \(\mu\)m-long whilst for a waveguide autocorrelator, each wire is folded into two and it is 100 \(\mu\)m-long (see Figure 5.1). As the total cross-section of the nanowires and the waveguide is the same for both cases, the total absorbance along a waveguide does not change. Therefore, the design of the detectors is explained in the following over the waveguide autocorrelators.

The symmetric design of the waveguide autocorrelators assures the equal coupling of the waveguide mode with the two pairs of nanowires on top of it. The dimensions of the waveguide and the position of the wires are optimized to obtain polarization-independent coupling efficiency as well as to keep the absorption as high as possible. The GaAs core layer is etched down by 300 nm to create a 1.85 \(\mu\)m-wide ridge waveguide that confines the quasi-transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes as shown in Figure 5.3(b) and (c), respectively.

In the simulations, a 100 nm-thick SiO\(_2\), layer is taken into account as a residue of the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) left on top of the NbN nanowires after the patterning of the nanowires. The modal absorption coefficients calculated with a finite-element solver (Comsol Multiphysics) for the two wires are \(\alpha_{TE} = 542 \text{ cm}^{-1}\) and \(\alpha_{TM} = 758 \text{ cm}^{-1}\) for the lowest-order quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes (assuming a 5.9 nm-thick NbN layer and a refractive index \(n_{NbN}=5.23 - 5.82i\)), respectively. That allows 93 % TE (black solid line) and 98 % TM (red solid line) mode absorptance along a 50 \(\mu\)m-long waveguide as
5.3 Sample preparation

The fabrication steps of both the WHBT and the waveguide autocorrelators are the same except that the detectors are located either on the distinct waveguides or on the same waveguide (see Figure 5.2) and that does not change the process flow. A GaAs/Al₀.₇₅Ga₀.₂₅As heterostructure is grown by molecular beam epitaxy on top of an undoped GaAs (001) substrate. On the GaAs epi-layer, a 5.9 nm-thick NbN superconducting film is grown by a DC magnetron reactive sputtering technique in an Ar + N₂ ambient at a nominal temperature of 415 °C with a critical temperature of \( T_c = 10.1 \) K and a transition width of \( \Delta T_c = 0.5 \) K \(^{72}\). The autocorrelators are fabricated using four steps of direct-writing electron beam lithography (EBL). In the first step Ti(10 nm)/Au(60 nm) contact pads (patterned as a 50 Ω coplanar transmission line) and alignment markers are defined on positive tone PMMA electronic resist by lift-off. In the second step, the meander pattern is defined on a 140 nm-thick HSQ mask. This step requires a carefully realigning of this layer with the
Successively, 300 nm of the underlying GaAs layer is etched with a Cl$_2$+Ar electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) technique. Finally, in order to allow the wiring to the TiAu electric contacts, holes through the residual HSQ-mask are opened using a PMMA-mask and RIE in CHF$_3$ plasma. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated integrated autocorrelators are shown in Figure 5.5. The critical current density $J_c$ at $< 4$ K measured varies between 3.4 - 3.9 MA/cm$^2$ for waveguide autocorrelators and between 1.6 - 2.3 MA/cm$^2$ for WHBT for 100 µm-long nanowires (2x50 µm).

Figure 5.4 -- Calculated absorptance of a waveguide autocorrelator with four-wires on a waveguide (see Figure 5.3) for TM (red solid line) and TE (black solid line) polarizations.

Figure 5.5 -- (Left) 2x2 MMI on GaAs chip with its blow-up image on MMI (blue-dotted square) given on the right. (Right) False-colour scanning electron microscope image of two-element waveguide detectors with contact-pads (yellow) and NbN wires (blue).
5.4 Setup configuration

The experiments on waveguide autocorrelators are also performed in waveguide-probe station (w-PS, described in subsection 2.2.2) with a base temperature of $T_{\text{base}} = 2.1 \text{ K}$ on the sample holder. A lensed fiber with a spot size of $2 \pm 0.5 \text{ µm}$ is used to couple the light into the waveguide by the end-fire coupling method. The electrical connection to each nanowire is provided by two, identical rf µ-probes, mounted on the piezo towers. Electrical contacts are interfaced to room temperature electronics with 50 Ω-matched feedthrough. The signal is led through a bias tee and amplified either by 60 dB for each of the channels before being sent to the pulse counter or by 45 dB before being sent to the oscilloscope or the time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) module for intensity correlation measurements.

5.5 Performance of waveguide Hanbury-Brown and Twiss

The detectors are first characterised in terms of their current-voltage (IV) characteristic curves. Two detectors show similar IV behaviours with a critical current of $I_{D1} = 9.1 \text{ µA}$ and $I_{D2} = 8.6 \text{ µA}$ as given in Figure 5.6 at the measurement base temperature.

![Figure 5.6 - Current-voltage (IV) curve of the two detectors (D1 and D2) on two output arms of an MMI.](image)

Figure 5.6 shows the system quantum efficiency (SQE) of the detectors D1 and D2 measured using a continuous-wave laser at 1300 nm in the TM polarization. The two detectors show very similar efficiency versus bias current dependences, and the peak QE value reaches to 0.28 % (D1) and 0.25 % (D2) at their maximum bias currents, and measured $\sim 0.15 \%$ at $I_b = 7.5 \text{ µA}$ for both. The slightly lower efficiency of D2 is due to its slightly lower $I_b$, as compared to D1. The SQE of two detectors are fully overlapping. The efficiency measurement is repeated for each input waveguides of the MMI (R (right waveguide input) and L (left waveguide input) see Figure 5.8) and they are shown for
both detectors in the plot that the two results are the same for the light coupled from each input. The SQE value has been derived by dividing the number of counts (after subtracting the dark counts) by the number of photons coupled to the system.

It has been noted that the nearly equal values of the SQE of D1 and D2 do not, in principle, guarantee that the detectors have equal performance since the SQE is also influenced by the splitting ratio of the MMI, which may be different than 50:50 in this particular device. Therefore, the SQE measurements in Figure 5.7 are used to separately determine the efficiency ratio and the splitting ratio in the following.

As the MMI is the equivalent of the beam splitter, it is treated in the same way in order to determine the splitting ratio of the MMI. For a configuration given in Figure 5.8, the SQE of any detector can be written in terms of the detector efficiencies is given by $\eta_1$ or $\eta_2$.

Figure 5.8 – Schematic diagram of the device layout with the coupling scheme and the measurements of efficiency. Light is coupled from the input arms (L and R) and either transmitted from the bar port (t) or the cross port (r) (where $r=1-t$).
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\[ \eta_2 \] for D1 and D2, respectively. Then, SQE can be written as,

\[ \text{SQE}_L^1 = e^{-\alpha \Lambda} \eta_1 \tau_1 \]  
\[ \text{SQE}_R^1 = e^{-\alpha \Lambda} \eta_1 \tau_1 \]  
\[ \text{SQE}_L^2 = e^{-\alpha \Lambda} \eta_2 \tau_2 \]  
\[ \text{SQE}_R^2 = e^{-\alpha \Lambda} \eta_2 \tau_2 \]

where the superscripts indicate the coupling at the waveguide input of the light, right \( (R) \) and left \( (L) \) while the subscripts are assigned to the detector \( (1: D1 \text{ and } 2: D2) \). \( \alpha \) is the loss coefficient and assumed to be the same for all, \( \Lambda \) is the propagation length, \( \tau_1 = \tau_2 = \tau, \tau_1 = \tau_2 = t \) (see also Figure 5.8) and \( \eta_1 \) = \( \eta_2 \).

If the ratio of SQE’s is taken,

\[ \frac{\text{SQE}_L^1}{\text{SQE}_R^1} = \frac{\eta_1 \tau_1}{\eta_2 \tau_2} \]  
\[ \frac{\text{SQE}_L^2}{\text{SQE}_R^2} = \frac{\eta_1 \tau_1}{\eta_2 \tau_2} \]

where \( r = 1-t \).

At a bias current \( I_b = 8.0 \mu A \), \( \frac{\text{SQE}_L^1}{\text{SQE}_R^1} = t/(1-t) = 0.23/0.24 = 0.958 \) is calculated. By applying the same ratio as in eqn.5.7 for D2 at \( I_b = 7.4 \mu A \), \( \frac{\text{SQE}_L^1}{\text{SQE}_R^2} = (t/(t-1))^{-1} = (0.24/0.25)^{-1} = 1.04 \) is obtained. That number agrees very well with the one obtained from D1 and they are both very close to 1. That shows that the MMI does have a slight unbalance between two arms but it is only 0.2 % off from 50:50 splitting ratio.

From eqn.5.3-5.6, the efficiency ratio of any couple can also be calculated. For instance, at \( I_b = 7.5 \mu A \) an SQE of 0.16 and 0.15 is measured for the D1 and D2, respectively and that corresponds to \( \eta_1/\eta_2 = 1.07 \). In order to confirm the equal efficiencies in this MMI, the detectors are measured by top-coupling in a free-space configuration and a system quantum efficiency of \( 8.3 \times 10^{-5} \) and \( 5.4 \times 10^{-5} \) are measured for the same bias current \( (I_b = 7.5 \mu A) \), respectively. This further confirms that the detectors are nearly equally efficient and the MMI splitting ratio is close to 50:50 in this WHBT.

After showing the 50:50 splitting, the device quantum efficiency (DQE) has been reported for both detectors as \( \sim 2 \% \) at \( I_b = 7.5 \mu A \) (not shown). It has been derived by dividing the number of counts (after subtracting the dark counts) by the number of photons coupled to the input waveguide, taking into account the measured coupling efficiency \( \eta_{TM} = 19 \% \) for the quasi-TM mode and the equal splitting ratio. Coupling efficiencies are determined by measuring the spectral fringes in the transmission spectra of test waveguides without NbN nanowires as described in subsection 2.2.2. The dark count rate is relatively high as given in the inset of Figure 5.7 (\( \sim 10 \) kHz for 1 % DQE) in this measurement set-up. However, that is due to the non-ideal temperature and infrared background radiation but it can be reduced to <10 Hz by lowering the temperature to \( \sim 1 \) K and better shielding of the infrared background (see section 2.2).
5.6 Performance of waveguide autocorrelators

Now, the performance of the waveguide autocorrelators are presented (see Figure 5.2(right)). As depicted in Figure 5.9, the detectors have a critical current $I_c = 23 \, \mu A$ with a very similar IV curves at $T_{base} = 2.1 \, K$.

The electro-optical response to a continuous wave (CW) 1300 nm diode laser is measured for each element of the autocorrelators. In order to prove that the detectors respond to the single photons, the count rate is measured to be proportional to the laser power as shown in Figure 5.10. The inset in Figure 5.10 shows a voltage output of D1 (representing the pulse shape for a 50 $\mu m$-long detector), with a 1/e pulse decay time of 1.5 ns. This value is approximately in agreement with the calculated value $\tau_{1/e} = L_{kin}/R_{out} = 1.8 \, ns^{85}$, based on the kinetic inductance per square reported ($L_{k} = 90 \, pH/\square^{132}$). The difference is assigned to the different film thicknesses which is higher for these detectors as compared to the Ref.\textsuperscript{132} and the kinetic inductance decreases inversely with the thickness. Considering that it takes $3\tau$ to recover the bias current to its 95 % after a detection event, a maximum count rate of $> 200 \, MHz$ is estimated. The short recovery time of the waveguide autocorrelator as the WHBT shows the advantage of integrating two wires on top of the same waveguide.

Figure 5.11 shows the device quantum efficiency (QE) of both detectors measured using a continuous-wave laser at 1300 nm in the TE polarization. The two detectors show very similar QE vs bias current dependences at high-bias currents, and the peak QE value reaches to 0.5 % (D1) and 0.9 % (D2) at $I_b = 0.99 I_c$. This value has been derived by dividing the number of counts (after subtracting the dark counts) by the number of photons coupled to the waveguide, taking into account the measured coupling efficiency $\eta = 16.6 \, %$ and 19 % for the quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes, respectively. Coupling efficiencies are determined by measuring the spectral fringes in the transmission spectra of test waveguides without NbN nanowires as described in subsection 2.2.2. The dark count rate (not shown) is relatively high (~80 kHz at $I_b = 0.95 I_c$) but it can be reduced
Figure 5.10 – Count rate (dots) as a function of laser power at 1300 nm for a 50 µm-long detector, TE polarization and bias current $I_b = 0.98I$, and a linear fit (red line) in log-log scale with a slope of 0.96. Inset: A voltage output of a single detector, D1, and exponential fit (red line) with a decay time $\tau_{1,2} = 1.5$ ns.

to <100 Hz at $I_b = 0.95I$, by lowering the temperature to $\sim 1$ K and better shielding of the infrared background.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.12, the detectors are polarization-independent which can be attributed to the very high absorptance of the 50 µm-long wires for both polarizations and to the very initial coupling efficiencies. The relatively low value of the device QE (of both the waveguide autocorrelator and the WHBT), despite the high absorptance, is attributed to the limited internal QE (ratio of detected to absorbed photons) as also indicated by the unsaturated bias dependence of the DQE. This is probably related to the

Figure 5.11 – Device quantum efficiency of each detector measured with TE-polarized CW light at 1300 nm (TE mode). The sketch shows the locations of the detectors.
film thickness (5.9 nm), larger than the conventional thickness used in nanowire detectors (4.5 nm). Moreover, the quality of this NbN film is also not optimized, as indicated by the $T_c$, lower than previous demonstrations of NbN SSPDs on GaAs\textsuperscript{72}. It is anticipated that the QE may also be increased using narrower wires\textsuperscript{32,66}.

### 5.7 Crosstalk analysis of waveguide autocorrelators

![Sketch of the measurement setup with the waveguide autocorrelator for the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ measurements.]

The close packing of the nanowires, needed to ensure equal coupling to the guided light
and high absorptance, may produce electrical, magnetic or thermal coupling between the two detectors. That potentially leads to either a false detection or a decreased detection probability in one wire after the other has fired. Such coupling, which is referred to as crosstalk in the following, would introduce spurious correlations at and around zero delays and affect the measurement of the second-order correlation function. In an ideal autocorrelator, the detectors should work independently without causing any modified/false response arising from the firing adjacent detector. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to investigate any possible crosstalk-related limitation of the waveguide autocorrelator.

Several tests are performed in order to investigate the possible crosstalk between two adjacent detectors on a single ridge waveguide. A first series of tests is performed in static conditions, to determine whether the bias condition of one detector has an influence on the electro-optical response of the other. The second series is in dynamic conditions in order to investigate any temporal variation of the detection probability of one detector due to the firing of the other detector. The dynamic analysis of the detectors is performed by measuring the intensity correlation function \( g^{(2)}(\tau) \) of both CW (1310 nm) and pulsed lasers (1064 nm) coupled to the waveguide. The setup used for the measurement is given in Figure 5.13. Both detectors are biased with identical electrical bias-circuit configuration.

### 5.7.1 Static crosstalk analysis

Static coupling would mainly result from the thermal or magnetic interaction (intrinsic) as well as the coupling of two detectors due to the shared ground (extrinsic). The electrical and optical response of one detector is studied as a function of the bias of the adjacent detector. Figure 5.14(a) shows the IV characteristic of D1 (see Figure 5.11) while D2 is unbiased. Figure 5.14 (b) and Figure 5.14 (c) show the IV characteristics of D2 measured with D1 biased at the points indicated with the open squares in Figure 5.14 (a). In Figure 5.14 (b), all the curves are superposed whilst in the blow-up of Figure 5.14 (c) only small fluctuations (~0.10 µA) in the critical current are observed and reported in Figure 5.14 (d) as a function of the bias voltage of D1. It can be seen that even when the neighbouring detector D1 becomes resistive, where it dissipates Joule heating to the GaAs lattice, no change of the Ic of D2 is observed within the uncertainty (0.2 %) due to stability of the experiment (see Figure 5.14 (d)). The same behaviour is observed when sweeping the bias voltage of D2 while measuring the IV for D1. Therefore, no static coupling between the detectors is evidenced. This is different than the results obtained on sapphire where biasing one detector in the resistive state led to a 10 % decrease in the critical current of the other detector. This may be related to the higher thermal conductivity of GaAs with respect to sapphire, leading to an efficient heat transport to the substrate.

Similarly, considering the fact that the dark count rate (DCR) is very sensitive to any change, the DCR was measured for the detector D1 at several bias conditions by sweeping the bias of D2 in the superconducting and unstable region (green dots and black stars in the inset of Figure 5.15 that shows the IV curve of D2 when amplifiers are connected). If switching of D2 resulted in any false counts on D1, the dark count rate of D1 would change when D2 is biased in the unstable region. Figure 5.15 shows the DCR of D1, biased
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Figure 5.14 – (a) IV curve of the detector D1 while D2 is unbiased (see Figure 5.11 for D1 and D2). (b) IV characteristic of the detector D2 at different bias conditions of D1. (c) IV curve of D2, zoomed around I_c, each curve corresponds to the bias points indicated with a square of the same colour in Figure 5.14(a). (d) Fluctuations in I_c of D2 while D1 is biased at several different bias conditions. The I_c is independent of the bias voltage of D1 within the error bars.

at constant current I_b = 0.95-0.99I_c while the bias of D2 is swept. There is no measurable variation of the DCR with the bias of the other detector. That confirms that there is no measurable static coupling between two integrated WSPDs.

5.7.2 Dynamic crosstalk analysis and second-order intensity correlation measurement

As a coherent beam has a constant g^{(2)}(τ)^3, any variation observed at small delays would indicate a spurious increase or decrease of the detection probability upon firing of the adjacent detector. The expected time range for crosstalk is within a few ns delay because the relevant timescales are the time for the formation and the decay of the hotspot (tens of ps) the recovery time of the detector (∼5 ns) the electromagnetic wave travelling time between the nanowires and along the waveguide (<1 ps) as well as the propagation time of phonons across the entire detector length and between the adjacent pairs (up to a few ps).

\[^3g^{(2)}(\tau) = 1\] for a coherent beam and \[^3g^{(2)}(0) = 0\] for any single-photon source.
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Figure 5.15 – Measured intensity correlation histograms for a 1300 nm CW laser with 77 pW excitation power. The detectors are biased at 99 % (green line) and 97 % (blue line) of their critical current. The black lines show the averaging of the data over 1 ns.

The coincidence counts between the two detectors are measured by sending their outputs to the inputs of a correlation card (PicoHarp 300). The zero delay is calibrated in a subsequent experiment by measuring the zero-crossing of a single detector, using the same delay line. In Figure 5.16, the coincidence counts are shown as a function of the delay time between the start and the stop channels for a CW light with an excitation power of 77 pW at 1300 nm at \( I_b = 0.97I_c \) (blue line) and \( I_b = 0.99I_c \) (green line). The change in the bias current modifies the number of coincidences due to the varying efficiency of the detectors (see Figure 5.11). In order to improve the signal to noise ratio and to clearly observe the coincidences around zero delay, the data is averaged over a 1 ns temporal window (black lines). Even when the bias current of each detector is brought very close to \( I_c \), no trace of crosstalk has been observed in the vicinity of zero delay.

As a further test, the same experiment is carried out with a pulsed laser at 1064 nm and with 5.6 ps-long pulses and a 63 ± 0.5 MHz repetition rate. Figure 5.17 presents the coincidence rate as a function of time delay, measured at varying bias conditions of the two detectors. The detectors are biased with a current from 0.95\( I_c \) to 0.99\( I_c \), and data is collected for long enough to provide a high number of coincidences for the analysis and then divided by integration time to obtain the coincidence rate. In this situation, coincidences are observed only at delays multiple of the repetition period of the laser (15.9 ± 0.1 ns). The total coincidences with a 2 ns (± 1 ns for each side) time window around each peak are calculated and shown in Figure 5.17 on the right axis and fitted with a linear curve (dashed lines). The linear fit is an approximation for the exponential decay due to the expected saturation of the coincidences vs delay, related to the relatively high
count rate in this experimental condition. In order to estimate the error bar the standard deviation of the data points are calculated at delays different than zero with respect to the value given by the linear fit. For all currents, the measured coincidences at zero delay fall within the expected interval as defined by the linear fit and the error bar, showing the absence of crosstalk within the experimental accuracy of maximum of $\sim 4\%$ at $0.97 - 0.99 I_c$.

Finally, the timing resolution (jitter) can be determined from the second-order intensity correlation measurements on a pulsed laser ($\lambda = 1064$ nm, $\sim 6$ ps-wide pulse width). Figure 5.18 displays the coincidence peak at the zero delay for two different bias currents ($I_b = 0.90 I_c$ (red diamonds) and $I_b = 0.99 I_c$ (blue circles)), showing a Gaussian distribution with a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 125 ps. The jitter is the convolution of all the jitters in the measurement set-up. As the jitter of the laser and the correlation card are negligible as compared to the detectors, only the two detectors are considered with an equal timing jitter (amplifiers and the cabling are not excluded). A jitter of 88 ps (FWHM) is obtained for each detector with no change depending on the bias current within the accuracy of the experiment.

It is possible that the time resolution of the HBT may impact the measured-dip of a single-photon emitter at $g^{(2)}(0)$. If the time resolution of an HBT is lower than the decay time of the single-photon emitter (in the order of ns), $g^{(2)}(0)$ will not go to zero. However, as the waveguide autocorrelators have a sub-ns jitter time with a Gaussian distribution, no artefact is anticipated.
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Figure 5.17 – Left axis: Coincidence rate under illumination with a 63 MHz pulsed laser at 1064 nm with an average power of 34 pW. The detectors are biased at 0.99 (green line), 0.97 (blue line), and 0.95 (red line) of the critical current. Right axis: Total coincidence rate at each peak points (integrated over the peak, ± 1 ns). The black dash lines are linear fits to the data.

Figure 5.18 – Histogram of the jitter time of one detector relative to the other for two different bias conditions; 0.90I_c (red diamonds), 0.99I_c (blue circles) and the Gaussian-fit to the data (black solid line).
5.8 Conclusions

The measurement of the second-order correlation function $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ and of the photon number is a key functionality for quantum photonics, allowing for example the characterization of single-photon states. To this aim, the first waveguide autocorrelators have been demonstrated by exploiting two different designs, WHBT and waveguide autocorrelators. As discussed widely in the text, waveguide autocorrelators are also studied for crosstalk in both static and dynamic regimes. No crosstalk has been evidenced within the measurement accuracy, which makes them promising candidates for on-chip autocorrelators. That allows successfully performing on-chip second-order intensity correlation measurements. As a proof of principle, the $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ of CW and pulsed light sources is measured with total temporal resolution of 125 ps (FWHM). Moreover, the detectors are shown to be polarization independent. These waveguide autocorrelators are also the first step towards integrated photon number resolving (PNR) detectors which could be realized by connecting the different wires together in a parallel or series configuration, which is discussed in detail in the following chapter. The absence of crosstalk is an essential feature for PNR detectors whose fidelity would otherwise be affected.
Chapter 6

Waveguide Photon-Number-Resolving Detectors

After demonstrating waveguide detectors with single-photon capability in chapter 4 and the waveguide single-photon detectors with more functionality such as autocorrelators in chapter 5, the last missing piece of the puzzle is the photon-number-resolving detectors which is presented in this chapter.

6.1 Introduction

Whilst integrated single-photon detectors are powerful components for a QPIC, detectors providing photon-number resolution are important in quantum communication and linear-optics quantum computing. Recently, there has been a considerable effort to realize photon-number-resolving detectors (PNRDs) for free-space coupling using the transition-edge sensors (TESs), silicon photomultipliers and avalanche photodiodes (APDs), as well as time-multiplexing using Si-APDs and SSPDs, and spatial multiplexing with APDs and SSPDs. Up to date, only transition-edge sensor PNRDs have been reported in a waveguide configuration. Nevertheless, TESs are thermal detectors therefore they are relatively slow and unsuited for high-speed quantum information processing.

This chapter describes the experimental results of waveguide photon-number-resolving detectors (WPNRDs) on GaAs/AlGaAs ridge waveguides based on a series connection of nanowires. The detection of 0-4 photons has been demonstrated with a four-wire WPNRD, having a single electrical read-out. By combining the benefits of the superconducting nanowires such as low dark count rates, excellent timing resolution and short

1 The results in this chapter have been partly published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 111116 (2013)
dead time and benefits from the high modal absorption of the guided mode that allows unity absorptance with waveguide lengths of a few tens of micrometers, a WPNRD with a device quantum efficiency ~24 % and 22% has been reported at 1310 nm for the TE and TM polarisations, respectively.

The work is a collaboration of CNR, Rome (group of Dr. R. Leoni), Würzburg University (WU, group of Prof. M. Kamp and Dr. S. Höfling) and Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The films are grown at the TU/e, the processing has mainly been done in CNR by Dr. A. Gaggero and Dr. F. Mattioli except for the waveguide etching, which is done at WU. The sample then goes back to CNR in order to open the vias for the probing. It has been measured and characterised in TU/e. The contributions of Mr. Z. Zhou for sharing his experience on PNRDs in the lab is also acknowledged.

6.2 Concept and design

Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of a waveguide photon-number-resolving detector (WP-NRD). The detector is based on four NbN superconducting nanowires on top of a GaAs/Al$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$As (0.35 µm/1.5 µm-thick) waveguide heterostructure. The nanowires represent distinct detecting elements sensing different parts of the same waveguide mode and the number of switching wires can be determined from the output voltage as described below. A 3.85 µm-wide and 350 nm-thick ridge GaAs waveguide with an etching depth of 260 nm on top of Al$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$ (cladding layer) is simulated with a finite-element solver (Comsol Multiphysics). The wires are 5 nm thick and 100 nm-wide with a spacing of 150 nm and a total length of 60 (2x30) µm as shown in Figure 6.1. In the simulation, a 100 nm-thick SiO$_x$ layer is taken into account left as a residue of the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist on top of the NbN nanowires after the patterning (see Figure 6.2). The structure is optimized for nearly-equal absorption by the different wires along the lateral direction of the waveguide. The symmetric configuration with a wider waveguide than WSPDs is appropriately engineered to alleviate the difference in the absorption of the guided light by the central and lateral wires, while maintaining the absorptance of the quasi-transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes high (see Figure 6.2). Moreover, the design is tolerant to the variation of the etching depth between 250 and 300 nm.

The total absorptance for the lowest-order TE and TM modes is calculated with the respective modal absorption coefficients of $\alpha_{TE}^{tot} = 478$ cm$^{-1}$ and $\alpha_{TM}^{tot} = 654$ cm$^{-1}$ (assuming $n_{NbN} = 5.23 - 5.82i$) and plotted in Figure 6.3. As depicted in the figure, that allows 76 % TE and 86 % TM absorptance along a 30 µm-long waveguide. The modal absorption coefficient by only the two central wires $\alpha_{TE}^{cent} = 282$ cm$^{-1}$, $\alpha_{TM}^{cent} = 380$ cm$^{-1}$ is higher than the corresponding absorption by the two lateral wires $\alpha_{TE}^{lat} = 198$ cm$^{-1}$, $\alpha_{TM}^{lat} = 276$ cm$^{-1}$ for both polarisations due to the confinement profile of the mode as shown in Figure 6.2. The probability of absorption after propagating over a length L (P(L)) for central (P$_{cent}$) and lateral (P$_{lat}$) wires is easily derived as,

$$P_{cent(lat)}(L) = \frac{\alpha_{cent(lat)}}{\alpha_{tot}}(1 - e^{-\alpha_{tot}L})$$  (6.1)

and it is plotted for both TE and TM polarisations for the two central (circles) and
6.3. SAMPLE FABRICATION

Figure 6.1 – Schematic of a waveguide photon-number-resolving detector (WPNRD) consisting of four wires in series with a resistance \( R_p \) in parallel to each wire (contact pads are not shown).

The situation is analogous to an imbalanced N-port splitter followed by single-photon detectors. The corresponding unbalance in detection probability does not significantly limit the fidelity of the PNR measurement, as discussed later in this chapter.

The electrical structure of WPNRDs is based on the series connection of four wires, each shunted by a resistance (see Figure 6.1 for the sketch and Figure 6.4 for the circuit diagram). The photon detection mechanism in each wire is the same as in SSPDs. The wire is biased with a current close to its critical current \( I_c \), and upon absorption of a single photon, a resistive region is formed across it. While in SSPDs the bias current \( I_b \) is redirected to the external load resistance, in these series-nanowire detectors \( I_b \) is redirected to the resistance integrated in parallel to each wire, producing a voltage pulse. The circuit diagram in Figure 6.4 depicts the equivalent electrical circuit (showing only two wires for simplicity). Each wire can be modelled as a variable resistance \( R_p \) and an inductance (kinetic inductance, \( L_k \)) and it is connected in parallel to an integrated resistance \( R_p \) and in series to the other wires. If several wires switch simultaneously, a voltage approximately proportional to the number of switching wires is read on the load resistance.

6.3 Sample fabrication

WPNRDs integrated on a GaAs waveguide are defined using five steps of direct-writing electron beam lithography (EBL). A high resolution Vistec EBPG 5HR system equipped with a field emission gun with acceleration voltage 100 kV is used for EBL. In the first step, Ti(10 nm)/Au(60 nm) electrical contact pads (patterned as a 50 \( \Omega \) coplanar transmission line) and alignment marks are defined using a positive tone polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) electronic resist, evaporation and lift-off. In the second step, additional Ti (5 nm)/Au (20 nm) pads are defined by electron beam lithography on PMMA, evaporation and lift-off. These pads are needed to allow the electrical connection between the nanowires and the parallel resistances \( R_p \), light green-coloured pads in the inset (right) of Figure 6.5. In the third step, the 100 nm-wide meandered nanowires are defined on
6.4 Results and discussions

The experiments are performed by end-fire coupling near-infrared light from a lensed fiber to the waveguide, using the waveguide probe station as described in subsection 2.2.2. Figure 6.6 shows a characteristic current-voltage (IV) curve of a four-wire WPNRD. A critical current of \( I_c = 10 \mu A \) is measured at the base cold-plate temperature \( T = 2.1 \) K. The linear slope observed in the IV curve after reaching \( I_c \) is related to the series connection of the four resistances, \( 4 \times R_p = 152 \Omega \) (38 \( \Omega \) each). There is a sharp drop in the IV curve followed with a plateau (so called hotspot plateau) after all the wires (four wires connected in series) become resistive (see Figure 6.1).

The system quantum efficiency (SQE) is defined as the number of counts (after subtracting the dark counts) divided by the number of photons at the fiber input of the cryostat. The SQE is measured by using a continuous-wave laser attenuated to the single photon level at 1310 nm and reaches 4 % and 3.3 % in the TE and TM polarisations, respectively. Figure 6.7 shows the device quantum efficiency (DQE) of a WPNRD, defined

![Figure 6.4 - The equivalent circuit of the series connected nanowires (modelled with a normal resistance (\( R_n \)) and an inductance (\( L_k \)), each shunted by an integrated resistance (\( R_p \)).](image)
Figure 6.5 – Scanning electron microscope image of a WPNRD. Inset on the upper left: a blow-up image of the four wires before the waveguide etching step, where the wires have been coloured for clarity. Inset on the upper right: a close-up, false-coloured image of four AuPd parallel resistances (4xRP). The scale bar of both the insets is 500 nm. The SEM images have been taken by Dr. A. Gaggero at CNR.

as the number of photocounts divided by the number of photons coupled in the waveguide. The DQE reaches to 24±2 % for TE and 22±1 % for TM polarisation at a bias current I0 = 9.3 μA and has been determined from the measured SQE and the coupling efficiency (η) of the photons from the fiber into the waveguide, $\eta_{\text{TE}} = 17\pm1\%$ and $\eta_{\text{TM}} = 14.8\pm0.6\%$ (SQE= DQE×η). The value of $\eta$ is approximately determined from the spectral average.

Figure 6.6 – IV characteristic of a four-element WPNRD, with Rp= 38 Ω.
of the Fabry-Perot (FP) fringes measured on four, nominally identical waveguides (with no wires on top) by using a tunable laser around 1310 nm and its error bar is defined as the standard deviation among the four waveguides. For the TM polarization, this value of $\eta_{TM} = 14 \pm 1\%$ corresponds well to the one determined from the fringe contrast (as explained in subsection 2.2.2). For the TE polarization, coupling to multiple lateral modes produces a complex fringe pattern, motivating our use of the spectral average. To date, this is the highest DQE reported for superconducting nanowire detectors with a single electrical output proportional to the photon number. The non-unity QE is attributed to the following reasons: 1- The absorptance of the 30 $\mu$m-long waveguides is calculated as 76 % and 85 % for the TE and TM polarisations, respectively. Longer wires may allow a higher DQE. 2- The deposition of very uniform NbN films is relatively difficult on GaAs compared to the traditional substrates Al$_2$O$_3$, MgO as already discussed in chapter 3. Whilst the sputtering requires high temperature to promote the surface diffusion of the sputtered particles and obtain a high quality film, the GaAs surface starts to become rough above 350 $^\circ$C. Therefore, the film quality might also play a role in the quantum efficiency. Moreover, a change in the ratio of the TE and TM efficiencies is observed at low bias current, which seems to indicate a polarisation dependent internal quantum efficiency (probability of detection once a photon is absorbed), as previously observed also in Ref.71.

The temporal response of the WPNRD is probed with a TE polarized pulsed laser-diode (10 MHz) at 1310 nm using a sampling oscilloscope with the detector biased at $I_b = 8.8 \mu$A. A photoresponse pulse corresponding to four-photon absorption is shown in the inset of Figure 6.7. After performing a moving average over 10 data points (green line), a $1/e$ decay time of $\tau_{1/e} = 6.2$ ns is calculated. That value agrees well with the value of $\tau_{1/e} = 5.6$ ns obtained from the simulation using the electro-thermal model (see 77 and it is plotted together in the same graph (red line). The deadtime ($3\times\tau$) corresponds to an estimated maximum count rate of $> 50$ MHz.

In order to show the proof of PNR capability, the device is tested under illumination with a pulsed laser-diode ($\sim$ 100 ps pulse width, 2 MHz repetition rate), whose photon number distribution is described by Poissonian statistics, using a 40 GHz bandwidth sampling oscilloscope (from Agilent Technologies, 86100 C Infiniium DCA-j) after amplification by three amplifiers with a total gain of 43 dBm. Figure 6.8 shows an example of a photoresponse of the detector in TE polarization for a photon flux of 12 photons/pulse in the waveguide, corresponding to an average number of detected photons $\mu_{\text{det}} = 2.3$ /pulse at $I_b = 8.8 \mu$A, with a DQE of 19 %. Five distinct detection levels in the figure correspond to the detection of 0-4 photons. The slow rise time of the photoresponse is due to the low-pass filter (LPF: DC - 80 MHz) added to the circuit to remove the high frequency noise (see the inset in Figure 6.7 for the photoresponse of four-photon absorption without LPF.).

After measuring the count rate at a fixed bias current, $I_b = 8.8 \mu$A, as a function of the threshold voltage ($V_{th}$) of a frequency counter at different powers (12 MHz repetition rate, TE polarization), the plateaus corresponding to the different photon levels are determined. By setting the threshold levels in the counter according to the different photon levels, the detection probability relative to $\geq 1$- (red), $\geq 2$- (green), $\geq 3$- (blue) and $\geq 4$- (purple) photon absorption events is measured as a function of the power in the waveguide and
CHAPTER 6. WAVEGUIDE PHOTON-NUMBER-RESOLVING DETECTORS

Figure 6.7 – Device quantum efficiency (device QE) of a WPNRD measured with TE and TM-polarized continuous-wave light at 1310 nm. Inset: Photoresponse pulse when four photons are detected. The green curve is the moving average of 10 data points showing a decay time of $\tau_{1/e} = 6.2$ ns and the red curve is the calculation from an electro-thermal simulation after correcting for the filtering effect of the amplifiers (20 MHz - 6 GHz) when four photons are detected, giving a decay time of $\tau_{1/e} = 5.6$ ns.

plotted in Figure 6.9. The results are in a good agreement with the expected detection probability for a Poissonian source in the regime where detected average photon number $\mu$ is $\mu \ll 1$, as shown by the $\mu^\gamma$ fits (black lines) in the figure for each photon level. The inset in Figure 6.9 shows the peak amplitudes ($V_{peak}$) as a function of the detected photon numbers, together with a linear fit, showing the excellent linearity of the output voltage. The error bars represent the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of each peak which is nearly independent of the photon number, showing only about 20 % increase from 0- to 4- photon level.

In order to compare the WPNRDs with the first demonstration of a series-nanowire PNRD also called SND, further analysis is done on the noise. If there is no noise, when only one photon is absorbed, a Dirac-delta ($\delta$) like detection event is expected at a certain voltage and the voltage output is expected to increase linearly corresponding to the detected photon number. However, due to the electrical noise, there is a finite distribution of output voltages for each peak, as shown by the Gaussian fits in Figure 6.10 (top). Any increase of the width of the distribution with the photon level is denoted as excess noise. Excess noise is detrimental in PNRDs as it limits the signal-to-noise(S/N) ratio at high photon numbers and may limit the dynamic range. As previously depicted in the inset of Figure 6.9, the width of the Gaussian-peaks increases slightly from zero- to four-photon events and that shows the presence of an excess noise. The comparison of it with the SNDs previously demonstrated in a fiber-coupled configuration is shown in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.8 – An oscilloscope persistence map for a photon flux of 12 photons/pulse in the waveguide (3.7 pW average power), and corresponding measured (dark blue) pulse height distribution of one-to-four photon detection events (laser repetition rate of 2 MHz). A time window of 50 ps (dark-yellow rectangle) around the voltage peak is used to make a histogram as shown on the left axis (black line) with the corresponding multi-Gaussian fit (dark yellow line, area underneath filled with light blue). Distinct levels are observed corresponding to the detection of 0-4 photons as indicated on the right axis.

In order to make the comparison independent of the differences in bias current and amplifier gain, the FWHM of the peaks are normalised by the average value of the 1-photon peak, which also scales proportionally to the bias current and gain. It is evident from Figure 6.10(bottom left) that the WPNRD represents similar S/N performance as the SND for the 1-photon level, but a much lower excess noise. The normalised excess noise, defined as \( \sqrt{\Omega^2_n - \Omega^2_0} \), where \( \Omega_n = \sigma / V_{\text{peak}} \) is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit of the \( n^{\text{th}} \) peak, is shown in Figure 6.10(bottom right).

In order to understand the origin of the noise, the possible sources of the excess noise are discussed in the following. As it has been discussed in Ref. 87, the excess noise can originate from three main sources. The first one is the non-uniformity in the wires, which appears as a variation of the resistance of the normal section. As the output voltage \( V_{\text{out}} \) is proportional to \( n R N (I_b - I_{b'}) \) (where \( I_b \) is the bias current and \( I_{b'} \) is the current flowing through the nanowire when the hotspot is formed (which depends on the resistance of the hotspot)), the changes in the resistance of the wire contributes to the spread of the voltage output amplitudes and accumulates for increasing number of switching wires. As the contributions of the different wires are uncorrelated, it scales as \( \sqrt{n} \). This noise is intrinsic and can be improved by fabricating more uniform wires. The second source of
the noise is the thermal noise of the amplifiers\(^2\), which can be modelled with equivalent current and voltage noise generators. The contribution of the current noise generator to the output voltage scales as the impedance seen by it, which is equal to the parallel of the detector impedance (\(\propto nR_p\) when \(n\) photons are detected) and the 50 \(\Omega\) input impedance of the amplifier. This noise contribution is therefore expected to scale proportionally to \(n\) for \(nR_p < 50 \, \Omega\), and then saturate for higher \(n\). In Figure 6.10 (bottom), both plots have a signature of excess noise with the increasing photon number. The third noise source can be due to the spread in the parallel resistances as the amplitude of the voltage pulses scale proportionally\(^1\). The figure on the left shows that already at zero-photon level there is a large broadening and the value is very similar for a WPNRD and an SND. The noise at zero-level is mainly attributed to the amplifier chains used in the experiments. While the noise almost linearly increases for an SND, it tends to saturate for an WPNRD. As a consequence, the broadening of the WPNRD does not increase more than 20 % up to four-photon detection for a WPNRD while it is more than 100 % for the SND. As the technology used for fabricating the wires is nearly the same, the difference between the two detectors is tentatively attributed to the different chain of amplifiers used. The linear behaviour of the excess noise for SND indeed suggests that the noise is related to

\(^2\)The thermal noise of the wires are negligible because of the low temperature operation.
6.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

the thermal noise of the amplifiers although the expected saturation for large $n$ is not clearly observed in the case of the SND. It is noted however that the limited number of photon levels does not allow a clear discrimination between the dependences predicted for the three possible noise sources. For the future experiments, when the number of wires increases beyond four, a cold-stage pre-amplifier may be used in order to solve this issue to reduce the effect of the thermal noise of the amplifiers. Another approach can be to implement the single-flux quantum (SFQ) circuit technology that is compatible with the NbN-based SSPD technology as they are very promising due to their low-jitter and high-frequency performances.

The fidelity (a measure of how precisely a PNRD can reconstruct the photon number) of WPNRDs is potentially affected by five factors: 1- the limited number of wires, 2- the different absorption by the central and lateral wires, 3- the limited efficiency, 4- the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and 5- the crosstalk (spurious switching of a wire after photon absorption in an adjacent one). According to our previous study on closely-packed wires in a similar configuration (chapter 5 and Ref. [35]), crosstalk is negligible. The fidelity is studied in the following in the case of two photons incident on the 4-wire WPNRD and defined as $P(2|2)$, i.e. probability of measuring the two incident photons. The four-element WPNRD is equivalent to a splitter with one input and four outputs connected to four single-photon detectors with splitting functions, $T_i$ ($\sum T_i = 1$) (see Figure 6.11). Here, the absorption probability in wire $i$ is denoted with $A_i$ and $A_{tot} = \sum A_i$. The internal quantum efficiency $\eta$ is assumed to be equal for all the wires. The WPNRD is then equivalent to the splitter of Figure 6.11 with $T_i = A_i/A_{tot}$ and the efficiency of detector $D_i$ is $\eta_{D_i} = \eta A_{tot} = \eta D$. Then, the probability of two photons being directed to the $i^{th}$ detector producing an error is written as,

$$P^{[i]}(2) = T_i^2 \quad (6.2)$$

Therefore, the probability of measuring the two photons in a pulse correctly ($P_{det} = P(2|2)$) is calculated by,

$$P(2|2) = \eta_{D}^2(1 - T_1^2 - T_2^2 - T_3^2 - T_4^2) \quad (6.3)$$

As shown in Figure 6.2, the fundamental modes are symmetric around the centre of the waveguide. That assures the equal mode overlap between the two central wires and also between the two lateral wires. Thus, eqn. 6.3 can be rewritten by simplifying for $T_1 = T_4$ and $T_2 = T_3$ as,

$$P(2|2) = \eta_{D}^2(1 - 2T_1^2 - 2T_2^2) \quad (6.4)$$

Therefore, using eqn. 6.4, the probability of measuring two photons $P(2|2)$ arriving at the same time on an ideal four-element PNRD, having an equal splitting $T_1 = T_2 = 0.25$ and a unity efficiency, $\eta_D = 1$ is

$$P(2|2) = 1 - 4(0.25)^2 = 0.75 \quad (6.5)$$

which is due to the limited number of elements as also reported in Ref. [36].
Figure 6.10 – (Top) Measured (grey open circles) and fitted (multi-Gaussian fit lines in colour) pulse height distribution of a WPNRD with corresponding photon levels up to 4-photons (colour coded). (Bottom) Noise analysis of a WPNRD and its comparison with a series nanowire detector (SND). An SND also resolves up to 4-photons with the same configuration but exploits free-space coupling. The excess noise is analysed over (left) the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of each peak and each curve is divided by their 1-photon signal amplitudes and (right) the increase in the width of photon detection levels as a function of the detected number of photons. Both experiments are conducted at $\lambda = 1300$ nm with a pulsed laser-diode. The repetition rate of the laser is 2 MHz for the WPNRD and 10 MHz for the SND.
6.5. CONCLUSIONS

In the waveguide design reported here with an unbalanced absorptance in the central and the lateral wires, \( P(2|2) \) given by eqn. 6.4 will be slightly reduced to 0.74 by considering a total absorptance for a 250 \( \mu \text{m} \)-long waveguide, \( T_1 = 0.2 \) and \( T_2 = 0.3 \) (see Figure 6.3), and \( \eta_D = 1 \).

Due to the limited efficiency (DQE = 0.24), the calculated probability of detecting two photons in the reported WPNRD device is \( P(2|2) = 0.058 \).

Finally, the limited S/N ratio results in a limitation in the fidelity related to the overlap between the adjacent photon levels (1-photon and 3-photon for a 2-photon detection). The \( P(2|2) \) related to this overlap only, assuming an infinite number of wires and unity efficiency, would be 0.97 (see the pulse-height distribution in Figure 6.8).

By calculating all the possible limitations, it has been concluded that the fidelity in the present device is mainly limited by the efficiency as previously concluded in Ref. 86 and it could be increased to 0.74 by increasing the length (ensuring the maximum absorptance) and the internal efficiency. Further improvements require an increase in the number of wires and a more uniform absorption probability.

6.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, WPNRDs based on NbN superconducting nanowires are demonstrated on a GaAs ridge waveguide. The detectors can resolve up to four photons and show device quantum efficiencies of 24 % and 22 % at 1310 nm for TE and TM polarized input light with an estimated maximum count rate of > 50 MHz. The efficiency can be maximized by further optimizing the film quality and the fabrication process. Moreover, fabricating longer wires as compared to the ones studied here (30 \( \mu \text{m} \) wires) may satisfy the total absorption and therefore increase the efficiency. Another way to increase the efficiency of the detectors may be to replace NbN with another material, such as W, Si, ..., which has been shown to have an internal efficiency approaching unity 69. The fidelity is one of the major measurement parameters of a PNRD and it has been shown that with this WPNRD structure, the maximum fidelity for the measurement of two photons can be increased up to 0.74. These WPNRDs represent a substantial step towards the integration of highly-functional detectors in quantum photonic circuits.
Conclusions and Outlook

In order to overcome the limitation of the operations with quantum bits (qubits) in quantum photonic experiments, the monolithic integration of the optical circuit elements is needed in so-called quantum photonic integrated circuits (QPICs). The monolithic integration has been challenging due to the difficulty of integrating sources, waveguides and detectors on the same substrate.

In view of the realisation of QPICs, a variety of aspects of the waveguide photon-detectors have been addressed within this thesis. The design, realisation and characterisation of single-photon and photon-number-resolving detectors based on superconducting nanowires integrated with GaAs waveguides are presented. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

- The optimisation of the challenging growth technology of ultrathin NbN films (4-6 nm-thick) on a GaAs substrate has been achieved by a dc magnetron sputtering technique. Due to the low growth rate, the importance of the impurity level in the deposition chamber has been evidenced and a Ti pre-deposition technique has been established. This allowed us to produce the majority of the data in this thesis as well as other results that have been reported with these films.

- The processing of superconducting NbN films has been developed using the facilities of the NanoLab@TU/e. This processing has been also used to fabricate single nanowires in order to study the film quality of the TU/e grown films. The processing presents a route to fabricate more complex structure using the same recipe.

- The waveguide single-photon detectors (WSPDs) realised on GaAs/AlGaAs ridge waveguide enable on-chip detection in QPIC. WSPDs benefit from high efficiency, high timing accuracy and short dead time enabled by the properties of the superconducting nanowires and demonstrated also in free-space coupled SSPDs. A device quantum efficiency of $\sim 20\%$ has been reported on WSPDs with an estimated maximum count rate of $> 100$ MHz. The detectors are reported to be polarisation dependent for this specific design. It is also possible to obtain polarisation-independent detectors by modifying the waveguide dimensions.
• A 2x2 multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler is integrated with two detectors as an equivalent of a free-space Hanbury-Brown and Twiss interferometer with a beamsplitter and two detectors. Furthermore, an integrated autocorrelator is presented in a more compact geometry than the waveguide HBT by putting two detectors on the same waveguide. It has been demonstrated that the integrated autocorrelators enable the measurement of the second-order correlation function \( g^{(2)}(\tau) \), which is a key functionality for a QPIC, allowing for example the characterization of single-photon states on-chip.

Additionally, no crosstalk between the nanowires has been evidenced, despite their close proximity.

• Waveguide photon-number-resolving detectors (WPNRDs) resolving up to 4-photon have been demonstrated. WPNRDs are based on the series connection of the nanowires. A device quantum efficiency of \( \sim 24 \% \) with a maximum estimated count rate of \( > 50 \text{ MHz} \) have been demonstrated by using these detectors.

There is still room to improve the performance and the functionality in this exciting study, which has not been possible due to the limited time of this PhD work. The limited device quantum efficiency of the devices is one of them. This can be done by improving the film quality further, patterning narrower wires (60-80 nm)\(^{31,70}\) and/or using low-gap superconducting films\(^{32,69}\). The yield\(^1\) is low and needs to be improved because it is an important parameter for the integration.

Furthermore, more functional, fully integrated quantum photonic circuits are the next step to be realised. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic view of such an integration demonstrator, which is an autocorrelator integrated with a single-photon source and a cavity on the chip. However, this schematic is not very straight forward to realise as the processing of the WSPDs and the PhC has to be combined without deteriorating the properties of each other. In this direction, there has been some preliminary work done for the demonstration

\(^1\)There has been only a systematic study on the electrical response of the detectors deposited on a single chip. Even though there is a small variation in the critical current across a chip, there is a wide variation in terms of efficiency.
of a fully integrated circuit. In order to understand if the NbN film deposition at high deposition temperature (nominally above 400 °C) changes the properties of the quantum dots (QDs) present in the heterostructure or if the photonic crystal fabrication introduces any degradation in the superconducting film quality, the fabrication steps needs to be checked carefully. As this thesis concentrates on the waveguide detectors, the possible scenarios from the film deposition point of view have been partly investigated. For instance, the high temperature annealing during the film sputtering may quench the photoluminescence of the QDs or it may broaden the emission line by changing the size and/or the interface states of the QDs. This, however, has not been evidenced. The width of QD single-exciton lines before and after the heat treatment is measured as 65 ± 20 μeV and 68 ± 20 μeV at full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). Moreover, there is no quenching observed in the PL intensity. Further research on these devices is ongoing.


[96] D. M. Mattox, “The good vacuum (low pressure) processing environment - chapter 3,”
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Summary

Waveguide Single-Photon and Photon-Number-Resolving Detectors

For the realisation of quantum photonic integrated circuits (QPICs), the integration of single-photon detectors (SPDs) with passive waveguides and single-photon sources is required. To this aim, in this thesis first single-photon detectors based on superconducting NbN nanowires on ridge waveguide have been realised, and then more functional detector structures have been integrated. In the first chapter, the concept of QPIC is introduced and three demanding applications are explained. Single-photon detectors (SPDs), in particular superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) and photon-number-resolving detectors (PNRDs) as well as the relevant concepts are introduced.

In the first part of the second chapter, the fabrication, characterisation and processing of NbN SSPDs are discussed. Ti pre-deposition is discussed in order to obtain state-of-the-art films and the first TU/e developed fabrication process is described. In the second part, the experimental setups used to characterise NbN superconducting nanowire detectors are explained. Moreover, the dark count resulting from the blackbody radiation is discussed and addressed. In the last part, the design of the waveguide superconducting nanowire detectors and the model are discussed.

The third chapter is dedicated to the study of the NbN films grown on GaAs substrate. The optimisation of the films and electrical characterisation of NbN single nanowires are extensively discussed. Moreover, optical constants of ultrathin NbN films that are extracted by using a spectroscopic ellipsometer technique are presented.

In the fourth chapter, superconducting waveguide single-photon detectors are introduced. The concept, design and fabrication of these detectors as well as the experimental results are discussed. A device quantum efficiency of 20 % with a timing jitter of ~ 60 ps is reported. The difference between the transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) polarisation efficiencies are attributed to the complex TM mode-profile due to non-optimised waveguide geometry for the TM polarisation. Therefore, it is difficult to couple the mode efficiently into the waveguide.

The fifth chapter introduces two types of waveguide nanowire detectors, both of which
can be used for the measurement of the second-order correlation function \( g^{(2)}(\tau) \) by replacing the beam-splitter and the two distinct detectors of a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss type interferometer. The first device, which is called waveguide Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (WHBT), has one multi-mode interference coupler (MMI) with two inputs and two outputs. There are two detectors fabricated on each output arm. This device is optimised for 50:50 splitting at 1550 nm. The second device, called waveguide autocorrelator, is a more compact device where two detectors are fabricated on a single waveguide. As a proof of principle, the \( g^{(2)}(\tau) \) measurement of a pulsed laser and a continuous-wave laser is demonstrated by using the waveguide autocorrelator. Furthermore, the closely-packed design of the waveguide autocorrelator is used to explore the crosstalk in our waveguide detectors. No crosstalk has been evidenced within the experimental error bar of 4 %.

In the sixth chapter a different type of detector, called waveguide photon-number-resolving detector (WPNRD) is discussed. While single-photon detectors behave as threshold detectors, photon-number-resolving detectors (PNRDs) resolve the number of photons at the input. By adding an integrated resistance parallel to each nanowire, it is possible to read out the sum of the detected signals with a single read-out. The WPNRDs consist of four-nanowires and therefore are shown to resolve up to four-photons. A device quantum efficiency of 24 % and 22 % for TE and TM polarisations are reported with a calculated maximum count rate of > 50 MHz. Moreover, it has been shown that the fidelity of WPNRDs is not significantly affected by the mode overlap difference between the central and lateral wires. Fast count rate, single read out and high efficiency at near-infrared wavelengths make these detectors very promising for high-speed quantum information processing.

Finally in the last chapter, the most relevant results obtained within this thesis and an outlook for the future work are summarised.
Abbreviations

$\sigma_{TE(TM)}$: modal absorption coefficient in TE(TM) polarisation
$\beta$: propagation constant
$\Delta T_c$: transition temperature
$\eta$: efficiency
$\eta_i$: internal efficiency
$g^{(2)}(\tau)$: second-order correlation function
$\mu$-PS: micro-probe station
$\lambda$: wavelength
$\sigma$: standard deviation
$\tau_{1/e}$: 1/e decay time
$\xi$: coherence length
$A$: absorptance

AFM: atomic force microscope
AL$_2$O$_3$: sapphire (single crystal)
APD: avalanche photodiode
Ar: argon
CR: count rate
CW: continuous wave
d: thickness
D1(2): detector 1(2)
DBR: distributed-Bragg-reflector
DCR: dark count rate
DQE: device quantum efficiency
EBL: electron-beam lithography
ECR: electron cyclotron resonance
FP: Fabry-Perot
FWHM: full-width-half-maximum
GSG: ground-signal-ground
HBT: Hanbury-Brown and Twiss
HR-XTREM: high-resolution cross-section transmission electron microscopy
HSQ: hydrogen silsesquioxane (negative-tone resist)
$I_b$: bias current
$I_c$: critical current
$J_c$: critical current density
L_{kin}: kinetic inductance
L_{\square}: kinetic inductance per square
MgO: magnesium oxide
MMI: multi-mode interference coupler
N_{2}: nitrogen gas
Nb: niobium
NbN: niobium nitride
PhC: photonic crystal
PMMA: polymethyl methacrylate (positive-tone resist)
PMT: photo-multiplier tube
PNR: photon-number-resolving
PNRD: photon-number-resolving detector
QD: quantum dot
QE: quantum efficiency
QIP: quantum information processing
QKD: quantum key distribution
QPIC: quantum photonic integration circuit
qubit: quantum bit
RIE: reactive-ion etching
rms (or RMS): root-mean-square
RRR: residual resistivity ratio
R: resistance
R(T): temperature dependent resistance
SE: spectroscopic ellipsometer
SEM: scanning electron microscope
Si: silicon
Si_{3}N_{4}: silicon nitride
S/N: signal-to-noise
SND: series nanowire detector
SPAD: single-photon avalanche detector
SPD: single-photon detector
SQE: system quantum efficiency
SSPD: superconducting single-photon detector
T_{\text{base}}: base temperature
T_{c}: critical temperature
T_{D}: Debye temperature
TCSPC: time-correlated single-photon counting
TE: transverse electric
TES: transition-edge sensor
TM: transverse magnetic
V: voltage
WHBT: waveguide Hanbury-Brown and Twiss
WPNRD: waveguide photon-number-resolving detector
WSi: tungsten silicide
WSPD: waveguide single-photon detector
w-PS: waveguide micro-probe station
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